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Stellingen

i Parken zijn beplante plekken, waarvan begroeiing, grond, water en het
gebouwde zodanig zijn gecultiveerd door compositie, dat zij een zin
krijgen die de betekenis van de enkele plant te boven gaat.
2 De landschapsarchitectuur is een uit ambacht, theorie en kunstzin
opgebouwd vak. Door wetenschappelijk onderzoek kunnen deze drie
pijlers van het vak worden verstevigd.
3 We kunnen van de tuinkunsthistorie leren, maar alleen met een kritiek
die daar boven staat. Een rationele benadering van de vaktraditie is
noodzakelijk, omdat zinvolle creatieve activiteiten zijn gebaseerd op
regelsen het nieuwe intweespraak met het bekende wordt ontwikkeld.
4 Door in de analyse de tekentaal te benutten kunnen ontwerpspecifieke
zaken beter aan de orde worden gesteld en ishet resultaat voorstelbaar
en overdraagbaar.
5 Stileren isniet het kiezen van een stijl voor het ontwerp;het ontwikkelt
zich tijdens het ontwerpen en het kristalliseert uit onder invloed van de
opgave.
6 De nadrukkelijke aandacht in het ontwerpen voor de ecologie heeft
geen stijl doen ontstaan, omdat ecologie een van de technisch-functioneleaspecten van het ontwerper»is.
7 Het gerealiseerde Pare de la Villette is niet het door de prijsvraag

gevraagde park van de eenentwintigste eeuw; het is het park van de
eenentwintigste eeuw anno nu.
8 Voor de stad is de openheid van een grazige of sprankelende ruimte de
voornaamste kwaliteit van het park.
9 «'t Is ook niet zo', dat voor zover in architectuur sprake is van een
kunstuiting, deze zou kunnen ontstaan door volgens een principe te
werken—'tiseerder zo,dat het principe zichformuleert tijdens ofna de
daad.»Dit omschrijft niet alleen waarom ontwerpanalyse zinvol is; het
stelt tevens de beperking ervan.
(G.Rietveld, januari i960, in: G.H.Rodijk, De huizen van Rietveld,
Zwolle, 1991, p. 14.)
10 Dat deModerne Beweging indeparkarchitectuur invergelijking tot de
bouwkunst niets zou hebben voort gebracht, iseen misvatting. Van de
tuinen en parken ontworpen in die periode isechter weinig overgebleven dat deze stelling kan ondersteunen.
11 De restauratie vaneen historisch park kan,ten gevolgevan de voortdurende ontwikkeling van de vormen en de beplantingen en door de
vergankelijkheid van het materiaal waaruit het is opgebouwd, geen
droge reconstructie van een stijlperiode zijn; het iseen actuele ontwerpopgave.
12 Het ontwerp heeft in het proces van plannen en bouwen onvoldoende
gezag.

•-:.'-

13 Bezoekefs van'tfiuziek- of theateruitvoeringen barsten zo vaak in uitbundig applausuit, dat het eerder eenuiting van opluchting lijkt dat de
voorstelling voorbij is, dan dat het een blijk van waardering is.
J.L.Baljon Park ontwerpen
Een beschouwing over hedendaagse ontwerpopvattingen in de parkarchitectuur, behandeld aan de hand van een vergelijkende ontwerpanalyse van inzendingen voor het Concours International Pare de la
Villette, Paris, 1982/83.
Wageningen, ig mei igg2
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Partone Introduction

The first part ofthis studydescribesthe phenomenon oftheparkin the
light of our research. The concept of comparative design analysis is
then introduced based on the objectives, instruments and characteristics of the method of design analysis to be developed for this study.
The submissions for the Concours International: Pare de la Villette in
Paris were analysed using this method of comparative design analysis.
We also discuss the circumstances of the competition, the existing
characteristics of the site, and the nature of the programme required.

Introduction

i

The analysis of urban parks

Designing parks
Parks are planted places in which vegetation, earth, water, and constructions are cultivated in such a way through composition that they
acquireameaning beyond thesignificance ofthesingleplant. Through
cultivation a variety of images of nature can be created [ill.1-4]. The
representation of nature was the principal motive in the development
oftheartofpark design. In theMiddle Agesthegarden wasstillaplace
from which hostile nature was excluded. From the Renaissance onwards, however, country estates were created that were oriented towards the surroundings by means of views and sight axes. These systems developed increasingly in size and complexity, culminating
during the Enlightenment in an anchoring in the landscape with an
elaborate network of scenes and vistas, in which the country house
occupied a central position. From the rise of industrialism onwards,
the vistas extended beyond the boundaries of the estate and were no
longer exclusively oriented towards the house.
Parks are places of reconciliation between man and nature. The
environmental problems ofour own timehaveledtoincreasing doubts
as to the reconcilability of man and nature however. If for medieval
man nature was still powerful, ominous and mysterious, this fear diminished with his increasing knowledge of nature. In the Renaissance
thisled tothe notion that, although 'wild' nature ischaotic, its rendering in art form enabled the concealed harmony to be revealed. Special
series of numbers, proportional systems and pure geometrical figures
were the means by which nature's divinely perfect order was made
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manifest. Later, a further development led to a paradox: whereas in
everyday reality man penetrates ever more deeply into nature's secrets
in order to unlock her mysteries, outside of that reality he seeks an
impenetrable and wilful nature: the beauty of the miracle of the Creation. Nature wasseenatthesame time both asasubject ofresearch and
asaplacefor reflection. In addition tothe 'true' nature ofthe scientists,
there was a powerful, wilful nature that found expression in art. In
these parks there is a harking back to the pantheistical meaning of
nature, as a place where the breath of the gods was perceptible. This
idealized image counterbalanced the uncertainties caused by the Industrial Revolution. To compensate for the scientific matter-of-factness and the chaos of factories and mines, there was a readiness to
believe in nature asaself-renewing, constantly changing but ultimately permanent force: a force safeguarding the continuance of life on
earth. Now, however, the belief in the self-renewal and continuance of
nature is increasingly open to question. There is no unequivocal concept ofnature. Sometimes, even the reference to nature in park design
itself is brought up for discussion.'
Parks traditionally belong to a building or are directly connected to
one or more buildings. Such a building is a natural central point or
climax. This goes back to the country estates and wascontinued in the
fraternity building orthe dairy innineteenth-century urban parks and,
to an extent, in the villa parks ofthat period. Gradually, parks came to
be attached to an increasing number ofhouses. In this way, the meaning of the park was carried over into the garden suburb. 2 The parks
built in the nineteenth century served to compensate for the rapid
expansion ofthe cities.They were afacility aimed at counterbalancing
the detrimental effects ofthe city and were arranged with the cultured
walker in mind. Their aims were salubrity and morality. Thus the
pleasantly varied promenade parks,inwhich there wereno dramaticallycharged areas, came into being.
The garden city notion is probably the reason why the park lost its
expressive form and why recreation areas and strips of land between
residential districts eventually came to be referred to as parks. 3 The
park as the city's 'imaginary countryside' has always remained in the
minds of urban planners, however, and is a notion just as alive for the
general public. 4 An urban park, in this sense,refers firstly to nature—a
global, occasionally exotic nature—and to the apparently wilful forces
within. These references can be minimal. 5
The moment 6 the park is reduced to a recreational area, sports
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1-4 Various images ofnature in garden design

complex or green strip, it loses its expression and meaning and there
remains merely a utilitarian form. It is precisely the imagination—a
I certainmysterious,fantastical orpoeticalquality-from whichthepark
derives the rationale ofits existence. Without imagination apark isa
jmeredrydecorforpeoplewhocomeandgo;ameaninglessfacade. The
jappealtotheimagination can beachieved both rationally and instinctively.Itisnotsomuchaquestionofanantithesisbetweencultureand
natureinthepark,butratherofaninterplayofforcesbetweenmanand
nature.The expression ofthisintheform ofgardens,parksand landscapes is culture. The essence of landscape architecture is that,
through arrangement and design, anillusion ofsomething elsecanbe
created:ametaphor.
Parks arecultural systemsofoppositions between the rural and the
urban. The development of the city park is part of the increasing
urbanization. The park complements the city and, assuch, the artificialcreation ofnatureand thecountryside isguided bythecodesand
rulesofthecultural world ofthecity.Neither citynor nature,itisthe
imagined; just as poetry uses everyday language in order to imbue it
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with a new meaning. The complementary colours red and green combine to produce white. Similarly, cityand nature re-emerge inthe park
in an idealized relationship. The history of the urban park shows that
thisrelationship-influenced bychanging socialconceptions-can shift
considerably. At present, the relationship tends towards the city as a
dynamic whole: animated, rich in contrast, pluralistic and collective,
public and sometimes monumental.
Nature reveals itself in the park in various capacities. An image of
nature can be linked to each of the park's functions and to every
component of the architectural concept. This produces various concrete representations ofnature alongside one another, whereas the city
manifests itself in the park in a number of abstract qualities, such as
accessibility, animation and interchange. The confrontation between
nature and the city-the Apollonian and the Dionysian-can impart
extra value to the park.
Parks (including gardens) are potentially the most artistic products
of landscape architecture. 'Parks are works of Art, rather than of Nature.' 7 This abstract meaning is the essence of the park. It is precisely
for this reason that, through analysis and examination, this study seeks
to identify the artistic aspects of park design. The functional utility of
the plans and the park's actual use arelessextensively considered. The
current function the park is required to have changes rapidly. A high
degree of alertness and a great deal of money are required in order to
respond to this directly. But these do not provide a permanent solution. Ultimately, it isaquestion ofthe need that underlies the demand.
This is determined by two pairs ofcontrasting needs, namely freedom
and new information versus clarity and order, and peace and privacy
versus activity, contact and communication.

Comparative design analysis
Objectives, instruments and characteristicsofthedesignanalysis
Landscape architecture is a profession comprising
craftsmanship, theory and artistic sense. 8 Research enables these three
mainstays of the profession to be consolidated and their mutual position and interaction clarified.
The main objective of the present study is to contribute to the
formation of theories of landscape design. The first aim in relation to
OBJECTIVES
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this is to highlight the notion of landscape design. This is done by
means of a comparative design analysis; through the intellectual decomposition and examination of park designs. A design is more than
simply aspecific response toagiven programme, agiven location. The
plan alsorepresents universal design concepts and traditions. We analyse plans because a good plan not only solves the problem, but also
sheds light on the issues, says something about the context. 9 In this
way, park design can be examined in terms broader than merely the
entries for the Pare de la Villette competition analysed here. 10
'It is while making that we must learn how to make things.'" The
form ofthe things wemake must, according toDom van der Laan, aim
to have a two-fold effect: functional, with a view to physical use, and
expressive, with aviewtomental use. 'One cultivates the form specifically for the development of the mind, because (although without
direct functional significance) the form will stimulate a further development of the functionality.'12 While sketching, thus, it is possible to
contribute to the development ofdesigning. Adesign is,therefore, not
only an end product; it can also be the start of a new plan. Designers'
interest in each others' work is often based on the perspectives they
open for one another, on the broadening of their understanding; and,
in addition, the technique of design itself and compositional matters
play an important role.
This design analysis isacontribution tothe compilation and evaluation of basic architectural knowledge and principles concerning the
design of parks. Park design is a subject of study eminently suited to
this objective, for here the essence of landscape design is present in a
concentrated form. Further, because park design was for centuries the
main task oflandscape architects, it isfirmly anchored in the historical
development of the profession.13
The second objjective of this study is to contribute to the development of the jnethodolpgy of design analysis. It is to be seen as an
empirical exploration; that isto say,it isnot preceded by any hypothesis(concerning therelationship between the various park designs). We
'let the material speak', although the variables to be studied are determined, as are the relationships to be examined.
This study is, at the same time, an examination of contemporary
park design and its sources. It aims to trace and to demonstrate the
qualitiesofand thepossibilitiesoffered byrecent developments in park
design by investigating various aspects of these developments. In the
light ofcurrent post-modern tendencies, it isclear that an understand-
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ing of the tradition (as the total of forms and ideas handed down) of
landscape architecture isofmajor importance asasource of knowledge
and inspiration. For this reason, the framework and concepts employed in the analysis of contemporary design philosophies have been
sought in the tradition of the profession.
Designers immerse themselves in the history, not in order to derive
laws, but in order to consolidate their position, both as craftsmen and
as intellectuals. How does the landscape architect as researcher deal
with history? For the design analyst the tradition of the profession
provides the context, through which-with the identification of similarities and differences-an understanding is obtained of the sources,
structure, effect and innovation within the design. The design analysis
provides an overview of the means designers have at their disposal.
These have mostly been handed down, but some are of more recent
origin: sometimes the result of careful development, sometimes the
result of accidental ad hocdiscovery, and sometimes the result of an
original combination of old familiars.
Landscape architecture is a traditional art, 14 The new is developed
in a dialogue with tradition. 15 The past never rests, it is constantly
being re-created; for the limitations, prejudices and blind spots of the
previous generation are always aprovocation to the subsequent generation to make changes and to provide new interpretations. The traditionalimageslend themselves toreinterpretation, tomodernization for
the purpose ofspatial,organizational and contextual effects in contemporary park design. We can learn from the history of garden design,
but only with a criticism that is superior to it. For this reason, the
concepts employed in our analytical research are, in the main, constructed on the basis of the forms, the spatial and compositional concepts, handed down by park culture.
It isnot our intention heretoprovide definitive statements however:
the designer has drawn this idea from that source and that idea is a
cliche whose origins date back to that period and so forth. The resources of park culture can be exploited in a far more profitable way.
How is the idea incorporated into that design, what generates the
creative process? How isacliche made operational, what kind of interpretation of the park tradition is developed in the design? Design
analysis is not an objective in itself; it is a method of elucidating the
design process and developing a theory of landscape architecture.
There are dogmas and opinions, but there is no systematic determination of the relationship between the form ofapark and its value.

14
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This study also aims to reveal the qualities of park forms. In this
examination of park design the emphasis is on spatial-aesthetic and
artistic aspects. Technical and social scientific research can therefore
only formulate some of the questions, and results, in a limited programme, 16 whereas the results of the involvement of laymen are too
often determined by the known and thus yield few or no insights
capable ofcontributing to new qualities. For this reason, the detection
of latent needs is more a question of creativity and inventiveness,
combined with artistic sense.
I N S T R U M E N T S The entries submitted tothe Concours International:ParedelaVillettein 1982provide thematerialonwhichour analysis
of contemporary design philosophies in landscape architecture is
based. Acompetition provides conditions favourable for design analysis. Qualitatively varied strategies in creating park (landscape) designs
can be compared since they are being applied to the same site and use
the same programme.
Acomparative analysis ofdesign plans must make clear which strategies and themes have played a decisive role in the design and how
these have been incorporated into the various designs. The end result
of the analysis reveals and evaluates the multiplicity of solutions to a
demanding and complex programme and the possibilities for artistic
representation in an urban park.
The Pare de la Villette competition produced a great deal of easily
comparable material. It also received international interest. Above all,
the competition was chosen for this study because the complex brief
constituted a particular challenge for the participants. Designers are
thus compelled tosharpen theirideasand tobroaden their understanding and method of approach. They have to, as it were, enter into a
battle with conventional concepts concerning parks, possibly even
withtheir own familiar principles.The objective ofcreating thepark of
the future means that a pragmatic approach alone, the approach taken
in the daily work of landscape architects, would be inadequate. It
implies the need for a theoretical approach too; at least in part, for
innovation hasamarked ad hoc character and isfuelled by spontaneous
discovery and adjustment to the characteristics of the site.
The brief for the Pare de la Villette is unique when compared with
usual design practice.This hascaused agreat dealofdiscussion among
designers and planners. 17 It is worthwhile therefore to analyse the
plans in detail. In order to prevent the results and conclusions from
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having too limited an implication, however, because of their being too
dependent on the uniqueness of the La Villette project, a context has
been sought. This context has been found both in historical and in the
most recent conceptions oflandscape architecture. I8 The themes landscape architects derive from the tradition of their profession and the
way in which these themes are incorporated into their new designs
have been investigated. This has determined the framework and the
concepts employed in the analysis.
Innovators are often, despite their innovative qualities, completely
within the (previous) tradition. 19 Indeed, the requirement to innovate
formulated intheobjective hassomethingcompulsive about it:new for
thesakeofnew,whereasinnovation ispossibly onlyachieved 'accidentally', that is to say, it is 'essentially a by-product'. Meuwissen put it
well: 'It is paradoxical and perhaps characteristic of the development
of architecture that its forms, types and design principles seem to
develop best inasituation inwhich anew problem isapproached using
existing means.' 20
A thorough knowledge and understanding of the brief-both the
question and the location-is essential if a design analysis is to be
successful. These aspects ofthecompetition aretherefore dealt with in
Chapter 2. Indeed, it is probably necessary in studying the brief to
make a design oneself, for this is an important way of discovering
certain-hidden-characteristics and possibilities offered by the site
and the programme. The author was a member of the team from
Bakker and Bleeker from Amsterdam, which won joint first prize; in
retrospect, it wasclearly advantageous tohave worked exhaustively on
one particular design solution. As a result of this involvement, images
and meanings conveyed by the site—such as those discovered by the
participants-can beidentified. This discovery isnot onlyaquestion of
logic and deduction, but one involving an appeal to the imagination. 21
Participation in this competition meant that one found oneself confronting an extensive, complicated and unique problem and that one
had towork intensively onasolution. This influences one's perception.
Firstly, there is an affinity with one's own design, submitted as the
resultofallone'sexertions. In examiningsomeoftheinept or unrealistic solutions, the researcher is perhaps more easily inclined to become
irritated. On the other hand, however, he is also more likely to readily
acknowledge exceptional, clever, and elegant solutions.22 These are
most often 'minor discoveries': not large, not spectacular, but of a
sophisticated quality. Thus in due course and through examining so
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many alternative solutions, the necessary distance from one's own
work is soon achieved.
For the purpose of the design analysis the researcher must try to
gain as thorough an understanding ofthe plans aspossible and, where
necessary, emphasize specific features inorder tostimulate professionaldiscussion. The term 'analysis' has an intellectual and objective ring
to it. It isalso, in part, apersonal process, however, which lies close to
designing itself and is driven by a playful and yet, at the same time,
scientific wonder. Empathy with the design is necessary in order to be
able to study the object. The interpretation of designs is a cultural
activity in which it is impossible to aspire exclusively to objectivity
though. The analysis is objective in the sense that the explanatory
decomposition is open to reply and criticism. The material studied
consists, however, of personal interpretations ofthe design brief.
Design analysis is the search for the theory of practice. For this
reason, the theoretical approach should not only deal with designing,
but should also, in part, coincide with it: analysing by designing. This
echoes Warnau's description of designing: 'One begins with drawing,
and this within the small circle of programme, characteristics of the
site, organization and layout (composition), and one thereby gradually
involves other design tools and objectives on a higher level of abstraction.' 23 Design analysis is not the repetition or reconstruction of the
design process, for the sequence of the development of a design and
that of analysis are not the same; neither do the considerations necessarily correspond. The analysis ispresented inan orderly manner: step
by step and explicitly formulated.
The analysis covers all of the stages of design and touches upon as
many ofthe considerations that haveinfluenced the design as possible,
although not necessarily in the same (or the reverse) chronology. The
analysis reasons proceeding from the product, via an interpretation of
the process, towards the idea.
A designer draws both to clarify his thoughts and to transmit his
ideas. But why should aresearcher draw? Adrawing ofapark designbefore it represents apark—isessentially aflatsurface oflines, surfaces
and colours arranged in rather a painterly manner. During the design
process, each time the designer looks at the drawing, it isin a different
way. Sometimes, purely as a composition on a flat surface, sometimes
as a spatial scene, then in terms of the nature of the material or the
practical functioning of the design. There is a constant shifting of
viewpoint (both literally and figuratively): looking down from above
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and immersing oneselfinthesiteinorder toobserveitsvarious aspects.
The initial painterly approach isgradually adjusted because ofa multitude of considerations. By omitting, adding, shifting and modifying
elements in aplan, the qualities ofthe design can be examined. In this
way,clarification orconsolidation oftheconcept issought, oraconsolidation of the relationship between concept and plan.
Much of the analysis is carried out and recorded in drawings. By
making use of the language of drawing, design-specific matters can be
moreeasilyconsidered,and theresult isconceivable and transmissible.
In this way, design analysis approaches the fundamentals of the creative process. Drawing brings one closer to the activity of designing.
The analytical drawings of the designs must have a comparable
degree of abstraction: between the conceptual principles they are intended to illustrate and the complete individuality of the designs from
which they arederived. In addition, the information the original plan's
characteristic styleofdrawing givesmust not belost.Through abstractionthedesign isfreed ofobscuring inessentials,specific and incidental
details, so that the idea is clarified. Because of the concept's greater
degree ofabstraction, itismore generaland, therefore, reproducible.A
close interrelatedness between text and drawings is necessary for an
effective and clear analysis.
The analysis proceeds in four stages, from directly readable data to
interpretation. Here, they are placed neatly behind one another. In
research,however, itissometimesaquestion ofjuggling simultaneously with programme, location, design strategies and concepts of form.
This is unavoidable in view of the circularity of the design process.
After describing the programme and the location-the terms of the
brief (Chapter 2)—weconsider what designers dowith these (Chapters
3to6).The first stageinvestigates the plan's graphiccomposition. The
second isconcerned with the conditions that guide designers:which do
they ignore and which do they oppose? The third stage considers
which design strategies the designers set against the potentials and
meanings offered by the site and the programme. The fourth decomposes the designs: which concepts of form influence the design, either
directly or by wayofthe adaptations (design exercises) observed in the
first stages? This is an investigation of form themes and form tools.
The analysis looks for the considerations that guide the designing ofa
plan: the design philosophy (which aspects jostle for precedence in a
designer's thoughts at the start of a design?). A design philosophy is
seldom based on asolid theory or atreatise on park design. Rather, itis
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usually a construct comprising knowledge, tradition, experience and
fragments of theories and ideas which, through interaction with the
design brief, becomes operational and crystallizes.
To what extent dotheaspects discerned in the design analysis correspond to those used in designing? In large measure; for the analysis
attempts topenetrate thedesign andthebrief asdeeply aspossible,by
getting ascloseaspossible tothedesign processanddesign result. The
analysis unravels,andthedesign,thesynthesis,unites.They are, thus,
acontinuation ofoneanother. 24 Theaspectsandconcepts dealt within
the analysis can likewise be deployed during the process of design in
order toguide the styling.
Designing is therefore a process in which ideas lead to forms, and
vice versa. The drawing is the medium of experimentation. There is
frequently acontinuous dialogue: from drawing totalking,andback to
drawing.
In a design analysis the plans are approached
openly and positively. The design philosophies are sympathetically
listened to.Thedesign strategiesandtheconceptsofform arepositivelyformulated. Criticism canalsobemade with regard tothe suitability
and theappropriateness ofthe design approach inthelight ofthe brief,
which has been determined by the location and the programme (see
Part three). This design analysis aims to provide an understanding
through comparison, and not to ascertain an absolute truth. The designs submitted to the competition are examined in relation to each
other andinrelation tothebrief.Anycriticism ispreceded byarealization of the differences between the plans. This enables the results to
provide some insight into the strategies and philosophy that underlie
these designs.
CHARACTERISTICS

The meaning ofa design can even extend beyond the designer; the
plan analyst can reveal more considerations than the designer consciously put into the design. Oneofthe objectives ofthe analysis isto
discover andtoidentify more than thedesigner's ownimmediate aims.
The researcher's judgement can therefore be of equal value for the
meaning ofthe design asthedesigner's intention. 25 Theresearcher is,
thus, in the same position as the reader of a book in relation to its
author, 26 as a consumer in relation to the artist. The reader can do
more than simply follow the author. 27
The adage of the natural sciences: 'through measuring to knowledge',canberewritten forlandscape architecture as'through examina-
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tion to understanding'. That is to say, through careful observation,
consideration and reflection one arrives at an intellectual command of
the essence of a design.28 It is in this sense that our study seeks to
contribute to theories oflandscape architecture.
Design analysis provides the designer with an entirely different sort
of information and stimuli than the results of research into society,
technology and nature. Much emphasis wasplaced onthelatter during
the 1970s. Making the process of design more scientific was supposed
to result in better designs.29 Because of the need to plan with uncertainties and the fact that research results are not always directly translatable into layouts, these methods failed to meet these high expectations. After all, the future cannot be predicted. For this reason, as
Koningsveld claims in his discussion of the subject of planning and
(un)certainties, the pursuit ofcertainty in planning is not rational. 30
Our analysis isatype ofexegesis that avoids being moralistic. Interpretation and elucidation are based on aknowledge and understanding
of the location, the programme, the design strategies and the concepts
of form derived from the competition brief, the entries, literature on
current design philosophies, and the history of park design. The comparative design analysis made here doesnot provide value judgements,
such as those required of the competition's jury. The analysis can, of
course, serve as a solid basis for such a judgement though. It can be
compared with adeclaratory judgement, in which only the existence of
a law isrecognized or verified and no further sentence is made.
In the analysis the concepts that refer toeither practical or aesthetic
functions are interchangeable; they overlap. The aesthetic experience
isanintenseand meaningful perception and cognizance developed and
used for extremely practical purposes. The fact that the architectural
aspect iscentral inthis study does not mean that it isonly aquestion of
the form as an aesthetic problem; it is just as much a question of the
form as a response to conflicts concealed in the programme and the
location.
The evaluation of plans with the aid ofadesign analysis isan excellent means of breaking free from too limited a view of a design problem. When designing with this information, it isaquestion of analogy,
not copying.31 It is not intended as an incitement to plagiarism, the
conscious, unassimilated and unscrupulous copying ofexternal forms.
Our analysis searches precisely for universal principles-the whys and
wherefores of the design—and seeks to elucidate them.
The original intention was to categorize all the 471 plans submitted
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to the competition. The question soon arose, however, as to whether
this was either practicable or desirable. This approach would require
such a degree of immersion in the background of each individual designastopresent far toogreatatask.Further, categorization would not
beanend initself;itwould beameans ofanswering more fundamental
questions. Furthermore, the classification of design philosophies according toapreconceived framework—even ifit isone specially developed and constructed for the purpose-is impossible. None of the
philosophies within adesign issodominant that the design is unequivocally determined byitand thus capable,assuch, ofbeing classified on
the basis of this philosophy. The design considerations should, of
course, have acoherence (consonance), that is to say the ability to give
shape to a system of spatial relationships and meanings in a totality. A
good park design cannot be derived from a single principle.
Methods ofdesignanalysis
The objectives, instruments and characteristics ofdesign analysis were
broadly formulated on the basis of a study of the existing literature.
They werethen specified morecloselyonthebasisofanexamination of
competition submissions and their results,including, ofcourse,that of
the Concours International: ParedelaVillette. It wasfrom thisthat we
drew our initial ideas concerning the method of analysis to be used.
There arenodirectly usablemethods intheliterature.The objective
is not to categorize the plans-something that takes place notably in
jury reports.This leadstothe coarsening ofthe designs' concepts, and
is a method suited only to providing a general idea of the tendencies
displayed in submissions.32 The method most closely related to the
approach used inour research isthat ofthe decomposition byMeeus of
the plans produced during the International Design Seminar 'Land
van Hoboken', held in Rotterdam in 1985.33
According to Meeus, 34 the design seminar produced a catalogue of
'design philosophies' capable of being elucidated: firstly, by reconstructing the 'design methods' used, by deducing the various ways in
which designers can view the programme and the site; secondly, by
describing the 'principles of composition'; and, thirdly, by decomposing the 'form, space and design concepts'. Asummary ofthis method
of analysis is given in the Appendix.
Using Meeus' ideasasabasis,afurther ordering ofprevious studies
was made. In so doing, the classifications and concepts were adapted
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and modified. The method ultimately obtained differs considerably
from that of Meeus, though Meeus' work35 has-partly on account of
suggestions he made at an early stage in the research—been a catalyst
however. Adaptation is a process of repeated testing and subsequent
adjustment, reorganization or complete restructuring. Furthermore,
the core of Meeus' method—an analysis in stages, from directly readable characteristics towards more comprehensive notions and abstract
concepts—was the guiding principle. Both methods of analysis are
evaluated in Part two; the similarities and differences are shown, and
the generalizability of the analytical method and concepts discussed.
Selection ofplans tobeanalysed
Initially,thecomparative analysiswasorganized and carried out on the
basisofsixentries.The number waslimited for thesakeofsurveyability and the magnitude of the work. Indeed, the method still had to be
developed and tested. After completing the entire analysis, the results
were supplemented by decomposing a larger group of plans. In so
doing, in addition to broadening our understanding of the entries, the
instrument of analysis was tested.
Prior to the selection, all 471 plans were thoroughly examined and
described bymeans ofabriefcharacterization. This provided a general
picture ofthe diversity ofthe solutions. In order tocounterbalance the
limitations ofone's own understanding and individual judgement, the
designs were also examined and commented on several times by a
number of other landscape architects. 36 This intersubjective criticism
ensured that adequate justice could be done to the designs.
When enough was known about the location, the brief and all the
designs submitted, the plans wereselected. Byfirst becoming acquainted with allthe entries together, the sensitivity ofone's perception was
increased. The rejected plans also helped to make clear where the
briefs problems and impossibilities lay.
Because oftheir limited qualities, not all ofthe entries were suitable
for analysis. This question of suitability was highlighted early on by
van Dijk and de Boer:37
Anextensive programme, difficult pre-conditions,highly determinative site characteristics, a heavy emphasis on innovation in design and technique, ambitious
basicassumptions withregard tothenatureand useofthefuture 'park'-these are
the problems with which 471 design teams were faced. The brief contained a
variety of discrepancies that, nevertheless, had to be given coherence to. In the
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first place,this demanded clarityasregardsthebasicconcept. Atthesametime,it
required closeattention todetail.Onlyasmallnumber oftheentriespresented an
interesting response tothese problems.

Ofthe471 entries,thosedesignswerechosenfirstthatgavetheimpressionthat theycommented onthebrief:thelocation, theobjectives,or
the programme. Indeed, agood form notonly solves theproblem, it
alsoelucidates itatthesame time: sayssomething about thecontext.
Plans were also included that revealed something about landscape
architecture in general. The plans were approached with athorough
knowledge ofthe brief. This doesnotmean that designs that ignored
the programme or interpreted it in a limited way were necessarily
excluded from our selection. Such designs were considered if they
commentedontheproblemofdesigningparks.Indeed,themostinteresting designs expressed something about the development of landscapearchitecture,byreformulating partofthelandscapedesignproblem.
In boththeselectionandtheanalysisthedrawingssubmitted tothe
competition played theleading role,andtheaccompanying textsfigured asanexplanation. Designers settheir intentions down in drawings; inthetexts they concentrate for themost part on 'selling'-the
explanationandpersuasion thattheir planisthebest. Ideasandintentions contained inthetext were only included inourresearch ifthey
werealsopresent inthedesigners'sketches.
For our research to be successful, the plans had to be adequately
articulated. Tocontinue theimagery, onecanargue that they needed
tobeeloquent-whereasmany entries proved tobeexpressionless. In
thefirstselectionround planswerechosenonthebasisofthe following
requirements: the design concepts must be articulated; the solution
should show a measure of coherence and a grasp of the brief in its
entirety; theproposal must bespatial. Asaconsequence, around370
plans had to be excluded because they failed to convey any idea of
sufficient depth.
Duringthefollowingroundafurther consistency inplanlayoutand
elaboration of the design was demanded of the 100 or so remaining
plans. More in-depth analysis revealed that a good plan proves to
possessincreasingcoherence;atleast,thatmoreandmoreconnections
cometolight.Otherwise,without thisconsistency,theplanwilldisintegrate tosuch anextent that itnolonger represents anything andno
qualitiesremain;inshort,itprovestobeinadequate.Almost60plans38
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met this criterion, although the extent to which they did so differed
considerably. The question asked in the final stage of selection is: can
one successfully use that plan to explain and defend the ideas and
philosophies that can be read in the design? Is there astrong caseto be
made for it?
Most ofthese designs arediscussed atdifferent points inthe analysis
and areillustrated inPart four. They areused tohighlight the structure
of the argument and to illustrate components. This limited n u m b e r always at least 50 however-have been intensively studied in order to
discover the design philosophies that inspired them, and they have
contributed to the development of the concepts used in our analysis.
From this group the six plans on which the analysis was initially
based have been analysed in detail. Their decompositions are reproduced in full in Part two. These are not necessarily the best plans, but
they are suited to this purpose because of the fact that the designs
clearly differ.
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2 Concours International: Pare de la Villette, Paris, 1982-3

Introduction
In 1974the French government decided toclosethe abattoir and cattle
market of La Villette. This left a complex of more than 50 hectares
vacant inthecentre ofanareahousing millions ofinhabitants and close
to international roads and airports. Situated on two metro lines and
next to the Paris ring-road, it offered unique urban development prospects for the capital and the adjoining suburbs.
In 1979the Etablissement Public du Pare de la Villette ( E P P V ) was
appointed to oversee the development ofthe siteatLa Villette. Several
major projects were proposed: the Museum of Science, Technology
and Industry, the park, the Grande Halle, and the Music Centre. The
French government chosethis form oforganization becauseLa Villettewastobe aunique cultural project—both interms ofitssize,and the
objective of integrating all the facilities in a park. As a press release at
the time stated: 'To realize on the same site the largest Museum of
Science, Technology and Industry, a Music Centre and the largest
park in Paris requires competition between the greatest creators and
the best of talents. In France La Villette is now a unique place of
creation and invention.'
In 1982the French Minister ofCulture,Jack Lang, announced that
an international competition would be held for the Pare de la Villette.
His cultural policy, whose keywords included 'pluralism' and 'innovation', coupled with his aim ofmaking Paris oncemore the art centre of
the world, has clearly guided the project's programme. The winner of
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the competition wastobeappointed chiefarchitect ofthe park (maitrise d'oeuvre generale du pare).
Many designers regarded the size and the nature of the ambitious
objective the designing of an urban park for the twenty-first century
in the form ofanew type ofurban space and functioning asa presentday cultural facility—as an interesting challenge; indeed, 471 entries
from 41countries werereceived. The international jury,comprising 21
members under the chairmanship of Roberto Burle Marx and including landscape architects such as Pierre Dauvergne, Paul Friedberg,
Jacques Simon and Hans Friedrich Werkmeister, failed to reach a
decision, however, and 9 plans were jointly awarded the first prize. A
second round was therefore held in which these prize winners had to
provide more detailed information concerning their plans. Bernard
Tschumi wasfinally awarded thecommission and allocated abudget of
350million francs for theinitial phase ofthepark's construction (1984! ) •

Since La Villette isofmajor importance for the urban development
ofParis'north-eastern quarter, agreat many plans wereput forward in
a series of competitions held after the closure of the abattoir. The
Concours International: ParedelaVillette waspreceded byacompetition (Concours pour l'amenagement du secteur de la Villette) in 1976
to organize the site and buildings into a district offering miscellaneous
facilities (housing, offices, shops, cultural activities and a park). This
was followed in 1980 by the Consultation pour la Musee de la Villette
des sciences, des techniques et des industries, a closed competition to
redevelop the Grand Salle des Ventes, formerly an abattoir, into a
museum (it was also intended that the site would become the museum's garden). The President of France, Giscard d'Estaing, chose
Adrien Fainsilber from among 27 French architects. According to
1984 estimates, the cost of the museum will amount to 4.5 billion
francs. Later, in 1984, closed competitions were held for the Music
Centre (Consultation de 15 equipes d'architectes francais designer le
maitre d'oeuvre de la premiere phase de la Cite de la Musique) (as a
result of which Christian de Portzampac was appointed) and for housing on the north side ofthe site (Consultation de 9architectes pour les
logements au Nord du site).
The results of the Pare de la Villette competition received a great
deal of attention in the professional journals. In their articles critics—
often (landscape) architects themselves-were frequently led by their
own vision ofand ideas concerning the form ofthe urban park. Recent
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5 Historical development ofLa Villette

references inlectures, articlesand designsalsoreveal the competition's
continued influence-and especially that ofthe widely published plans
by Tschumi and Koolhaas (OMA).

The brief
The occupationalhistory ofLa Villette
La Villette is situated in a slight depression between the Butte de
Montmartre, approximately 80metres higher, andthe Buttes-Chaumont. T h eplain between thehills isafavourable location for communications with theregions tothenorth andtothesouth of Paris.
From one ofthe toll-houses (Rotonde deLedoux) inthe wallsof the
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eighteenth-century city (l'Enceinte de Fermiers Generaux, 1785) two
historic arterial roads began: the Rue de Flandres and the Rue d'Allemagne. A suburb, La Villette, gradually developed along these roads.
The area outside the city wallsand the toll-gate wasextremely popular
with Parisians, and many cafes, inns and country cottages were constructed there [ill. 5].
In the nineteenth century extensive programmes of public works
were carried out under the emperors Napoleon 1 (1802-15) ar*d Napoleon i n (1852-71). In order to provide the whole of Paris with good
and free drinking water, in 1812a25-kilometre-longsupply canal from
the Ourcq (Canal de l'Ourcq) and a large rectangular reservoir (the
Bassin de la Villette, which measured 700x70 m.) were dug in the La
Villette depression. From here the water was fed to numerous fountains. The water is still of ahigh quality today and, after coarse filtering,isused for industry and publicgardens.TheBassinandcanal form
the bisector of the arterial roads mentioned above. An unrestricted
viewacrossthe water inthe direction ofthe citycentre waspossible for
a distance of up to two kilometres. The exceptional buildings on both
sides of the Bassin-the Rotonde de Ledoux and the twin buildings of
the Magasins Generaux—gaverise toamonumental effect. The quays,
once planted with double lines of trees, were popular walks.
Shortly after 1812 the canal system was improved to allow navigation and extended tothe south (Canal St-Martin) and the north (Canal
St-Denis). This created a 'short circuit' in the loop of the Seine along
the centre of the city. In order to surmount the large difference in
height, a number of locks had to be constructed.
Bordering the site ofLa Villette isthe turning basin for the connection to the Canal St-Denis (Rond-point des canaux). Shipping on the
canals was brisk. In 1923 the St-Denis and de l'Ourcq canals were
deepened and the locks lengthened. Nowadays, only a few ships a day
pass through here.
In about 1859La Villette wasannexed asaresult ofthe construction
ofanew line of defence (the ramparts of Thiers) near the present-day
ring-road (Boulevard Peripherique). Outside, anew suburb developed
in achaotic and disorganized way. Entrepots, shipping companies and
workshops were set up along the canals; many of these buildings have
now fallen into disuse.
There were no large-scale developments at La Villette until the
construction in 1867ofacentral, combined cattle market and abattoir.
This costly project for the improvement of conditions 39 in the metro-
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6 LaVillette seen from theeast, 1975

polis was regarded by Haussmann as 'Une des oeuvres les plus considerables accomplies par mon administration, parallelement aux grandes operations de voiries'.The 40-hectare abattoir complex was linked
totherailnetwork viaabranch ofthePetite Ceinture. This branch line
ran through a deepened valley to the Pare des Buttes-Chaumont, another example ofapublic work constructed under Haussmann's direction; the line isnolonger inuse and liesovergrown with acacia shrubs.
The Grand Halle ofthe cattle market isthe largest (250x85 m.) of the
distinctive cast-iron market halls erected in 1867.
The structure of the urban fabric remains grafted on to the two
arterial roads and the canals. After having being used only once,in the
Franco-Prussian warof 1870-1,theramparts weredismantled in 1919,
somewhat later than in other large European cities. They were not
replaced by green space, as wasthe case elsewhere in order to alleviate
pressure on the densely developed city, but by aring-road, the Boulevard Peripherique, which in due course developed into an ever wider
and ever busier thoroughfare. It isalso the city's municipal boundary.
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The area alongherewasput toamiscellany ofuses,providing space for
cemeteries, hospitals, schools, entrepots, sports fields, depots, water
reservoirs and parks. The partially elevated ring-road intersects with
the historic arterial roads at Porte de Pantin and Porte de la Villette
directly to the south and to the north of La Villette [ill.6].
La Villette thus lies wedged between aconvergent infrastructure of
roads, canals, railway and metro lines. Accessibility at city and regional—and even international—level is, consequently, exceptionally
good. For the surrounding districts, however, these busy transport
routes constitute barriers to direct access to the site.
La Villette is situated in a transitional zone between the old city
districts, with their dense and ordered fabric, and the neighbouring
suburban municipalities, whose development has been more open and
less ordered. The boundary between the city and the suburbs is reinforced by the embankment of the ring-road. In conjunction with the
four- to six-metre-high retaining wall of the Boulevard MacDonald/
Serurier along the site, the area on the city boundary appears to be
embraced.
In the 1960slarge-scalenewhousing waserected ontheabattoir site,
though it could not be fully utilized until the closure of the abattoir
complex in 1973 [ill.7]. This period also saw, among other things, the
construction of the colossal Grande Salle (270x 110x40 m., now converted intotheMuseum ofScience,Technology and Industry) and the
near disappearance from view of the Canal de l'Ourcq beneath the
bridges and with the erection of tall and elongated buildings.
In 1973avariety oftemporary activities were begun on the deserted
but, inpart,easilyaccessibleindustrial site.Accessibility was increased
by restoring the forecourt of the Grande Halle and the fountain at the
intersection with the AvenueJeanJaures. Alocalpark was constructed
attheintersection ofthe canals.The largehallproved tobe well-suited
to pop concerts, jumble sales and various other events. A theatre was
also set up in one of the pavilions.
The site, with the exception of the canals and their towpaths, was
acquired by the stateinthe 1970s.In 1979the Etablissement Public du
Pare de la Villette was established in order to develop the area. In
addition to all the cultural activities in the centre of Paris, facilities
were to be provided on the outskirts for the benefit ofthe suburbs.
In response tothe changes takingplaceinsociety and in technology,
a new type of function for the urban park was sought. In addition, the
decision to convert the colossal concrete Grande Salle into a spectacu-
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lar Museum of Science, Technology and Industry was implemented.
The programme for the area was expanded into an ambitious cultural
project, inparticular astheresultoftheinclusion ofanextensive Music
Centre and facilities for creative activities. The site was to become a
centre stimulating urban renewal.
Despite the presence of ordered lines,which appear on the map asa
rigid geometrical arrangement, the buildings aresoheterogeneous that
the townscape here is really rather fragmented. 'Dans ce paysage urbain peu coherent, les canaux sont appeles a jouer le role d'axes structurants et ils constituent l'un des atouts majeurs pour revolution du
quartier.' 40 The reorganization of the Bassin de la Villette and the
construction of a link to the Pare des Buttes-Chaumont 41 via the old
railwaylinewillcontribute tothis.Many former industrial premises in
the immediate vicinity havealready been replaced byhousing; initially
by free-standing, multi-storey blocks, later by linked high-rise flats
and, recently, by closed blocks in accordance with traditional building
lines and building heights.
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A descriptionofthe site ofLa Villette
The site of La Villette has been completely built on or paved over the
years. After the demolition of various buildings, a surface layer of
asphalt, concrete, sand, rubble and fragments of foundations remained. The surface consisted of a number of elevations with a mixture of
clayand marl obtained from the surrounding area and from the deposits of a number of construction projects on the site: roads, canals,
ramparts, abattoirs and suchlike. In many instances it is necessary
when planting to replace the uppermost layer of soil with athick layer
of humus.
Beneath the elevations there are layers of deposits, chiefly marl,
between the hills of Montmartre and Buttes-Chaumont. The uppermost layer consists of clay deposits and is seven metres thick. This
layer is scarcely porous. The site can, as arule, be dug to adepth of 10
metres without encountering ground water. Beneath the clay there isa
solid marl-limestone layer which provides agood foundation for piles.
The present situation has developed over the centuries, influenced
by the geomorphological and topographical location and the occupations conditioned by this. The competition appears to have signalled
the end of this development, or rather that this development would
now take an entirely different course. The link with the industrial past
was being broken; acultural park was requested whose animation was
to replace the industriousness of past times.
What, however, can adesigner, presented with the brief, experience
on the site? How do the present, past and perhaps future reveal themselves to the designers; which conditions, potentials and meanings are
contained in the existing? These are the questions designers have endeavoured to answer in their plans, and in their designs they have
revealed certain conditions, potentials and meanings.
In order to see what the area looked like at the time of the competition, we shall describe an imaginary walk over the site. The site is
viewed with the design brief in mind. It is not, therefore, a detached
spatial description. We are more concerned with considering which
elements can be made use of for the orientation. How are the dimensions and characteristics of the buildings to be assessed? Which possibilities are to be found in order to suggest openness and vastness. In
short, what is the strength of what already exists?
Because the majority of buildings to be removed have already been
demolished, the size and the character of the two large buildings (the
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Grande Salle and the Grande Halle) in relation to the level and empty
site,aswellastheir relation toeach other, areeasily perceived. Because
oftheopennessofthesite,the borderscanbesurveyed:height, composition, length and direction. The considerable spatial diversity of the
borders and the faceless rear facades and discontinuities in the buildings mean that these borders offer few points of departure.
The area's industrial past isdiscernible both inthe remaining buildings,and intheheavy bridges (yet tobedemolished) over thecanal and
the extensive hard surfaces. The site, with here and there bits of rubbish and rubble, isbare and deserted. The realParis,theanimated city,
seemsalong way off. The festive park to be constructed here isnot the
first association the place calls to mind.
On the Place Corentin Cariou (part of the Rue de Flandres) to the
north, a fragment of the original abattoir complex of 1867 can still be
seen. It isasmall building with acruciform ground-plan and adome in
the middle ofthe roof:the Rotonde des Veterinaires. The other buildings, which formed the curved entrance section, have been demolished. Behind thisisthe Grande Salle—thefuture Museum of Science,
Technology and Industry—now, on account of the reconstruction,
deprived of its facades and surrounding buildings. Only a bare structure ofroof, columns and floors remain. It ispartially transparent, yet,
because ofitsenormous proportions, makes asombre impression, asif
like a carcass.
The building cuts the Place Corentin Cariou offfrom the rest of the
site. A 'square' seems for the time being too grand a term for this
emptiness at the foot ofa preponderant, gloomy facade. The domination of the future Museum seems insuperable, the dimensions inconceivable. The north-east side of the square is bounded by elevated
railway lines.On the other side ofthe Rue de Flandres—the busy road
leading from the city centre to the suburbs—a familiar Parisian building block stands somewhat forlorn.
The plans for the reconstruction of the Grande Salle show that
although theentrance has been positioned inthe dark north facade, the
most open facade on the south side is oriented towards the park. Here
the architect, Fainsilber, has inserted large, festive sun-rooms in the
facade and has projected a glittering spherical cinema (Geode, diameter 36m.) with avariety ofwater gardens.The competition organizers,
the E P P V , are emphatic, however, in their desire to have a large entrance to both the park and the Museum and that this entrance be
directly linked to the city on the northern side. There is to be an open
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north-south passage through the building. Only to the west of the
complex is there a view of the site behind. Over the Canal St-Denis
there isaview of the Rond-point des canaux and, beyond that, even of
the buildings along theAvenueJeanJaures,which borders the park on
itssouth side.Bycontinuing inthisdirection alongthe Canal St-Denis,
the view broadens and the southern part of the site with the Grande
Halle gradually becomes more visible.
In the foreground lies the 40-metre-wide and 10-metre-deep canal,
wedged between the high, dark walls of the quay. The lock situated
halfway along surmounts this difference in height in a single step. Its
long,narrowand deep form lends itamysterious atmosphere. Looking
back from the island of the lock, we see, rather surprisingly, green
wooded hills in the continuation of the canal. This is the Foret de
Montmorency, almost 20kilometres away beyond the suburbs.
Small rustic houses and a vegetable garden, secluded on the island,
evoke a rural atmosphere. The lock, with a small bridge over the lock
gates,forms an odd linkwith theurban housing onthe other sideofthe
canal. The turning basin at the intersection of the St-Denis and de
POurcq canals is large. As the water lies directly beneath the quay, it
acts as aspacious mirror for buildings and skies.
To oneside,precisely inthe continuation ofthe Canal St-Denis, isa
former dock: the Petite Darse. The overhanging plantings, the overgrown quay-walls and the old swing bridge give the narrow strip of
water a sleepy appearance. The line, Canal St-Denis—Petite Darse, is
virtually ataright angletotheAvenueJeanJaures. Anumber of grimy
industrial buildings obstruct a direct view of the facades along this
street however.
The termination ofthe Canal del'Ourcq tothe west bythe Rotonde
de Ledoux is difficult to distinguish from the buildings in the background since the former toll-house is situated at a considerable distance (1500m.).
From the most westerly of the two old bridges over the Canal de
l'Ourcq (headroom 4.5m.)thepanorama iscomplete.Asisthecaseata
number of spots on the site,a position of several metres above ground
level gives an almost unimpeded view over the site and its boundaries.
And, to the south, over the boundaries, the hills of Buttes-Chaumont
can be seen; here, in a stone setting, the green gem of the park of the
same name lies embedded.
There is sufficient difference between the view in the westerly and
easterly direction tobeabletodiscern onwhich sidethecitycentrelies.
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The outer limit of the area is the Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier,
which is situated five to six metres above the park. A retaining wall
with parapets and road plantings provides a well-defined delimitation
for thevastlevelsite.Beyond, theBoulevard Peripherique runs over an
embankment, which is a further five metres high. The course of this
boundary isnot atright anglestothecanal.With asharp bend, the wall
leads to the AvenueJean Jaures and gives rather a closed demarcation
to the site. The more or less horizontal lines of roads, retaining walls,
and incline form astrong connecting strip, a plinth, beyond which are
the disorderly high-rise buildings of the suburbs. The position of the
large elevator buildings on the other side of the Boulevard Peripherique in the axis of the de l'Ourcq canal shows that the canal bends
there. That marks the city boundary of Paris.
At the foot of the bridge in front of the Grande Halle are two small
pavilions.The rustic architectural style and the entourage of pollarded
trees seem to be in keeping with the origins of the traders and cattlefarmers whoused tocomehere.Beyond isthenineteenth-century castiron Grande Halle. The former covered cattle market is, indeed,
extremely large, with a surface area of two hectares; but the long,
continuous, slightly sloping roof gives a plunging form and relatable
dimensions. The roof, supported on numerous slender legs, forms a
covered square.The elegant building, for which the participants of the
competition havetofindanewuse,offers more potential than the other
spatially dominant building: the impersonal carcass that is to be the
Museum.
On the area's western boundary, linking up to the Avenue Jean
Jaures,aretheuntidy backsofseveralsheds,alternating with a number
of older houses. The housing erected over past decades on the sites of
former companies protrudes above this,with, hereand there,the occasional multi-storey block. In the zoning plan the height of buildings is
now limited to 25 metres, which should result in amore regular street
landscape in the future.
The AvenueJeanJaures, which borders the park sitetothe south, is
a typically Parisian street, with shops and numerous cafes and restaurants dating back to the time when La Villette attracted countless
traders and farmers to its cattle market and abattoir; a time too when
the area enjoyed considerable gastronomic renown. Viewed from the
street, the facade of the Grande Halle forms a striking unit together
with the neo-classical pavilions on either side. It is, as it were, an
almost 200-metre-wide facade in a paved square, hemmed in by two
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tapering avenues ofplane trees and with alarge fountain in the centre.
This unified whole is a worthy entrance to the park; it is in keeping
with the busy street and, thus, belongs to the rest ofParis. In the zone
along the Avenue Jean Jaures the various components of the Music
Centre (Cite de la Musique) are to take shape.
Looking from the Grande Halle in a northerly direction, the facade
of the future Museum immediately comes into view. Even from this
distance it is—with its great width and height—an imposing wall and
blocks the view beyond almost completely. From the Boulevard Serurier-the eastern boundary situated sixmetres above the bare site-the
Grande Halle appears as a long roof on a thousand legs. As a consequence of the terracing, the perspective is deep; but this impression
would be even more pronounced were the emptiness to be framed
between high, continuous walls, as in a French classical garden.
The central scene is dominated by the tranquil lines ofthe level site
and the horizontal lines of the Grande Halle and the Museum facade.
Here, the city's stacked profile rises above. The further, the higher. It
looks like a clearance in the dense urban forest, an undefined void in
the centre of the city, dominated by two enormous buildings with
contrastive characters. The atmosphere of demolition also contributes
tothe sense ofalienation. The noisefrom the ring-road isconstant and
penetrating (> 65 dB (A)).
The panorama iscomplete. To the south the slopesof Buttes-Chaumont are visible beneath the buildings. They are accentuated by the
contrast between the traditional blocks on the AvenueJean Jaures and
the high-rise flats on top ofthe hill beyond. The buildings on the west
and north sides of the planning area are situated on level ground. Here
and there, tower blocks protrude more than 100metres. In between is
Montmartre, with the Sacre-Cceur visible,though lessprominent than
it once was.
The continuation of the Boulevard Serurier, the Boulevard MacDonald, curves around the Museum. This encircling gesture will be
reinforced by a three-metre-high soundproof screen. A tall chimney,
standing forlorn between the Museum and the canal and deprived of
its function and accompanying buildings, has been retained as a signal
to the traffic rushing past on the Boulevard Peripherique.
To summarize, our analysis and interpretation of the site suggests the
following potentials and limitations. Firstly, the area's image eludes a
ready-made and unequivocal concept because of discrepancies and
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alienation. Secondly, the experience is constantly ambivalent, so that
the challenge sometimes seems impossible and the openness merely a
forlorn void. Thirdly, thegenius lociappears to be chiefly determined
by an accumulation of problems: not being able to estimate dimensions; the perception of emptiness; the abundance of possibilities, almost everything hasyettobemade, soeverything ispossible;thegreat
contrasts in atmosphere and effect, with characteristic and idyllic places next to impersonal and macabre ones; linking the park to the city,
which ischaotic, unclear, noisy and distant; the largely problematical
contours ofthe site; thelarge buildings; the bridging ofthe canal; the
more orless subtle relics.
The site's strengths aretheprogramme's intentions, tobe discussed
in thefollowing sections.
The views of the E P Pvconcerningparks
The programme drawn up by the E P P V was, in part, fuelled by the

competition organizers' criticism ofthe functioning of existing parks.
Today parksarenomore than repositories forchildren andtheelderly,
whereas they were once centres ofactivity, filled with a wide range of
attractions for everyone. This was,in short, theconclusion ofa report
surveying the history of Parisian parks. The following extracts from
this report, Donnees sur I'existant, provide a good impression of the
views of the E P P V .
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Parisian parks (Palais-Royal,
Luxembourg, Tuileries) played a part in the social life of the city: as an urban
place of encounter and interchange, they were constantly visited by a miscellaneous public, the majority of which was adult. The park really was a place to
exchange ideas, tohear items ofnews, ortolook for anamorous adventure. The
garden was,from themoment ofitscreation, neveramere succession oflanesand
parterres: there weremore 'attractions' tobefound there, added oradapted over
the years. Bit by bit, facilities make their appearance, which lent support tothe
public character ofthe area.
During the Second Empire (1852-71) Haussmann realized ahierarchical system
ofsquares, parks and woods, supplemented byanextensive system ofavenuesof
trees. In this period, at the start ofthe Industrial Revolution, thecity expanded
and became more dense.Thegreen spacehadtofulfil newfunctions: in addition
toproviding embellishment, itserved asanantidote tothepollution and discomforts of the city. The green provided Parisians, and particularly children and
families, with clean spaceinwhich tostroll andrelax. Completely adapted tothis
function andtotheperiod,inwhichcrinolinesandproprietyimposed arestful and
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dignified paceonthe stroll,theparksonlyallowed onetowalkround and to enjoy
the landscape, pleasantly varied by the undulations of the terrain, the ponds and
the wide variety oftrees and shrubs.
The pastthirty yearshaveseenashifting ofthenotion oftheparkorthegarden to
the'green'[espacevert];adevelopment characterized byanimpoverishment ofthe
social function and of the creative considerations themselves. Simplified to an
extent-and, therefore, debatable-it can beargued that the 'green' in thecity has
been transformed into a mere accompaniment to the buildings: a planted decor,
often without imaginative power, which evokes not the slightest emotion nor
stimulates any activities, in short, provides not the slightest pleasure.

.The EPPVconcludedthat'parksarenotadaptedtoourtime',andthat
I 'usersdesireflexibilityand diversification'.
Inthemeantime,wehavebeenwitnessingoveraperiod ofseveralyearsadevelopment that probably points the way to a renewal of garden design, linked to a
reflection on the social function of public space. This development iseffected by
means of a two-fold approach: reflection on functions, which determine the atmosphere and activities of urban parks; and reflection on the forms and the
meanings of the ideas that are now becoming manifest in the world of landscape
architecture.The ParedelaVilletteoffers, for both perspectives,aunique opportunity.
A description of the E P P V'S objectives and requirements
T o illustrate the tone of what the E P P V intended, a s u m m a r y of the
Rapport d'objectifs and the Programme have been included here.
THE OBJECTIVES

T h e proposed functions of L a Villette can be

gauged from the following extracts.
Historically, the art of gardening is part of our culture; the shaping of nature
according to an ideal model [naturaliser uneidee]. Gardens reflect a vision of the
world and ofcapability. This symbolic dimension should not be forgotten, for, in
addition tothe useofthe park, thesymbolicfunction hasbecomeimpoverished in
recent decades. Symbols ofthe present ought tobeincorporated intothe contemporary park.
Present-day Parisian parkshave become green areas,providing spaceonly for the
non-working population. Life and the city are elsewhere. The organization of
work, the rhythm of the seasons, and the changing weather make the park a
temporary and discontinuous place. This way, the Parisian park is dying and,
since Haussmann, nothing newhas been created.
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The character ofthelocationofLaVilletteisfirstand foremost determined by the
urban context and itshistory.The districtmust bereanimated. The park isnotso
much alung,asaheart. Theentrances tothe city ('les Portes') evokea powerful
symbolism ofentry and passage. They need to acquire a newsignificance as a
centre, especially forthe eastern suburbs. Itisalso necessary toknow something
about thepresent inhabitants (workers, theyoung, North Africans) around the
park before being abletoprovidefortheir needs.
LavVillette isa large project that hasto combine urban planning and cultural
innovation.That isthemagnitude oftheambition.Bycreatingacomplexoflargescale facilities, achange really canbeaccomplished. It isaninnovative cultural
project. The park serves as a newcultural instrument. It is part of an urban
planning policy that completes thecity and, atthesame time, opens itupto the
suburbs.
The E P P V required the architects to address the issueofpluralism and

unity.
In order tomake alarge urban park, thefollowing questions must beanswered.
Which symbols and functions should be given to the park? Which aesthetic
requirements should the park satisfy? And which policy should bepursued?
First and foremost, theculturaland symbolicreference ispluralism.42 The parkis
ameetingpointofcultures,whichhavetheright toexpressthemselves individually: it isa park ofreconciliation. This status will beachieved byapplyingjthree
unifying concepts:

Urbanism: manandthecity. It isman's nature tobesocial; man's culture is the
city. LaVillette will reveal theriches ofurbanism andbeaforerunner ofa true
urban ecology.Traces ofthe past present onthe sitemake identification withthe
park possible. Because of the presence of daily .activities, the park becomes a
meaningful part ofthe livesofthe inhabitants. Noone may feel excluded. Itis a
large~residence1ntheopen air, withachoiceoffacilities, inaddition toopen space
for free imaginings.
Pleasure: body andmind. Thepark isarranged forrelaxation andwell-being;
thebody isnotexercised physicallywithout alsodevelopingthemind. Sometimes
Descartes must beforgotten inorder todiscover Rabelais.LaVillette isacityof
water andfestivities. Ofthe everyday andtheexceptional. Two French cultural
manifestations-the garden and the kitchen-are both ahomagetonature.
Experimentation:knowledge and action. The park isagarden ofcultural superabundance. Aliving,activeculture issought inwhich theory and practice arenot
separated. Bymeans ofexhibitions and workshops, familiarity with technology
will be achieved. The cultural extremes, music and technology, are united by
means of the park's facilities. In this rapidly changing world, experimentation
demands anextremely flexible plan that canevolve without affecting theunderTyingidea.
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Weaimforapark inthetrue senseoftheword, but,atthesametime,onethat isa
'bridge' between the Museum and the Music Centre. A poetic answer thatjias
neither thedictatorshipofatooobviousstructure norachaoticmosaicofunstructured eclecticism is therefore anticipated.
Diversity will be the consequence oftwo spatial extremes, which give expression
to the twosides ofthe relationship between the city and nature. On the one hand
there is the garden city [laville-jardin], to be concentrated around the Grande
Halle as a centre of activities, performances and experiments. The organization,
design and atmosphere should evoke the image of a civilized nature and of a city
replete with urbanity. On the other hand there isthe garden in the city [lejardin
danslaville]: acentre ofrelaxation and well-beingfor bothbodyandmind. These
arethethematicgardens,aworld ofdiscoveryand playinanature whose manifestations are various.
Unity, synthesis and coherence arealsonecessary toachieve ameaningful whole.
It must definitely not be a post-modern garden, eclectic and nostalgic, a jumble
and collage of countless incoherent elements from a dislocated world. Unity has
various aspects. Firstly, the unity ofthelandscape.Of theelements, water playsa
prominent role, asit does in the architecture of the Museum too.The rhythm of
thegrowth ofthe plant world must bein harmony with the use ofthe park. Good
lighting and concentrated activities will contribute to the continuity, atmosphere
and safety of the site. Secondly, the architectonic unity. La Villette will play an
important role in the renaissance of the art of urban development and garden
design asaresult ofthe architectonic quality and unity ofthe architectural facilities and the plantings. True unity iscreated in the detailing.
T h e Rapport d'objectifs also drew attention to the future m a n a g e m e n t
of the park.
The complex and innovative character of the park necessitates special management. The area must be arranged in such a way that it is safe without having to
make a show of strength. Consider Stendhal: 'La beaute est une promesse de
bonheur'. The park isacultural facility in the open air. For this reason, aspecial
staff under the supervision ofthe Ministry ofCulture isnecessary, in addition to
the customary horticultural management.
THEPROGRAMME

T h e competition involved the creation of a con-

cept for the design of the park; the defining of the park's relationship to
the M u s e u m of Science, Technology and I n d u s t r y and to the M u s i c
Centre; the detailed designing of specific elements contained in the
p r o g r a m m e (entrances, thematic gardens); the presentation of the p r o posed design on three panels (90x 135cm.), including the plan (1:1000)
and an illustration of how the design fitted in with the u r b a n developm e n t plan for the area (1:5000), and an explanatory text (10 pages of
A3)-
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The following provides a summary of the competition programme.
The Programme begins with an overview ofthe objectives (the same as
those in the Rapport d'objectifs) in order to reach the conclusion that
the park must be active, i.e. used by many diverse groups; permanent,
i.e. organized in such a way as to put an end to the customary slack
periods ofuse:weekdays,night-time and winter;and itmust be experimental, i.e. linked to the pace and way of life ofthe city by means ofa
constant renewal ofactivities. In relating the park to the Museum and
the Music Centre, the designer had to take account of the following.
The park must welcome the visitors to the Museum; it must inform, lead, and
accompanythem.Moreover,theparkmusthaveanimagethatisinharmonywith,
oratleastconsistent with,theMuseum.The parklendssupporttocertainofthe
Museum's activities: permanent and temporary exhibitions, workshops, greenhousesandthematicgardens,logistics.
The Music Centre will be established in the southern section of the site. It
comprisesthefollowingcomponents:auditorium withlargeandsmallhalls,conservatoire, musicresearch and experimentation centre,musicmuseum, and underground carpark.
The Programme wasalsoclear about the linksbetween the park and the
cityand the inclusion in thepark ofexisting or proposed buildings, and
the need to make the park accessible for the disabled.
The park willbecreated inacomplex areathat bearstracesofitshistory andof
morerecenturban planningdevelopments. It isnotonlyaquestion ofcreatinga
park,butofcarryingoutaprogrammeofurbandevelopmentthatisexceptionally
complicated and new. The links with the surrounding urban area are chiefly
focused ontheentrances tothe park, therelationship with thesuburbs,and the
useoftheformer railwaylinetotheParedesButtes-Chaumont asafootpath. In
thetreatmentofthenorthernzone,buildingscanbeaddedifdesired.Theinclusionofexisting buildings chiefly concerns the Grande Halle, which canprovide
accommodation for a variety of temporary activities, five characteristic nineteenth-century pavilions,andalarge fountain.
Particularattentionshouldbepaidtoprovidingaccessandfreedom ofmovement
for peoplewithdisabilities.
The Programme contains an outline of the analytical programme of
activities. This isthe actual programme ofrequirements, the list of the
proposed facilities, and the conditions to bemet, etc.The activities are
grouped into five units: main activities {activites majeures); reception,
services, shops;administration, management; internal circulation; and
logistics.
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The main activities willlend the park its unique character. They are
classified around the following themes: spectacle and entertainment;
discovery, initiation; expositions; training and care of the body; and
restaurants. The objectives are specified for each theme. For each
activity, the function is defined and the necessary surface area allocated. Surface areas are ofthree types: open air, covered and built.
The presentation of the main activities is based on a fundamental
distinction between activities grouped and concentrated in acentre of
activities {pole d'activites), sothat they have ahigh admission capacity,
are constantly lively and of a great diversity, and dispersed activities
(activites deconcentrees), which are situated throughout the site.
The list of all the facilities to be provided is, in brief: an open-air
theatre, covered multi-use spectacle site, cultural information centre,
kiosks, workshops, discovery gardens, glasshouses, discovery areas for
children, covered space for permanent expositions, exhibited objects
(Arianerocket, radio telescope,sundial, etc.),thematic gardens, baths,
thermal baths, skating-rink, recreation areas, semi-hard sports fields,
training circuit, playgrounds, swimming baths, group of restaurants,
snack bars, cafes, buffets, picnic areas, receptions, children's centres,
bank,postoffice,policestation,shops,hirecompanies,markets, administration and management office, cycle paths,storage spacesand workshops, first-aid post, public conveniences, car parks and underground
car parks.
The EPPV'S ideas concerning the systems and frameworks of the
park can be gauged from the following extract from the Programme.
The planting structure, the framework ofavariety ofvegetation, willarrange the
space and play arole as 'green architecture' (architecture verte),making manifest
thegeneralorganization ofthesiteand supports:themainaccess,themost important spaces and atmospheres. The water structure will be one of the unifying
factors in the development of La Villette: the canals, paddling and swimming
pools, and fountains. The technical structure comprises drainage, spray installations, fire-extinguishing systems, lighting, electricity and sewerage system. The
parkmust betotallyorpartiallylockable.Street furniture, suchasbenches,kiosks,
signposts, must be designed in such away that itcontributes to the aesthetic and
functional coherence ofthe site [ill.8].

Analysis of theprogramme'sobjectives
The Pare de la Villette-an exceptionally large open space in Parisprovided an opportunity to develop an ambitious programme. This
programme reflected certain political, cultural and social aims. The
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EPPV tried, by the provision of extensive facilities and a series of
programme guidelines,toexpress the park's specific character. Familiarforms, suchasthoseoftheEnglish landscape-style park, the French
classical garden, or afun-fair or theme park, were precluded. Nor was
La Villette to become a traditional city district.
The programme was effected in a pragmatic and empirical rather
than a theoretical way. Four aspects contributed to this. Firstly, the
knowledge of public spaces that are characterized by an interesting
mixture of amenities, atmospheres and activities, such as Tivoli in
Copenhagen, Ontario PlaceinToronto, and Kew Gardens in London.
Secondly, the dissatisfaction with the present functioning of traditional parks, especially in Paris, and their recent development compared with the urban and cultural rolethey played in previous periods.
A third factor was the search for a use, for daytime and night-time,
summer and winter, with cultural and recreational activities, walking
and play, sport and amusement. And, finally, the search too for a new
quality through design innovation: La Villette wastobe thepark of the
twenty-first century.
The preoccupation with an open and polyvalent programme was an
expression of the desire to make the park inviting for everyone and to
stimulate a multiplicity of activities. The objectives and programme
were set out in great detail; the tone was lively and ambitious. The
following questions had not yet been fully answered however. Can
activities be determined on the basis of old and recent experiences?
How are experiments in the park to be developed? Can innovation be
programmed? How are the requirements of a once-only visit by tourists (who are looking for easily assimilable impressions and imposing
images)tobereconciled with thoseofaplacefor contemplation for the
regular visitors from surrounding neighbourhoods? How does one
combine a museum and music centre with the commotion of a funfair? How does onefuse allthe various elements into awhole? Is sucha
precisely formulated programme consistent with the desire for something new, something for the twenty-first century? It is up to the
designer to provide the answer.
The objectives described both the desired use,the intended character and the anticipated symbolism ofthe park. Thus, in addition to the
functional requirements, there was also an expressive and iconographic programme. 43 The urban park was the starting-point of urban
renewal and, therefore, nolonger the lung,but the heart ofthe district.
In order to be so,the links with the surrounding area would have to be
excellent.
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An interpretation of the continuity of the history of the place was
requested, particularly as a contribution to the unity of the park and
its surrounding area. History had left an isolated complex of various
buildings belonging to the abattoir and cattle market and, hitherto,
these buildings had evoked no attractive overall image. This would
thus permit an extremely free interpretation.
The innovative cultural project with its extensive facilities would
have to create new habits ofuse. The possibilities for developing these
would have to be sought not somuch in amere accumulation of activities, but in exceptional, unexpected and daring combinations. This is
perhaps one facet ofthe requirement that the park express a pluralistic
and popular culture and serve as a meeting point and place of interchange for various cultures.
In addition, three themes were elaborated: urbanism (man and the
city), pleasure (the body and the mind), and experimentation (knowledge and action). The world of science and technology (the Museum)
was to be linked, both literally and symbolically, with the world of the
arts (the Music Centre). This would, for the most part, coincide with
the desired north-south route. At the same time, this could strengthen
the relationship between the sections of the park on either side of the
canal.
The representation of the relationship between nature and culture
(civilization) had to be the source of the diversity and the richness of
the project. In addition to the unity of the landscape and the architectural unity of the site, this was the most important aesthetic requirement. The relationship had to be expressed in two ways: as a garden
city (the activities area linked to the north-south route, and the space
for a new urban lifestyle) and as a garden in the city (the recreational >
area, where the relationship with nature wasto be expressed in aseries
ofgardens). In order to elaborate these worlds convincingly, a considerable area of land was necessary. Because of this, the articulation
between these requested atmospheres would be difficult to realize.
Unless adequately separated, neither ofthem could be done justice to.
The programme wasconstructed with the aid ofagrouping of components. This arrangement was an important indication of how the
organization of the plan needed to be developed. The great variety of
activities was divided into five units. The main activities comprised
oneoftheseunits.They would determine the character ofthe park and
revolve around four themes. Within each theme the component facilities were divided according to the way in which they were to be dis-
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persed throughout the park. For each activity an assessment had been
made of whether it should take place inside or in the open air. This
schematic arrangement was not always clear, however, because the
concepts applied when locating the facilities were not always analogous. Hence questions arosethat overlapped or were difficult torelate.
The available site was scarcely sufficient in size to accommodate all
i the proposed activities. This left designers with little room (literally
and figuratively) to add their own ideas about activities; in view of the
park's innovative character, this was a disadvantage. In any case, an
i ingenious-almost cunning-interpretation was demanded of the designer.
An analysis of the requirements of proposed designs made in the
brief reveals contradictions, discrepancies and imperfections in the
objectives themselvesand between theobjectives and thelocation. The
recognition of this is always an important step in the design process
because, on account of the interaction (harmony/neutral/conflict)
between objectives, itisoften difficult tomeet fully the separate conditions specified.
The terms ofthe briefappeal tothe designer's imagination, but they
also set limitations. In this case, the Rapport d'objectifs, because of its
more broadly formulated objectives, wasmore decisive in determining
design solutions than the more concrete requirements of the Programme.44 There were therefore difficulties in meeting both the objectives
and the programme, particularly when viewed in the light of the circumstances of the site and the surrounding area. This resulted in six
basic problems to which the designer had to provide an answer. They
concern questions of scale, tempo, character, innovation, fragmentation, simultaneity and overfilling.
The scale ofthe city and ofthe site,characterized by existing buildings and the size of the park, required an effective spatial organization
and a large-scale open space capable ofmatching the urban surroundings.
Use dictated the need for various tempos: both direct links between
entrances and large facilities (resulting in efficient and well-ordered
access to concentrations of activities), and the park as accommodation
and spacefor walking(which requires longer and more exciting routes,
spacing and tranquillity).
In determining the character of the park, the search for a certain
complexity of atmospheres and spaces for the purpose of 'pluralism'
and 'urbanism' was not to go to the extreme of an intensive and con-
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sumptive amusement park, but nor tothe opposite,by subordinating it
tonature asthe dominant subject; and, in addition togenerating international pretensions and allure, the park was also required to invite
everyday use by local residents. The park was to have many faces and
yet be aunity: a new type of all-encompassing image.
The designer wasalsofaced with the questions ofwhat concept ofa
park expresses, in an innovative and modern way, the city and the
landscape; and what the response to the fragmentation of the city
should be. Should this phenomenon be expressed precisely by means
ofan assemblage offragments, or could the park repair the disintegration ofthe city by creating new coherences, whereby the park becomes
integrated into the local framework through the treatment of borders,
boundaries and transitions? The unity of composition was not to lead
to unambiguity, but how were a number of themes to be dealt with
simultaneously sothat they strengthened eachother without leading to
disruption or disorder?
The programme was not only complicated and diverse (varied); it
was also overfull in view of the available size of the site. This necessitated combining activities and considering precisely the position and
size ofeach component.
In conclusion, theoverall objective wasatotal composition resulting
from the search for a spatial and/or intellectual concept capable of
lending the site a recognizable coherence. It was with the challenges
and problems this presented that the designer set to work to unearth
from themultiplicity ofdesires and requirements, limitations and conditions, difficulties and potentials, those features that were to influence, guide or determine the plan.
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9 Chemetoff, preliminary design sketch
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Parttwo Comparativeanalysisofthedesigns

Our analysis consists of four successive decompositions: firstly, the
decomposition of the park as a (representation of a) graphic composition; secondly, the decomposition of the layout and the spatial coherence of the park; thirdly, the decomposition of the design principles;
and, fourthly, the analysis of the styling of the design.
The analytical drawings are abstractions that reveal the concept
behind the design. Our analysisreasons from theproduct, viaan interpretation of the design process, towards the idea. The stages are, consequently, connected. They proceed from graphic abstraction via spatial reality towards compositional concepts and themes; from reaction
to location and programme to traditions of form. In addition, the
viewpoint in relation to the plan shifts, both literally and figuratively:
from, for example, composition on the flat surface to the spatial scene,
or from the practical functioning ofthe site tothe character and meaning of the forms and materials used.
The sequence followed intheanalysis,from form viaspaceto design
philosophy, does not follow that ofthe design process.Yet bymeans of
this step-by-step approach, one becomes increasingly immersed in the
plan, and the underlying design philosophy isretrieved. With this, the
design process is indirectly decomposed.
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3 The park as a graphic composition

For the purpose ofthis phase, the ground-plan ofthe park isviewed as
a graphic composition. As isthe case in every stage of the analysis, the
plan drawings are explored by sketching.
Why is the graphic quality of the design examined first and foremost? The reason is that a park design-before it represents a p a r k is, at first glance, a flat surface of lines, areas and colours whose arrangement is experienced and interpreted as painterly. This does not
mean, however, that at the start of the design process the landscape
designer places lineson paper without visualizing what this, expressed
in terms ofits materialization (the park), means. A preliminary sketch
by Chemetoff, for example, shows a markedly graphic composition of
lines and surfaces that in the final design materializes in different parts
of the plan [ill.9].

Introduction of the graphic composition
The design is decomposed into points, lines and planes. These first
lines revealed in the analysis are to be viewed as construction lines or
regulating linesthat direct the composition. They order for the purposes of the construction and the coherence of the plan. With the aid of
these lines, objects, spaces and volumes must find their place in the
plan; in this way the design is kept under control. This system can be
developed or extracted from the wider surroundings, as happens in a
sketch by Chemetoff [ill. 10].The direction ofthelines,inparticular, is
an important device in the interplay between the elements ofaplan to
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io Chemetoff, design sketch ofLa Villetteand its surroundings
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11 left Points,linesandplanes:Chemetoff
12 rightPoints,linesandplanes:L'Arbre enboule

be distinguished in the second stage. It isimportant though not to see
the drawing merely as a pattern of lines; it must also be viewed as an
interplay between surfaces and the intersections arising from both.
The system of points, lines and planes constitutes the plan's underlying geometry [ill. n ] . 4 5
The ordering of planes and lines is sometimes not immediately
discernible; this is true, for instance, in the plan by L'Arbre en boule.
By sketching the position ofthe individual parts of the plan, an understanding is obtained of the more concealed arrangement. The visual
axis through the middle of the plan thus turns out to have a certain
symmetry on either side:it isnot an exact mirror, but the hook isa sort
of echo of the curve. The construction lines show that the parts of the
plan are attached to the lines and alignments of the location. There is
an intensive geometrical scheme [ill. 12].
The sketches in this stage of the analysis are an exploration of the
graphic composition. This analysis shows which parts of the plan are
distinguished in the ground-plan (drawings 1, 2 and 3), with which
construction lines the composition iscomposed (drawing 4:axes, lines
and imaginary lines) and, by way of conclusion, a drawing of the
points, lines and planes.
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16 Analysis,stage i: Drewniak
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17 Analysis, stage i: Zagari
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ig Geometry ofthe siteofLa Villette

Adescription of the graphic composition of selected plans
Pilton
The ground-plan isdetermined by astrip in the middle (i) and several
strong lines at the edge (2). Grids and meandering lines have been
added to this, which gives character to some areas (3) [ill. 13].
Pesce
Most ofthe elements arearranged bymeans ofthe identical alignment
of the building lines (1). A heavily accentuated edge and a gridiron in
the centrekeepthe fragments closer together (2).Over this,trees stand
singly on underlying lines, which are linked to the entrance and to the
central points at the edge (3) [ill. 14].
Corajoud
Afew simple sections, asquare field inthe middle (1)and two triangularareasat the entrance with, inbetween, alinealongthe edge(2) form
the basis of this plan. Adjustments made by adding and interrupting
interfere with the principal forms (3) [ill. 15].
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Drewniak
A connecting area from north to south over the canal contains the
Museum and the Grande Halle (i). This produces two sections; the
western section is linked to the city, the eastern section refers to the
outside (2). A square field is intermediary between the Museum and
the Grande Halle and is linked through its alignment to the canal (3)
[ill. 16].
Zagari
A field in the middle and a plane at the entrance (1) are bounded by a
simple line on the east side and by a complex line on the city side (2).
Various lines connect the different parts of the plan (3) [ill. 17].
Hara
Over aground-plan determined by strips (1) isa succession of rectangular planes for linking the north and the south entrances (2). Over
these strips arelinesthat linkup buildings placed atrightangles(3)[ill.
18].

Conclusion
(Construction) lines give rise to a wide variety of patterns: orthogonal
grids and/or radial systems and transections in various directions. The
geometry of the location (comprising site, buildings and surrounding
area) is a factor that can be responded to in various ways [ill. 19]. The
scheme either follows the context and isdeveloped out ofexisting lines
and patterns, or it diverges and comes figuratively, but sometimes
literally too—tostand ataright angletothe existingconfiguration. The
effects and meanings ofthecomposition's linepatterns aredealt with in
Chapter 9. The underlying motives for choosing one or other design
philosophy are discussed in Chapter 5,as are the various design principles.
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4 The layout and spatial coherence of the park

After investigating the design by means of decomposing points, lines
and planes, the analysis continues by considering the following question:What isthe significance ofthe graphiccomposition for the spatial
functioning of the park? The second stage in analysing plans relates
thus todirectly readable, spatial characteristics. How arethemany and
various functional programmatic items (which,added up,cover almost
a greater surface area than the site) given a spatial coherence?
The spatial coherence has an important functional dimension in
viewofthe fact that the opportunity for the visitor toidentify, to orient
and to recognize meanings, isa prerequisite for accessibility and effective action. This stage therefore examines by which arrangement
(compositional grouping) and by which means acoherent organization
of the site has been achieved. It is an investigation into the practical
parameters of park layout, called here 'the components of coherence'.
Coherence isdeployed asageneral concept because designing is the
creation of a certain coherence, of a connection between the elements
of a plan, through linkage in the totality. The degree and quality of
coherence a plan needs to have is something the designer determines
on the basis of the question and the location.46

An introduction to the components of coherence
The concepts introduced here are to be regarded asthe components of
aplan'scoherence. Components arehereconsidered tobethe constitu-
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ent parts ofa resolved force. These are not qualities that simply, and
independently of each other and of the location, ought to be maximized. Mere quantity loses its meaning as soon asa satisfactory level
has been reached. 'A site should beacoherent succession ofspaces or
textures or objects, in which each part relates tothenext but in which
there isaconstant play ofvariation onthebasic theme.' 47 Coherenceis
the connection between theelements ofa plan.
For the purposes of this study, six components have been distinguished. Occasionally the concepts overlap to a certain extent, or the
boundaries cannot be sharply drawn. The classification is,indeed, an
artifice in order to clarify something of reality, a reality that is not
composed wholly of independent elements. The components 'access'
and 'organization' are of a functional nature, whereas 'anchoring',
'openness' and 'articulation' chiefly have avisual significance. Thesix
components distinguished here aresuited toan analysis ofLa Villette.
In adifferent situation, however, other concepts maybe necessary.
In the second stage of our analysis we investigate the conditions,
potentials and meanings the designers have discovered in the site in
order toshape their response tothe design problem (the programme).
'All rational improvement ofgrounds is necessarily founded on adue
attention to the Character and Situation of the place to be improved:
the former teaches what is advisable, the latter what is possible to be
done.' 48 Aspects of both the site and the programme overlap in the
analysis. Indeed, this is characteristic of a landscape design brief: the
interaction between the qualities and conditions of the site and the
requirements of the programme; between the existing, the potential
and the desired.
Along with the questions analysed in this stage, the following are
also considered. What measures do designers take totryand reconcile
what is requested with what is possible? What approaches have they
discovered as a result of analysing the site and attempting designs,
what have they selected from and revealed of the aims and requirements ofthe brief, and howhave they interpreted these specifications
and conditions?
By means ofthese questions, ouranalysis commences with the least
comprehensive concepts, which areempirically readable and most related tothesite andtotheprogramme. Asmuch information aspossibleistaken from thedesign drawings themselves,theexplanatory texts
only being used if the phenomena described there are also present in
the drawings.
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Access
How are the park and its surroundings linked? Linkage isimportant in
creating a functional coherence between the inside and outside.
The approachability of the park is in some respects exceptionally
good. Two metro linesrun from the city centre far into the suburbs to
the north-east ofParis;oneofthelineshasastation onthenorth side of
the site, the other has one on the south side. For motorists there is a
direct connection with the city centre and the suburbs via the major
avenues and, by way of the intersection with the Boulevard Peripherique, with the rest ofFrance. Extensive parking facilities beneath the
Museum andtheproposed Music Centrehave,therefore, been provided for in the programme.
Problems arise with regard to the accessibility of the site from the
surrounding districts. Because of their width and intensity of use, the
roads that provide approachability for motor traffic also constitute
barriers for pedestrians and cyclists. Moreover, at the moment, access
along local streets or canal banks leading to the site is limited since, on
account of its former use, it was a closed-off and isolated complex.
There are plans, however, to reorganize roads and towpaths along the
canals, which will result in attractive through routes for pedestrians
and cyclists, both in the direction of the city centre (Bassin de la
Villette/Canal St-Martin) and to the suburb of Pantin (Canal de
l'Ourcq). The site of the disused railway to the Pare des Buttes-Chaumont can, after being adapted, be used to provide a better link to the
residential areas situated to the south of the site.
The backs of the industrial buildings along the Petit Darse make it
difficult to link the site to the residential district that lies behind.
Through renovation, demolition and the building of new housing, the
residential area herecanbeextended uptothepark,asaresult ofwhich
a suitable intricate connection with the park can be created.
Ease of access is also related to the pattern of connecting routes
within the park. In the park itself the E P P V has demanded, firstly, that
the north and south of the park be linked in order to connect up the
most important attractions (Museum, Grande Halle and Music Centre) and, secondly, an east-west route in order tolink the park better to
the city centre and the suburbs of Paris. In addition to these direct
routes, small-scale access to the boundaries ofthe park is necessary.
Special attention has to be paid to the designing ofthe entrances on
the north and south sides of the site. These are, after all, also the
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'gateways' to the city (Porte de la Villette and Porte de Pantin) and,
consequently, a unique place ofentry and passage.
The OMAplan showsmarkedly different types ofaccess;each has its
own function and course, witharesulting characteristic design [ill.20].
Organization
How arethefunctions combined and distributed overthe site,and how
are they connected to each other to form an internal functional coherence? What is the overall arrangement 49 of the site;how are the functions distributed or zoned; how are they interrelated; and what activities do they enable or inspire? This a question of the pattern of
distribution offunctions; what iswhere,inwhat sequence, and in what
mixture?
The structure ofthe organization must be such that it givesthe user
information about the functioning of the plan's elements and the connections between them. The most important functions —importance
being determined on the basis of their capacity and the numbers of
visitors expected to beattracted, and onthe basisofhow much space is
required or the volume of the element—have, for the most part, been
fixed by the programme. The form and content of the Museum have
beendetermined; the designer isfree tointerpret and adapt the Grande
Halle and the pavilions, however, and, as regards the projected Music
Centre, the form and place can be chosen within certain limits.
Furthermore, the programme prescribes that all the important
functions be concentrated together in order to guarantee areas sufficient animation, even during quieter periods.The main activities must
also be dispersed, however, so as to create a differentiated pattern of
busy and quiet. Thus the programme requests the creation of two
extreme states: laville-jardin {lapoledel'animation), and lejardin dans
laville {lapoledeladetente). Both poles, opposed asin amagnet, exert
anattraction, both intheir contrast and aspolesthemselves. An important task for the designer is to determine the relation in the plan between the poles: the dimensions, the degree of interweaving and contrast, and the position of the point of equilibrium (the point of
balance).
The functional situation, the chosen design and materials,results in
aunity ofspatial image and use,which determines theatmosphere ofa
place. This will be considered in our discussion of 'character' below.
The connections (the circuit linking the various elements in the
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park) comprise both the direct connections and the system of circulation for the purposes ofwalking, discovery and relaxation. The system
has, thus, to fulfil two requirements: to enable visitors to godirectly to
the main facilities ofthe park, and to enable them to wander. The first
is related to the concentration of visitors and animation, the second to
dispersal and tranquillity. The movement of the visitor along something, through something, oraround something,and going somewhere
or leaving somewhere produces a succession of images, places and
activities. It is for this reason that the system of paths is so important.
Tschumi's plan has explicitly adapted the organization. After unravelling the programme, a point-grid of small buildings, which serve
as anchor points for the park's amenities, has been set up. In an ingenious manner, elaborations have been deferred, while there is, nevertheless, clarity in the combinations and relations created. Path systems of different character have been added to the grid [ill. 21].

r

Anchoring
The spatial context ofthe park isexamined by considering its position
inrelation tothecityand thespatial coherence between whatlies inside
and what lies outside. The visibleness and recognizability of prominent points, lines and edgesmakes orientation possible. One can relate
certain spatial situations to others, as a consequence of which the
position ofthe park becomes clear. The design ofthe edges determines
how the park isembedded inthecityand thenature ofthe transition to
the park.
La Villette is an area on the boundary of the city. This boundary is
clearly marked by the Boulevard Peripherique and the transition between different building types. The site is recognizable as an enclave
between more or less homogenous areas of the city (suburb, the 19th
arrondissement, the hills of Buttes-Chaumont, rail yard, ring-road
zone).
The urban renewal plansaim atrepairing theunity inthe facades, so
as to strengthen the street patterns. The Avenue Jean Jaures and the
Rue deFlandres areimportant streets inthe 19tharrondissement.If the
hitherto isolated site acquires a characteristic aspect towards these
streets, this will make the position of the park in the city more easily
recognizable.
The programme requests clarification ofthejunctions onthe Boulevard Peripherique (Porte de Pantin and Porte de la Villette) as entran-
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ces to the city: 'les Portes'. They are signals from the park to the
outside and are, therefore, a means of orientation, an anchoring of the
park in the wider surroundings. They need to acquire asignificance as
focal points,particularly for thesuburbs totheeast. In connection with
this, the design ofthe entrances on the north and south sides ofthe site
merits special attention. Besides being 'gateways' to the city, they are
also unique places of entry and passage. In addition to fulfilling the
immediate function of providing the transition between inside and
outside, these areas also constitute the introduction to the park. They
are spaces for reception and transition.
Because of its elevated position, the impenetrable barrier, the noise
ofthe traffic and itsimportance for access to the capital, the Boulevard
Peripherique (together with the parallel Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier) is a dominant element. The soundproofing requested could
strengthen the visual presence ofthis edge ofthe park. From the ringroad there isaviewofthe park; this may be lost, however, asaresult of
the proposed soundproofing. For thisreason, the E P PVhasretained an
8o-metre-high chimney to be used as a landmark.
The canals can provide starting-points for visual and functional
relations withthewider surroundings onaccount oftheir characteristic
form, their dimensions, the freestanding quays and the continuous
towpaths.
Unless apark isconsiderable in size,the orientation ischiefly determined byobjects (pointsand edges) initssurroundings. The Paredela
Villette is large (50 ha.), however, and, at the level of the park, its
appearance is decisively determined at the moment by buildings:
above all by the Museum and, secondly, by the Grande Halle, with its
encircling pavilions. Both are powerful landmarks, around which the
internal orientation ofthe park isdeveloped; they are thus comparable
with the position of the country house on an ancient estate.
Because the existing buildings, together with the proposed Music
Centre, are close to the edge of the site, they are able to determine the
visual impact of the park on the surrounding area and, therefore, the
transition from thecity tothepark. The Museum and/or Grande Halle
can be screened off from the street by building or planting, or be
directly linked to the avenue by means of a forecourt. The plan by
Bakker and Bleeker has employed both solutions: the enormous Museum building has been placed in the background relative to the entrance, while the Grande Halle actually forms part of the entrance
section. Arampart-like edge strengthens the city boundary. On top of
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22 Anchoring:BakkerandBleeker

this is a walkway planted with trees, and this gives both a view across
the park and of the suburbs. In this way the ending is also the beginning of that which follows [ill.22].
Openness
Spatiality can be considered by asking,in what way the spatial continuity and the visibleness of the main dimensions and the landmarks
contribute tothe park's internal spatialcoherence. The initial situation
is,with the exception oftwolargebuildings,abareand levelsite.Every
layout willresult ingreater density and, inviewofthe extensive nature
of the programme, this will have far-reaching effects.
Although the area will become less open, the openness need not
disappear. Openness isanimportant quality for apark:aplacein which
to look away from oneself, to experience (a continuity of) space and
vastness. Sometimes, because of its public nature, one will actually be
able to move around in the space, thus allowing one to experience
freedom of movement and the largeness of the dimensions directly. so
This isan important-perhaps even the primary-quality of the urban
park. In built-up cities, however, openness will also depend on the
suggestion and illusion of continuity and large dimensions through
non-absolute limits, diagonal sight lines, and through an intensification ofthe experience ofthe principal space by placing objects there in
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23 Openness: Andersson

24 Articulation: Chemetoff

such a way that they are clearly independent of the limits of this
space. 5 1
T h e s e aspirations run like a leitmotif t h r o u g h the rich tradition of
landscape architecture and can be seen, for example, in the manipulation of form for the purpose of the optical adjustment of perspective by
both L e N o s t r e and his contemporaries:
Bymeansofthetheoreticalcontrolofperspective,themanipulation ofperspective
could be universally [in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries] applied in the
arts. The connection between image and reality consequently became uncertain.
Anamorphosis [the process by which an image or drawing is distorted in such a
way that it becomes recognizable only when viewed in a specified manner or
through a special device] was the most advanced technique in the illusionistic
spatial art. Together with the invention of the coulisse, the use of overlapping
contoursandlight-dark effects, thiswasanimportant deviceforbringing 'infinity'
within the limits ofthe plan.52
T h e manipulation of the view was also important for the picturesque
effects in R e p t o n ' s landscape style
Bylandscape, I mean aview capable ofbeing represented in painting. It consists
of two, three, or more, well marked distances, each separated from the others by
an unseen space, which the imagination delights tofillup with fancied beauties,
that may not perhaps exist in reality.53
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The spatial continuity and the visibleness of the principal dimensions
ofthe site can thereby contribute to the coherence of the park.
Openness is sometimes difficult to read from the ground-plan since
it can be a question of subtle suggestions of spatiality. A play of concealment and partial revealment gives the illusion of more space than
there actually is. The devices that can be deployed fjor this (diagonal
views, coulisses,the widening and narrowing of space, concave and
convex inclines) are not all capable ofbeing reproduced in the analytical drawings though.
Through surveying and the simultaneous observation of prominent
points, an understanding can be obtained of the spatial coherence of
the park. This is the beginning of a further, refined internal orientation.
Andersson's plan aimsatalargeopen spacewith theatmosphere ofa
country meadow, like a green oasis in the dense city [ill.23].
Articulation
This characteristic can be approached by considering in what way the
interaction between volumeand spacecontribute tothe internal spatial
coherence. The main spatial organization often consists of a type of
hierarchy, dominance or centrality.54 Thus there can beacentral space
to which all other space issubordinately linked [ill. 24],or a dominant
axis that unites various parts of the plan.
Similarly, an entrance can lead via a series of accents to a climax,
which gives a strong sense of place: being in the centre, in the heart of
the park. This can be both an object and a space.55
Articulation often takes the form of dominance (one element or
quality dominates the other inasimple hierarchy):theparts ofthe plan
arerelated toeachother bysubordinating them toadominant element.
Dominance can be related to both the visual and the functional domination of a space or object, and 'The nature of the dominance can
consist of the size (or the domination of one of its dimensions, for
example, the height), the place, or of a striking deviation of form,
alignment, or relief, or a combination of qualities.' 56
The dominance of an object is not necessarily good or bad. One's
judgement depends onthequality ofwhat dominates and onthe coherence between what dominates and the rest. Does it provide the appropriate and desired symbolism? Consider, for example, the difference
between the perceptibility of an object through repetition, such as the
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white villa in a Romantic park, or the wellnigh constant visibleness of
the house in aclassical garden. If what dominates islimited in relation
to the immediate surroundings, then it is a question of accent.
Because ofitsdimensions, the Museum dominates the area. In what
way is the Museum visible? Is the Museum screened by means of
buildings or plantings, or is the visitor's eye led along it? Or is the
building brought into balance with its surroundings through being
placed on or inalargespace? The latter isthe casein ChemetofTs plan,
inwhich, byplacingthemain alignment ofthefieldalongthe building,
the position of the Museum is somewhat relativized.
Functionally, too, the Museum occupies an important position asa
major public attraction. Various connected elements of the programme, such as space for exposition, experimentation and discovery
areas, and an astronomical garden are to be accommodated around the
building.
On the southern part of the site the Grand Halle is, indeed, a large
and imposing object. On account oftheform ofitsslightly sloping roof,
the transparency ofthe forest of cast-iron columns, the ornamentation
ofthe detailing and the absence ofaspecific layout, however, it isequal
to the surrounding nineteenth-century pavilions, the square with the
fountain, and the open plain.
Character
Architecture as the conveyor of meaning is related to the coherence
(both mutual and in relation to what exists and to the surroundings) of
images,atmospheres and meanings. What isthe quality (nature) of the
whole, which directs the effect ofindividual places and determines the
appropriate mood ofform, dimensions and material? What isthe overallimage ofthe park ofthe twenty-first century, which the programme
expressly demands?
The perception ofthe form alsocontains the possibility of assigning
meaning and of symbolism. The designer can, consciously or unconsciously, include references to and associations with what was previously, or is elsewhere, present, or to and with what is anticipated in
the future. The associative meaning of forms and materials fulfils an
important function in landscape architecture, for this determines to a
considerable extent what people areable to imagine in apark and what
a designer seeks to convey with a park.
In this stage of the analysis we restrict ourselves to that part of the
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25 Character: Ariola
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meaning which contributes tothe spatial coherence ofthe park, both in
relation to the city and within the park itself. In view of the broadness
(and, therefore, superficiality) ofthe concept, the word 'character' has
been chosen here. Part three discusses the meanings in the designs in
more detail.
The programme provides for various themes. The objectives indicate that in determining the character of the park, the plan may not
employ extremes. The search for a certain complexity of atmospheres
and spaces for the purpose of 'pluralism' and 'urbanism' should not
resultinan intensive and consumptive attraction park. Neither isit the
intention that the opposite result-the subordination to nature as the
dominant idea. Moreover, inaddition togenerating international prestige and allure, the park must invite daily use by local residents. In
short, the park must have many faces and yet be a unity: a new and
powerful all-embracing image.57
Ariola's plan is determined by the lines of trees converging on the
city centre, or, to be more precise, on the Rotonde de Ledoux on the
Bassin de la Villette. The pattern evokes a certain mysticism, as if it
wereaprimal landscape. Becausetheinfilling isscarcely visible,asense
ofmelancholy is suggested [ill.25].
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26 Analysis,stage 2: Pilton
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A description based on the components of coherence
Pilton

[ill. 26]

The entrances at the north and south ends of the park are
small forecourts left open between the buildings along the avenues to
form atransitional element and link between the city and the park. An
access bridge has been built across the AvenueJean Jaures, and this is
linked to the eastern edge of the park. The connection between the
Museum and theMusic Centre isformed bytwoparallelroadswith, in
ACCESS
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26 continued
d openness
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between, a stretch of water 150 metres wide and up to 8 metres deep
with small islands of gardens and pavilions.
Because the central strip is situated so deep, it can be conducted
under the canal (aqueduct). The difference inheight creates an orderly
axis running through the centre of the park; as a result of the small
elements lying on this, the axis is decorative and, if one actually descends, diverse images and uses are apparent [ill.27].
Pilton has partially obviated the bisecting effect of the axis through
the space by deepening the axis. An excessive monumentality of the
Museum axis is counteracted by a varied infilling of the central strip.
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27 Pilton,sketchesoftheentrancetothepark
The remaining major functions are grouped, both
on the north and the south sides, between the main buildings and the
avenues. As aresult, the concentration offunctions and the confrontation between them are directly linked to the city. The central part of
the park remains free of large attractions. The smaller functions are
situated here, chiefly grouped together along the deepened main axis.
The direct links between the north and south of the site run along the
boundaries of the park. Along the eastern boundary there is a supplementary route along agallery-shaped wall.The distribution of visitors
through the park is uniformly organized by means of fragments of a
path grid and a few free meandering paths. Because the intricate network of paths partly intersects the main axis, the centre of gravity in
the park (and the direct connection) is closely interwoven with the
subordinate routes within the park. In this way the extremities of the
park, where the buildings and the accompanying cultural facilities are
concentrated, are the busiest, whereas in the central part the emphasis
ison green gardens and more traditional park elements.
ORGANIZATION
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Along the Boulevard Serurier is a high embankment/
wall planted with trees; this marks the city boundary. From on top of
this wall a panoramic view is obtained over the park, the city and the
suburbs onthe other sideoftheBoulevard Peripherique. The 'wall'isa
line that both separates and connects. Various buildings have been
placed along the avenues, forming a continuous facade; this facade is
interrupted only by small squares, which also act as gates to the park.
The bridging of the AvenueJean Jaures creates a gateway to the city.
ANCHORING

A vista is possible across the deepened central axis, but
accessibility is restricted by the water. Movement is chiefly along the
two paths that follow the boundaries of the axis. There are no largescalespatialunits orviews.The planting, designed inavariety ofways,
fragments the park into equal parts, which do not give the impression
that they are articulations of a larger spatial unit. Orientation within
the park is determined by the deepened central part, which is directed
towards the Museum.
OPENNESS

The deepened central part, situated on a continuation of the passage through the Museum, supports the building's
dominant position. Moreover, the north and south entrances are located at the far end of the axis. A degree of relativization has been
introduced in the elaboration of the plan by means, for example, of
diverse islands in the water.
The Museum is linked to the city by means of the buildings along
the Rue de Flandres. A narrow forecourt allows only a limited part of
the facade to be viewed. Pilton approaches the Museum ambivalently,
or at least responds to the various qualities of the building's facades.
From the side of the avenue the Museum's gloomy north facade is
hidden away behind buildings that come right up to the Museum. On
the other side the Museum axis is resumed.
ARTICULATION

The park is linked to the avenues by elements more
urban than park-like. Furthermore, the other facilities of the park are
largely underground and only come to the surface as small pavilions.
The way in which the embankment/wall bounds the eastern edge of
the city refers to the former ramparts. The decorative layout of the
deepened central strip calls to mind Byzantine or Eastern ornamentationand isasignofurban culture surrounded bythemeandering forms
ofamore stereotyped park. The grid ofgardens and orchards near the
CHARACTER
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28 Analysis, stage 2:Pesce
a access
b organization
c anchoring

'^ 7 /
Rond-point des canaux suggests an earlier type of land use through
which the canals have since been dug. The Museum too seems to
impinge on this ostensibly older pattern. Around the lucid central part
ofthe park askin of disorientation and complexity has been laid.
Pesce [ill. 28]
The plan seems to consist of 152 independent islands set
down with apparent negligence. In between, the visitors are dispersed.
The most direct connection between the north and the south ofthe site

ACCESS
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28 continued
d openness
e articulation
f character
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runs through an elongated structure along the eastern boundary. The
entrances arenot pronounced. The complex ofbridges over the Rondpoint des canaux is a heavily accentuated entrance section from the
city. The east-west route along the southern bank of the canal is interrupted by a pond.
With the exception ofthe Museum and the Music
Centre (whose functions had already been determined in the programme) and the wall-like building, the functions are completely uniform and finely spaced. In this way a grouping around a climax is
ORGANIZATION
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29 Pesce,sketches of fragments
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1

avoided. There isaconstant and rapid alternation offunctions [ill.29].
Asaresult ofthis subtle blend, the contrast between the various activities will be limited; black and white can no longer sufficiently be
separated from one another, sothat the total effect is grey.
There is no discernible main line in the routing, because the site
between the fragment-like objects is everywhere accessible.
With the exception of the 3o-metre-high wall-shaped
building that completestheeastern boundary ofthe site,thesiteand its
boundaries are completely penetrable. This emphasizing ofthe barrier
and the boundary is also—because of the form, the function, and the
view it gives-a linking element. The 1070-metre-long building, partially situated above the Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier, encloses the
sitelikeawallwith agesture ofembrace. Atthecentre ofthis curve lies
the Rond-point des canaux, spanned by a system of bridges. These
elements provide orientation in an archipelago of fragments.
ANCHORING

The open site is emphatically completely filled with numerous small objects, as a result of which only limited spaces remain.
The equal orientation in the building lines of the fragments creates
short views.
OPENNESS

The only large, closed building mass, the Museum, stands in amultiplicity of fragmented objects. Even the dimensions of the Grande Halle and the Music Centre are reduced by a
strong articulation. The Museum seems, thus, to have become the
undisputed dominant element. There is so little open space between
the fragments, however, that the view of the Museum is repeatedly
partially obstructed by other objects. In addition, to the east the wallshaped building isconstantly present in the background.
The complex of bridges at the Rond-point des canaux is a new
dominant element on the site, on account ofits magnitude, height and
remarkable form. The alignment of the bridges is partly related to the
vertices of the museum building.
ARTICULATION

The fragments look rather like relics. In the plan the
Museum rises from this, intact and unimpaired, like a phoenix. The
Museum (or technology in general) isregarded assomething ordering
or elevated.
Along the eastern edge ofthe park an elongated building stands like
a city wall even tower elements have been incorporated.
CHARACTER
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By means of orienting fragments, a certain relation with the surrounding city isestablished. The entirety of fragmented pieces deviatesdecisively from familiar parkorurban forms.Movement between
thefragments createstheimpressionofakaleidoscope.The innovative
programme isexpressed asanewtypeofurban district. Asaresultof
thefragmentation, gardenandurbanelementsarecompletelyblended.
The atmospheres are interwoven in such a way that the 'animation'
dominatesthedetente(indeed,thedetenterequiresameasureofseparation from theanimation).
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30 continued
d openness
e articulation
/ character

Corajoud [ill. 30]
The north side of the park is screened off from the busy
street and therailwaybybuildings and ahighincline.From the narrow
opening at the Rotonde des Veterinaires, a wide view is obtained in
which the Museum lies slightly to one side,sothat abroad prospect of
the park behind remains unobstructed.
There is no direct unbroken north-south route. In various directions long lines are repeatedly fragmentarily concretized in paths,
roads or footbridges. There is a dispersed routing, supported by a
through gallery along the entire eastern edge.

ACCESS
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31 Corajoud, north entrance

An extra subway under the boulevards links up to the sports complex situated beyond thering-road. On thewestern side,too,accesshas
been increased through the provision ofanumber of entrances.
The park's functions are housed in or near buildings concentrated at the north and south ends of the park. They are
situated in such a way that the green and open section of the park
touches the avenues. The remaining facilities, part of the pole de la
detente, are evenly dispersed, with large distances between them.
ORGANIZATION

The eastern edge is completely closed off with a gallery, which, as a result of the open character of the site, is constantly
visible in the background. Buildings partially screen entrance squares
from the avenues.
ANCHORING

There is a relatively open tilted field about 500^500
metres in size, partially jutting up out of the existing plain, partly
subsiding into it. The tilt makes the openness more exceptional. The
whimsical mounds are subsidiary, and the plantings that have been
added are sparse. The paths and the differences in height have been
introduced in such a way that constantly varying views are created.
OPENNESS
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Arelativelyopenfield hasbeen placed inthe centre
of the plan in order to reduce the dominance of the Museum. To give
the surface in front of it sufficient solidity, a number of artifices have
been employed: the field has a sharp geometrical form (it is a square,
500^500 m. in size), the surface has been tilted in relation to the
original surface level and has been placed in adirection away from the
Museum, namely, parallel to the park's eastern boundary. On the
north sidethe predominant position oftheMuseum hasbeen counteracted by positioning the entrance as far as possible to one side of the
building'as aresult of which a broad view of the park is created along
the canal. The Ariane rocket has been expressly placed on the other
side of the Museum as an (ironic) comment.
ARTICULATION

On account of its function (Institut du Paysage) and design (large
grassy incline as afacade), the building along the Rue deFlandres acts
asa harbinger of the park [ill. 31].
The detrimental effect of the boulevards, the noise of the traffic, is
screened offby agallery, which, at the same time,accentuates the form
ofthe eastern boundary as an embrace.
CHARACTER The tilted field and the whimsical mounds refer to
landscapes far beyond thecity,where nature can still beexperienced as
an unrestrained force. The openness of the park is that of a vast agricultural area.
Bytheir length, the sharp linesrefer to the axesin aclassical garden;
but the arrangement deviates considerably from this. The rotating of
various parts of the site in relation to each other also contains a suggestion of stratification; a stratification that, in turn, refers to (old)
cultural patterns.

Drewniak

[ill. 32]

The Museum's north facade is, as it were, the front of the
park on account ofthe fact that alarge open square is situated in front
of it. A wedge-shaped strip, wide enough to be able to absorb the
Grande Halle, directly links the north of the park to the south. In this
way the north-south route is continued spatially along the Museum,
with the passage through the building providing a parallel main route
to the north.
ACCESS

ORGANIZATION

Several buildings have been added to the fore-
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32 Analysis,stage 2: Drewniak
a access
b organization
c anchoring

courts ofthe Museum and the Grande Halle.The attractions, in the
formofgardens,pavilionsandarcades,havebeenpositionedaccording
toagridpattern,whichisinterrupted inthemiddlebyanopenwedge.
Visitorsareevenlydistributed bymeansofagrid ofpaths;thetransition from the main route to the finer network of paths is sudden.
Wedgeand grid aredirectly adjoined.
Thesquare-likestripis,intermsofitsdimensions,inharmonywith
thelargebuildings.Inviewofthearrangementofitsfunctions andthe
pattern ofcirculation withinit,itisdoubtful, however,whether italso
hasthecorresponding animation.
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32 continued
d openness
e articulation
/ character

The distribution of visitors is effected by means of an orthogonal
network, partially situated above surface level on account of the fact
that the paths rise to the east. Here, they merge into buildings that
form the park's boundary. In this way the thematic gardens can be
demarcated and the canals bridged.
The museum facade is linked through the receding
buildings to the Rue de Flandres. The actual entrance is narrow and
lies directly in the continuation of the passage through the Museum.
This elaboration guides the visitor directly towards the Museum enANCHORING
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33 Drewniak,bird's-eyeview
trance as the entry to the park behind. The square consequently becomes arigidly fixed link between the avenue and the park.
Between the two parts of the Music Centre a building with many
gateways provides access to a square in front of the Grande Halle and
the start of the gallery/pergola to the north.
The network ofpathsrisingtothe eastemphasizes, on the one hand,
the city boundary and, on the other, the wedge-shaped central open
space [ill.33].
The opennessisconcentrated inawedge-shaped space: a
large attenuated square oriented along a north-south axis. Along the
west side there is a view across the entire length of the site.
OPENNESS

The diameter of the wedge-shaped strip that
broadens out to the south runs precisely along the west facade of the
Museum. The dimensions of this strip are in keeping with both the
Museum and the Grande Halle, which islocated in this strip. There is
no transition between the strip and the intricate grid of paths and
gardens that borders it. Because of its dimensions and alignment, a
square cut-away appears on the ground-plan as a third element between the Museum and the Grande Halle; the spatial effect lacks the
power to actually fulfil this role however.
ARTICULATION

The Museum is surrounded by a large open space that appears
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consistent with the dimensions ofthe building. The area is elevated in
relation to the Rue de Flandres and is slightly autonomous because of
the retaining wall and the pond. Partly as a result of the restricted
entrance in the Museum axis,the visitor isimmediately and insistently
confronted with the massive Museum building. All the entrances to
the park proceed literally via several steps.
CHARACTER The grid has been employed for the gardens as an
efficient system for the distribution of the visitors and for increasing
the flexibility ofthe infilling. In between liesan open strip, connecting
the north and the south ofthe park but, asasymbol offreedom, devoid
of any specific layout. It links the entrances of the park ('les Portes').
The entrances are treeless, as are the boundaries, as a result of which
the confrontation with nature is deferred.

The meander oftrees, stream and path appears to bean impairment
in the perfection ofthe classical grid and areference to the rural, a n d in conjunction with the pavilions and the design of water and plantings-to the landscape style.
The Museum and Grande Halle, held together by the wedgeshaped strip, seem to form an element that overlaps the site,like anew
part of the city with, on the west side, an old area of the outskirts asa
garden and, on the east side,acountry area with caricatural references
to the classical and the Romantic garden.
Zagari [ill. 34]
ACCESS Directly opposite the doorways to the Museum and the
Grande Halle are entrances. With the aid of a metal framework construction, the Porte de Pantin has been bridged from the park to the
suburbs. An elongated complex of pavilions, gardens, galleries and
greenhouses along the Canal St-Denis and the Petit Darse forms the
most important link between the north and south. The continuation of
this line to the avenues creates direct entrances.
In combination with the Canal de l'Ourcq and the
Petite Darse, the functions have been concentrated in a solid, largely
built strip. At the intersection of the canals there is a knot of routes.
Paths have been designed on hierarchically different levels, depending
on their position in the organization. Several less important functions
are situated where the open field and the hills meet.
ORGANIZATION
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34 Analysis,stage 2:Zagari
a access
b organization
c anchoring

The passagethrough theMuseum hasbeenextended tojust over the
canal and culminates in a large open field. Aribbon of ponds and hills
to the east bounds this valley-like space between the Museum and the
AvenueJean Jaures.
The singular structure for the bridging ofthe Porte de
Pantin appears to be symbolic rather than practical. Within the park
the knot near the Rond-point des canaux has been voluminously
elaborated. From thishighcanal bridging therearewideviewsover the
canals to the city centre and the suburbs. On the eastern edge the park
isbounded by achain of hills.

ANCHORING
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34 continued
d openness
e articulation
/ character

The elevations constructed to the east and west of the
centre of the site create avalley-like open area in the heart ofthe park.
This place has been kept free of more detailed arrangement. For special occasions trees in mobile containers are placed in appropriate
patterns.

OPENNESS

A strip of facilities along the water on the park's
western boundary has been embellished with greenhouses, pavilions
and bridge constructions to such an extent that this entity begins to
dominate. The knot in the middle of the element at the intersection
ARTICULATION
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35 Zagari,bird's-eyeview
with the Canal de l'Ourcq reinforces this impression. The 'city' has
been concentrated in this element so that the rest of the site remains
open for alargefieldofgrass,bordered byachain ofhillsarticulated by
plantings [ill.35].
CHARACTER A chain of ponds denotes the connection between the
Museum and the Music Centre. The chain can also be seen as a defence against the woods that threaten toburgeon from the hill side into
the valley (the landscape encroaches on the city, but also shows the
relativity of the tranquillity in the valley). To this end, the chain is
strung between the central points of the park.
The largefieldofgrasswith thechain ofhillsrefers toaspacious and
peaceful landscape. In sharp contrast, the boundary on the city-centre
side of the open field has been designed with greenhouses and buildings constructed to form an artificial hill. This arrangement along the
canal isan intensified rendering ofthe city within the park. The buildings intercept the alignments of the city. The entrance squares both
have a green side as an introduction to the park. The references are
relatively more direct and less excessive than in many other plans.

Ham

[ill. 36]

A plaza, in which the Grande Halle has been inserted, connects the north and south parts of the park and forms the core of the
park. The square issituated next to the axisofthe passage through the
Museum, whereby a bayonet-type connection between them is creACCESS
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ated. In front of this a monument has been erected near the Geode.
The entrances to the park are situated in the continuation of the main
route.
Terraced strips,atright anglestothe avenues, surround the square. These strips provide a series ofparallel north-south
routes.The entrances to the strips arealong the avenues and the canal.
Although the strips suggest a uniform and linear organization of the
functions, the areasnext tothe Grande Halle and the eastern boundary
arethemost intensively arranged. Here, atregular intervalsand subordinate to the main route, are side paths between the terraces. Rigidly
planted square forecourts form the entrances to the Museum and the
Grande Halle and the introductions to the centrally, north-south connecting plaza.
ORGANIZATION

The tall and attenuated 'glass slabs' situated at right
angles to the alignment ofthe avenues are,both from the point of view
of the surrounding area and that of the park, new landmarks. The
closer one is to the periphery of the park, the higher the terraces and
the plantings and the longer the glass slabs.The fact that the strips are
precisely at right angles to the avenues emphasizes the importance of
the connection between the park and these main streets. The small
squares situated along the avenues and that provide entry to the Museum and the Grande Halle form alink between the city and the park.
ANCHORING

The centre of the plan is the most open and empty. The
site rises in terraces towards the boundaries, and the items of the
programme have been accommodated in increasingly high planting
strips and increasingly long buildings [ill. 37]. A strip on the western
boundary along the canal continues visually in a single line.
OPENNESS

A succession of squares leads from the Rue de
Flandres to the AvenueJean Jaures via the two most important buildings. The strips do, indeed, form a large gesture, but their plantings
play a subordinate 'garden-like' role in relation to the buildings (glass
slabs). The animation is thus not restricted to the square in the centre
ofthepark, but extends alongtheelongated buildings erected in strips.
The strips evoke an effect in the plan comparable to the dominant in
music: by means of a preponderant motif, individual elements are
fused into awhole.
ARTICULATION
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a access
b organization
c anchoring

The contrast between the rigidly terraced strips and
the whimsical plantings islimited; it isnature within cultivated limits.
The plantings are both the materials of the park and an attraction in
themselves.
The glassofthe slab-shaped buildings seemstowant tosuppress the
presence of these buildings by giving the transparency a simultaneous
lustre and radiance: a clean technique for the benefit of plant growth.
The square, place of encounter and interchange, is the centre, the
heart, of the park. The idea of stratification is present in only a very
limited way.
CHARACTER
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36 continued
d openness
e articulation
f character

Conclusion
The above analysis allows us to draw several conclusions concerning
the qualitiesofthe programme and thesite.
Access
Thepositionofthenorth-southlinkandthewayinwhichthisrouteis
elaborated have far-reaching consequences for the plan. The most
obvioussolutionistocontinuethepassagethroughtheMuseumtothe
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south by way of the Geode. The large space to the east of the Grande
Halle istransected asaresult. The axisopens out inthe corner near the
Porte de Pantin, where there is little space for the development of a
worthy conclusion. The axis is therefore divided into two and the
southern part is shifted to the west, in the line of the Grande Halle.
Another option istocontinue the north-south route spatially and functionally along the Museum, possibly with the passage through the
building as a parallel main route to the north. The route can also be
shifted completely tothe west and the alignment ofthe Canal St-Denis
emphasized. The Museum then remains wholly to one side.
Other plans take a dispersed routing as their departure point, with,
asasupport, agallery or building along the entire eastern edge. Direct
connections and dispersal are then simultaneous. These completely
uniform types of access deviate from the other plans, in which the
circuit proceeds directly from the entrances to the climaxes, supplemented by asecondary system for access to the remaining elements.
The requested east-west connection along the canal can either be
completely incorporated into the park, or remain more or less autonomous and to one side.
Organization
Although several important functions (judged important on account of
their capacity, potential attraction, and size)havebeen predetermined,
with due ingenuity a wide variety of results can still be obtained.
Whatever islinked to the avenues, the existing buildings or the canals
is determinant.
The circuit along the various elements of the park frequently consists of fragments of uniformly distributed grid networks. These are
sometimes held together by amain axis as adirect connection.
Because of the relatively small size of the site (in relation to the
facilities requested), it is difficult to achieve an equilibrium between
the two poles in the park, between busy animation and relaxed tranquillity. The accumulation or combination of functions is typical of
every form of composition. This was, moreover, unavoidable here
because of the scale of the programme. The confrontation or concurrence of functions can create extra value, however, to the extent that
the whole ismore than the sum of its parts. Few plans contain enough
room to provide the tranquillity of an unlimited park space.
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37 Hara, isometry

Anchoring
The park can belinked tothe cityinavariety ofways:isolated from the
surrounding area by means of the well-defined boundary of a solid
edge with onlyafewlargeentrances,or bymeans ofadiffuse boundary
formed by a subtle intertwining with the neighbourhood. In this way
transitions can be created that vary from abrupt to gradual. The city
can be excluded from the park and its influence only sparingly admitted, or allowed to penetrate far into the park.
Ageneral desire to clarify the city boundary with hills, walls, buildingsand galleries isdiscernible in the plans. This ispossibly prompted
by the necessity toscreen offthe noiseofthe traffic. This also indicates
the position of the centre of the capital though.
The interface with the avenues-and thus the initial appearance of
the park-is variously elaborated with, at one extreme, a closed facade
and, at the other, the continuation as far up tothe street aspossible of
plantings and other characteristic park elements.The Museum, whose
presence in the park is preponderant, appears from the outside as a
landmark.
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Openness
Openness on alimited sitewith an overfull programme isaquestion of
suggestion and illusion: suggesting more space than actually exists.
Light and dark, skyand horizon, areimportant elements inthis. These
are difficult to read from the ground-plans however.
A striking aspect of the situation of La Villette is the possibility of
utilizing the difference in height afforded by the elevated position of
the Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier (4to6m.) and the bridging of the
canal (headroom 4.5 m.) for the purpose of openness.
Spatial continuity can be successfully suggested or represented by
means of water: its flowing and streaming. 58 Water is permanently
open, and the reflection ofthe skyincreases optical space. The water in
La Villette does not have these characteristics though. The canal cuts
transversely across the plan rather than longitudinally. This does,
however, produce an exciting transverse view, comparable with the
canal in Vaux-le-Vicomte. The water around the Museum takes the
form ofadeep moat, which makes the building seem larger on account
of the reflection.
Articulation
First and foremost, the designer hastotakeup aposition with regard to
the existing spatially dominant elements: either accept the preponderance and elaborate on it, or attempt to neutralize it by demolishing,
disregarding, disguising or by introducing a new dominant element.
One can, for example, respond tothe various qualities ofthe facades of
the voluminous Museum. By keeping as much space as possible open
around the Museum, large dimensions are created. A new dominant
element can be added, both in the form of a built volume and as an
open surface.
The second problem concerns the treatment of the two poles. This
can lead to the separation ofthe two atmospheres, as aconsequence of
which the-mainly cultural-facilities on the avenues are linked and,
subsequently, theintermediate part remainsasamore orless traditional park. The animation can also be accommodated in a more or less
concentrated north-south strip however. In addition, there are various
types of interweaving and blending possible; they are sometimes so
intensive that the atmosphere of the city predominates.
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Character
There are various views concerning the role of the park in the city.
They vary from regarding the park as a green oasis (pastoral rural or
nature refuge), articulating the stone mass of the city, to an exuberant
metropolitan 'pleasure garden' (recreation machine or cultural park).
Most solutions seek an equilibrium, such as is present in many urban
parks, between interdependent complementary atmospheres.
The EPPVclearly points the way toassociative representation in the
design by including in the programme certain requirements concerning the park's symbolic and expressive qualities. Expression needs to
be given to the pluralism of metropolitan society and the enticing
perspectives offered by twenty-first century technology.59 This aspect
of meaning is dealt with in a wider context in Chapter 8.
Because the programme explicitly rejects existing park forms, the
entire tradition of park design appears to be side-tracked. Designers
cannot simply fall back onthe familiar. Images and associations cannot
be directly employed in an existing park form. Neither can a designer
simply break free from traditions however (for a discussion of the use
of historical styles see Chapter 6).
The combination ofthe difference in height between the siteand the
surrounding roads, the desire to exclude the noise of the traffic, the
necessity to bridge the canal, and the position of the historical city
boundary have been elaborated in many designs as a city wall. At the
same time, this produces a gesture of embrace, a symbolic quality for
the purpose of the requested unity {unite).
Many of the designs suggest stratification. This is intended as a
reference to the site's honourable and ancient past. In some plans the
park can also be seen as an exposed fragment ofthe city's foundations.
Viewed more superficially, the various patterns could be areference to
the multiformity of (French) culture.
The superimposed location ofthe Museum in relation to the multiplicity ofpatterns and their orientation can beseen asareference to the
unique position of technology in the history of the site.
Interplay
A comparison between the analytical drawings from the first and second stages of our analysis provides some insight into the result of
manipulating lines for the layout of the park; the meaning, the effect
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and theefficacy ofthecomposition. This interplay between the components of coherence is chiefly executed by means of alignments. Most
designers seek a coherence in which there is space for tension and
dynamism in the composition. This is achieved by using components
with divergent alignments or orientations [ill. 38], as in ChemetofFs
plan, in which the direction of the eastern boundary of the park is
echoed inthe main field. In Chapter 9these line patterns are discussed
in more detail as one aspect of composing in landscape architecture.
The degreeofdetailing intheplans determines theinterpretation. It
is, of course, impossible to proceed beyond the material provided by
the designers. Had the designers' preliminary studies and sketches
been available, more would have been possible in this stage.

Qualities of the coherence
Coherence has been deployed as a general concept in the second stage
of our analysis. Coherence is the relation between a plan's constituent
elements. It concerns the clarity with which the parts form a logical
whole; the degree to which main and side issues can be distinguished;
the strength with which the parts are joined. This relation has various
aspects, which can be viewed as the components of coherence. These
are concepts that to a considerable extent determine the nature of the
plan in this brief; six have been selected here (access, organization,
anchoring, openness, articulation, character). What is the sum of the
various components? What is the resultant? What is the aim and the
quality of the coherence between the components?
Coherence is a qualitative concept; that is to say, not only can we
distinguish the degree of coherence, but also the quality. None of the
components is an absolute desideratum—a quality that ought to be
maximized. The components can be deployed in such a way that they
strengthen or weaken each other. Acomparison isuseful here between
the components of coherence and the vectors in which a force can be
resolved. If the vectors areidentically oriented, amaximal force acting
in a particular direction is created; similarly, in a plan this means that
excessive coherence can arise:the plan becomes tooobvious and inevitable.
Designers often speak ofthetension inadesign,bywhich they mean
the interplay between the components ofcoherence. Here, the designer's virtuosity (command of the tools of the art) has to be apparent.
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38 Alignments: Chemetoff

This interplay is based on whether or not the components are allowed
to coincide. The effects and meanings ofthe interplay are dealt with in
Chapter 9.
Coherence, if well-balanced, is a quality that gradually unfolds in a
location and becomesapparent tothe observer. Analysing the interplay
between components provides an understanding of how the designer
utilizes the observer's receptivity to discover and to construct in his or
her mind the coherency conceived by the designer. How does the
designer turn the visitor into aparticipant in the order introduced into
a site? What are the elements through which the construction of the
plan becomes clear, how are they to be achieved, and what is the
sequence? Are there places where the coherence between two or more
landmarks can be perceived?
In order to describe these qualities of coherence, two concepts are
introduced here: orientation and scale. 'A simple, readable [orientation], well-proportioned [scale] space in the outdoors is a powerful
event.' 60 An important effect of coherence is orientation: the determination of the location and direction of the moving observer according
to their spatial surroundings. Orientation is a concept with a different
dimension inthe array ofaspects tobe analysed. For itisnot a descriptive feature of the location or of the design, but a possible response of
visitors. It is a response that results from the coherence, thus of the
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39 left Planofthegarden, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1954

40 rightDecomposition ofthe
Museum garden,showing principal
andsecondary features

total of the analytical concepts employed here. Indeed, the spatial
perceptibility of coherence (by means of openness, articulation), supported by the functioning of the design's elements, determines the
orientation.
An orientation can arise thus: 'the apparent direction toward agoal,
the marking of the distance traversed, the clarity of entrance and exit,
the explanation ofthe basicstructure and the observer's place in it [...]
Each event should prepare for the next one without completely
foretelling it, so that the observer receives each as an ever-fresh but
coherent development.' 61
A second quality that results from coherence concerns the concept
of scale: the measurable or perceptible relations between spaces and
volumes. Finding the right dimensions and the right relations is often
the key to a successful design solution. There must always be a small
dimension in a large dimension, and by this means the designer controls the scale in the plan.
Scale is often used in the sense of meaning agreeable relations between parts. It is,then, aquality; absolute,in the case ofthe relation to
thehuman dimension, and relative,inthecaseofthe interrelationships
of the elements of a plan. Landscape architects (such as Eckbo, Fairbrother, Church, and Lynch) often regard scale as exclusively a question of the relation between the elements of a single place-trees,
paving, walls, grass, etc.—and not of the relation between different
spaces.The first aspect ofscale isparticularly difficult to objectify, for,
likeorientation, it isapossible response onthe part ofthe visitor to the
park.
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But why the relations of a particular space are more agreeable than those of
another,andwhycertainrelationsinthedivisionofasurfacearemorebalancedor
moreexcitingthanothers,isscarcelypossibletodetermine,despitethefactthatin
theevaluationthereisacertainobjectivity, for itappearsthatmanypeople-and
especially those with a 'trained eye'-arrive at the same evaluation. An understanding oftheeffects ofrelations isnot to begained by theoretical means,but
onlythroughempiricism:experienceshowsthatcertainrelationsareright,butnot
why.This observation impliesthat oneofthe most important characteristicsof
quality in the composition is the least tangible, and, therefore, also the most
difficult totest.62
The concept of scale is used in the second stage of our analysis in the
sense of meaning the relation between successive spaces and surfaces.
The composition of the garden of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, for instance, is constructed from planes. The larger planes are
situated parallel to the main axis of the Museum square, which is
clearly not connected to the Museum building. The pond is a leftover
form between garden and terrace. As a point of friction, it is kept
relatively compact. In this way the designers, Warnau and van Eesteren, have made a distinction between the garden as a pocket park for
the daily use ofpassersby, and the statues that are exhibited as Fremdkorpers[ill. 39 and 40]. 63
Scale is not one of the components of coherence, but rather an
overall quality of a design. It is not so much a question of what one
does, as how much of what, and where: the appropriateness of the
chosen form, the dimensions, the material.
Closely connected with the concept of scale is proportion. 64 In the
initial situation a number of dimensions are so exceptional that many
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41 Andersson,sketchofthe field
designers made errors inscale.Perhaps unfamiliarity with such abrief,
notably in the case of the (constructional) architects, misled them.
Thus thesiteistoosmallfor Moye'sextensivepark design,whereas the
site is too large for Bellini's plan, with its square-like design.
Proportionsofspace,volumesandsurfacedivisionsareofvitalimportanceforthe
quality of a composition [...] Why certain proportions appeal to many people
cannotbeobjectivelydetermined.Thatanarchitecturalcompositionhastohavea
structureofacoherentsequenceofdimensionsisunderstandablewhenonerealizesthathumanobservationisbasedontheascertainmentofanalogiesand differences and that an image in which no order has been introduced can only be
assimilated with difficulty.65
Thebestgeneralruletofollowis:whenindoubt,makeitlarger.Theeyedetectsa
meagredimensionmoreeasilythanitdoesatoo-generousone.66
Alongside the large field in the plan by Andersson there are smaller
spaces,tailored to the facilities included there.The transition between
places for specific activities and sheltered rest on the one hand, and
broad and unlimited space on the other, is loose and free and, as a
result, subtle [ill. 41].
In the park astrong spatial sensation can arisethrough experiencing
the intimacy of small closed spaces, the exhilaration of large open
spaces, and the mysteriousness of the transitions between the two.
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5 T h e design strategies

In the preceding chapter we examined the coherence realized within
the designs by means ofan analysis ofthe descriptive features directly
readable in the plans. In the following stage of our analysis we ask in
what way the end result has been effected and from what can this be
read. This involves ascertaining the designer's design philosophy: the
ideas, ideals, and intentions that direct the designer's approach to the
design. Which preconceived approach is used to confront the conditions,potentials and meanings, both ofthesiteand ofthe requirements
of the programme?
It is,indeed, possible that designers believe they have no freedom of
choice with respect to the design strategy. The 'choice' is determined
by the characteristics of the context of the brief, or there is an established way of thinking imposed by schooling or office formulas; it is,
then, a dogma or a tried-and-tested method, rather than achoice.
Every design strategy can be excessively employed or maximized, as
a result of which other strategies are considered subordinate or irrelevant: adogmatic glorification without counterbalance. Often there isa
combination of strategies. This is certainly so in the case of the plans
for the Pare de la Villette, for the programme expressly demanded a
representation of pluralism. This does not mean an uncontrolled mixingofextremely diverseelements toform achaotic spatial multiplicity,
but rather the rejection ofone use,one styleand onemeaning. For this
reason it is not possible to make a clear analytical drawing for each of
the six designs focused on in this study.
In the following, a number of distinct design strategies are defined
and clarified using examples that are as clear-cut as possible. They are
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formulated onthe basisofastudy ofcompetition designs and a reading
of the literature. In the case of highly divergent circumstances, other
design strategies are theoretically possible.67
The following design strategies have been distinguished: firstly,
strategies relating to use and time (historical continuity, functional
relations, flexibility); and, secondly, strategies with regard to design
and layout (wholeness, fragmentation). During the creation of the
plan, the designer can chose to emphasize any of these.

An introduction to the design strategies
The choice ofa strategy or the combination ofseveral strategies partly
determine the nature of the plan and can as such be read in the plan.
Strategies relating to useand time
The role of time in human experience
isofgreat importance and manifests itselfinasenseofconnection with
the continuum ofpast, present and future, inwhich aform of certainty
about human existence is found.
HISTORICAL CONTINUITY

The landscape can strengthen our sense of the passage and organization of time.
The cyclesofthesunand ofhuman activitycanbecelebrated, and our orientation
to the past can be maintained. Even some features of the possible future can be
made visible. Moreover, current transitions can be explained and eased [...] A
good design saves evidence of the previous occupation of aplace, especially that
which conveys a sense of intimate human use or of profound symbolism. By
contrasting new with old, wefeel the depth oftime. 68

Designing with a view to preserving historical continuity does not
mean that the designer's aim is simply to maintain the existing: there
arevarious waysofapproaching this. 69 In practice,thedesign often has
to solvethe dilemma between preservation and renewal.70 It is basically, however, a question of celebrating change and of forging a link
between the processes ofthe past and present-day and future interventions: the preservation of that which is conducive to the continuity of
the place.
One can focus on the pursuit of this aim as a way of enriching our
image of time, as happens in superimposed landscape patterns, in
objects and other relics from successive periods. The plan then reads
like a palimpsest, in which the original letters are still vaguely legible
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43 Thomas,imagesofthepark
beneath the new text. 71 The way in which these are incorporated into
the design can vary considerably. The reference to history can be
effected directly or abstractly and incidentally or integrally. The foundations or the surroundings can be expressed in the design either
directly orinamore stylized fashion. Certain elements ofthe history of
the site can be more sharply highlighted than others.
New developments can literally be projected on to existing patterns
that are to be preserved. History can also, however, be linked to the
newbymeans ofanalogy orcontrast. In astylisticcontrast, the new can
emphasize the existing, and vice versa: historic architecture can lend
that which is to come the lustre of the new.72 Consider, for example,
the representation of fragmented layers of culture frequent in French
plans, from which the new rises (like a phoenix): this is a reference to
the-sometimes disorderly-layers of historical periods built on top of
one another, in which the present (usually in the form of the Museum
of Science,Technology and Industry) ispresented asthe culmination.
In Coulon's plan everything appears to be shifted over each other and
pushed up like drifting ice. It is abstract and symbolically whimsical;
each whimsical form has a fragment of a straight line that provides a
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certain orientation. There are no perfect, whole forms; everything has
been impaired, with the exception of the new Museum, which rises
above, and the circular gallery, which refers toaunity between the old
city and the park. The lines, which suggest old plot boundaries, roads
and building lines, give no real historical information; they simply say
'this place is old'. This could then be said to be the 'impingement' of
the new on the old [ill.42].
An interpretation can be generally characteristic; in the case of La
Villette, for example, in the sense of the 'Parisian', expressed in plans
with axial systems (see Gautier's design for example) or with simply a
monumental main axis (seeDrummond's design for example), a reference to Haussmann's boulevards and French classical garden design.
The Museum, the gleaming Geode, the glittering greenhouses and
water gardens,and the largeand colourful structural details banish the
memory ofthe concrete body ofthe abattoir complex and allude to the
enthusiastic embracing of technology and industry-in keeping with
the idea of world exhibitions from the mid nineteenth century onwards, and clearly, too, with the idea of the competition organizer
concerning La Villette as the park of the twenty-first century (see
Nouvel's design).
The Grande Halle and the pavilions are masterly examples of nineteenth-century engineering and neo-classical representation. Together
they symbolize Haussmann's Paris (see Pilton's design).
Conversely, the uniqueness of the place itself is also explored. For
the design for the Pare de laVillette this approach entails, at most, the
search for a link with the pattern of the site's historical occupation, or
at least with its remains: the canals and roads, the city boundary, and
the abattoir complex. In view of the fact that the power ofthese traces
is limited, instead of designing with the physical historical vestiges or
the retrieval of traces from beneath the site, an illustration of the
history of the area can be created. This can be seen clearly in the plan
by Thomas, with its references to the death of countless animals-at
thesametime,food for human beings.The depiction ofwhatonce took
place there is not sufficiently ominous in this design, however, and,
because ofthe reference toArt Deco forms, itistoodecorative [ill.43].
It isa monument to commemorate, a final point in history and, therefore, no longer an active attempt at continuation through linkage with
the present. 73 The perception of a place can be an adventure in time.
'When we stand before a prospect, our mind is free to roam. As we
move mentally out to space,wealsomove either backwards or forward
in time.' 74
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In conclusion, it isaquestion ofthe designer, often even at the stage
of sketching the plan, unearthing from the existing situation thoughts
and images, and often unsuspected meanings, that are considered
worthwhile recirculating. 75 In La Villette there were, except for the
two large and a number of smaller buildings, few inviting vestiges of
the past present on the site. Erased traces can also be reconstructed
however. The former ramparts areapotent subject for this purpose. A
few plans, such as the one by Mazzucconi, literally re-create them in
their original form. This design utilizes no other old traces, though,
and the ramparts are isolated, and, as a consequence, alienated and
inexplicable.
A more abstract form is also possible; the design by Bakker and
Bleeker employs arampart-like edge, for example,while Pesce uses an
elongated building. Such plans illustrate the rounding-off gesture and
the screening off from the motorway that results. The marking of the
elevated Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier byaheavy retaining wallalso
calls to mind the ramparts that were situated thereabouts.
An entirely different reason for wanting to promote continuity is
provided when the site inspires the continuation and consolidation of
existing ecological conditions and processes. The growth of natural
phenomena requires considerable time, and radical intervention can
suppress a valued phenomenon for a extremely long period, or even
causeittopermanently disappear. The natural processes inLa Villette
are not such that they can be taken as apoint of departure.
An entirely new functional pattern,
evolved from the programme, can be set down, as if the location were
totally empty and without historical and topographical precedents.
There is abreak in the development: anew purpose, anew beginning.
Designing with functional relations asapoint ofdeparture isan important basis for design practice in north-western Europe and North
America.76
Where possible and desired, the functional relations already present
can be resumed, both inside and outside the site. In the case of La
Villette this concerns the links between the park and the avenues, the
north-south axis, and the routes along the canal. Thus in the plan by
Magerand and Mortamais there is an emphatically elaborated main
axis from north to south, strung between two squares linked to the
avenues like lock-shaped entrances [ill. 44]. The park's facilities are
concentrated within a walled strip. Had this courtyard been narrower,
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS

no
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44 Magerand and Mortamais, south entrance

then the contrast with the surrounding area would have been greater;
the walled form emerges as aperfect unity, standing free in relation to
the indeterminable sides.
The emphasis is therefore on functionalism, and the most advantageouslocation offacilities inrelationtoeach other, with short interconnections and good visibility. This objective not only determines the
arrangement and layout of spaces geared to functions, it also has to be
visible in the design. An important potential effect is the pursuit of
spatial continuity, which gives rise to orderliness and clarity. In the
plan byBakker and Bleeker the various areasare fixed, along with their
connections, in a solid structure of a central open space, a series of
enclosed spaces, and objects intended to accentuate the features of the
design, linked through ahierarchic system ofpromenade and paths [ill.
45]Large numbers of visitors are anticipated in La Villette. For this
reason the internal relations between the attractions and facilities are
important. In the plan by Myer all the 'space' is circulation area, so
that the park is effectively one large route. There is asimple hierarchy
ofroads. The various spaces allhavemore or lessthe same dimensions
and are exclusively geared to the efficient accommodation of the pre-
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45 Bakker and Bleeker, spatial
development through functional links

scribed functions. Asaconsequence, nofree space(that istosay, space
not determined by a specific use) remains [ill.46].
In afunctional pattern the relationship between the elements of the
programme, in the sense of objects and spaces, is predetermined in a
scheme of activities. The activities can be distributed across the site in
various ways. Lynch suggests 'site arrangement by Local pattern' and
'site arrangement by General pattern' as possibilities.77 In the first,
activities are localized according to the fortuities of the site or the
programme; the plan can thus acquire a rich, though scarcely organized, content. In thesecond, the pattern can be developed asalogical
disposition ofthe functions and their connections, usually on the basis
of a general abstract form; the plan appears orderly, surveyable, and
efficient. The structure ofplans is often elucidated by making an analogy with the functioning of a living organism or a machine. Ideally,
both of the possibilities identified by Lynch are developed, in order
subsequently to transform them through use and criticism until a new
pattern has been discovered that has the value of both.
One use follows the other more and more rapidly. In
buildingflexibility intoaplan,thedesigner assumesthat changesin the
future willbeboth inevitable and unpredictable interms oftheir direction, speed, dimensions and means oftransition and transformation. A

FLEXIBILITY
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46 Myer, bird's-eye view

plan in which flexibility is a predominant objective often has a neutral
character, thereby leaving space open for uncertain future developments.Asaconsequence, problems can arisewith regard tothe stability of the plan and the meaning of the surroundings.
Although flexibility appears tobean indispensable and indisputable
quality inaplan, and isinsomecases an unavoidable precondition, the
designer needs to answer a number of difficult questions concerning
this.For example,which ofthe plan's elements willbethe least subject
to change? Do historical developments in general, or that of the situation in question in particular, provide indications about a possible
extrapolation of developments in the future? Do they thus say anything about the senseofstability and permanency on the onehand, and
changeability and changeableness on the other? Which of a park's
elements are, by virtue of their nature, the least changeable? In what
way can adaptability be provided for?
Designing afixedframework or outline withahigh degree of permanency and containing anexcessofspaceorcapacity enables aplan to be
made sufficiently strong and spacious to be able to incorporate changingornewactivities.Plantings arean important building material for a
park's framework. Trees require time, tranquillity and space to develop; a degree of stability and continuity of form is necessary. Between
site and use there can exist then what Lynch calls a 'loose fit'.78 The
framework has, as it were, to carry within it the conditions for future
development. It is possible that each framework will, nevertheless, be
overtaken by developments inthe longrun. The plan byKiinnapu and
Padrik is constructed around a loose framework of galleries and pavilions. It looks as if it has existed for a long time, and as if it has
developed continuously since the era of the Vauxhall parks [ill. 47].
This recreational and cultural machine isdensely packed and overfull.
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The gradual decrease in flexibility over time is, to a large extent, an
unavoidable problem, however, especially when change is accompanied by growth. If the plan's pattern isexpandable, this increases its
flexibility to aconsiderable degree, because there is then also room for
growth in use.
By reducing the degree of interference between the elements of the
plan, flexibility can be increased. This can be effected by accommodating the activities inseparate spaces,sothatalteration inonearea can
take place independently of the other. Use can also be organized
around fixed focal or anchor points,such asTschumi's/o/^s or Pesce's
slices.
The programme for theParedelaVillette iscomparable inpart with
that of an exhibition ground with permanent and temporary events,
and the plan needs to have a flexibility geared to this. The programme
is so extensive, however, that infilling on the existing site itself results
inan overfull situation, asaconsequence ofwhich the overlapping and
interweaving of functions becomes inevitable. Moreover, there is the
requirement ofadaptability. Another aspect oftheexhibition character
of the Pare de la Villette is that there needs to be space for special
events. This requires enough flexibility to enable tens of thousands of
spectators to flock to a place one day, and to enable the same site to
revert the next day to apleasant space for just a few visitors.
The pursuit of maximal flexibility and complete mobility would, in
this situation, produce a bare and largely hardened site, or at least
extremely large dimensions and nointerweaving offunctions. There is
then no spatial organization that directs, i.e. invites, (combinations of)
use. 79
In order toensure flexibility ofuseand theinvolvement ofresidents,
Lassus chooses aslarge an open meadow aspossible, in which only the
vertices of the site are used for anything. In spite of the incline in the
site, the field is not a powerful void; the Grande Halle is insufficiently
bare,becauseallmanner ofthings havebeenaffixed toit.The form and
the position of the ponds and the groups of trees in this void seem,
however, to be intended to provoke so much irritation that one will
quickly begin work on amore detailed layout.
One oftheremaining possibilities for elaborating the siteisto design
the permanent framework such that it is composed of buildings and
plantings, water, earthworks (hills, embankments and terraces) and
access. Further, this must be sufficiently sturdy that all manner of
things can be inserted into it, and of such a timeless character that it
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47 Kiinnapu and Padrik, isometry

doesnoteasilyappearoutdated.Atthesametime,itwillhavetoappeal
totheimaginationinsuchawaythatitinvitesorprovokesthenewuse
requestedintheprogramme.Thisleadstowhatinlanddevelopmentis
called 'framework planning'.80 In creating a framework that permits
suchchange,agreat dealisdemanded ofitscharacteristics.
The examination ofthe dimensions and proportions offrameworks isthe essence
of the landscape designer's task. Dependent on this, entirely different infillings
can be created. The nature and the dimensions of the frameworks can prelude
changes [...] Both modernists and post-modernists agree that the simple or even
an elementary form contains the right preconditions for the assimilation of changes over time. 81

In apark constructed withtheaidofapermanent framework, continuityandflexibility canbeconsistent witheachother.The gridis often
presented as a model of flexibility on account of its objective and
practical geometrical basis and its successful utilization in pioneer
settlements. The grid pattern appears in so many plans that it often
seemsapanacea.Sometimestheplanconsistssolelyofagrid,inwhich
thedesiredlargerspacesareformed byjoiningseveralblockstogether,
asintheplan byDiepen and'van denBosch.
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48 Desmoulin,bird's-eyeview
Though apattern ofstrips (asused in the plan by oMA) or a combination of both strips and grid (see Desmoulin's plan [ill. 48]) can be
used instead of a grid pattern, the grid is an obvious choice for the
garden-like intentions of the programme. 82 Castro's plan is also composed using a grid of narrow canals and rows of trees, within which
various gardens are situated. The design is not supported entirely by
the grid however; on the eastern boundary it terminates in a hill with
clumps of trees and a meandering watercourse, while along the canal
on the western boundary a promenade with heavy lines of trees and
kiosks cuts the grid off. This promenade strengthens the overall organization however [ill.49].
The grid can be an addition to a main axis or an orthogonal extension of it, as in the plan by Drummond, which has a small-scale, neat
system oflines oftreesand garden plots next to the monumental linear
series of buildings that cross the site from north to south like a bridge.
As a way of relativizing the rigour of the grid, the meandering watercourse is too weak.
Asaresult ofthegrid,many plans areindeed flexible; but they evoke
nothing further, they arenot successful without theaddition ofacentre
of gravity, or they would be lacking in tension without contrastive
elements. The dimensions of the spaces dictated by the grid or strips
are often too limited to create atrue freedom of use and infilling.
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49 Castro, the park and its surroundings
Strategies relating to design and layout
I n addition to the three design strategies mentioned above, which
relate to use and time, there are two that relate to form, or at least the
composition and arrangement of forms in a plan: in solving discrepancies (if there are none, there is no need to design) in designing, wholeness or fragmentation can be pursued. T h e choice is d e p e n d e n t on the
designer's perception of reality. H o w is reality experienced and interpreted, and how does the designer subsequently wish to render this
reality (the problem of mimesis)? As a unity that expresses a (utopian)
ideal, or as fragments of a disintegrating society and progressive individualization? T s c h u m i put it as follows.
The paradigm of the architect passed down to us through the modern period is
that ofform-giver, creator ofhierarchical and symbolic structures characterized,
on the one hand, by their unity ofparts and, on the other, by the transparency of
form tomeaning. Anumber ofwell-known correlatives elaborate theseterms: the
fusion ofform and function, programme and context, structure and meaning [...]
Yet, at a certain point, this long-standing practice, which accentuates synthesis,
harmony, the composition of elements and seamless coincidence of potentially
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50 Meier, design sketches
disparate parts, becomes estranged from itsexternal culture, from contemporary
cultural conditions.83

In traditional landscape architecture, including modernism, the contradictions and irregularities are solved in order to produce a 'pure'
design. Conversely, an approach is developing in which the dilemmas
inarchitecture peculiar to designing areexpressed. 'A deconstructivist
architect putsthepure forms ofthearchitectural tradition onthe couch
and identifies the symptoms of a repressed impurity.' 84 Furthermore,
the designer is not concerned with creating a large-scale unity, for
order can only occur incidentally, as small enclaves in a sea of chaos.
Architecture becomes asystem ofcontradictions in which, at the same
time,therelationship between signifier and signified isnotperceived as
being fixed.85
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51 L'Arbre enboule,bird's-eyeview ofthecanal
The classic pursuit of designers is order and harmony
in a single spatial composition. Although this traditional point of departure is being challenged by a society that is becoming increasingly
multiform and disintegrated, it is a powerful objective with a strong
appeal to the imagination. It involves designing a spatial unity, the
construction of a composition, and the linking of the elements of the
plan, whereby awhole iscreated that ismore than the sum ofits parts.
By tradition, the designer focuses on the totality, the synthesis,
finding a way of uniting all the requirements and preconditions in a
coherent whole that is restrained and harmonious. The designer seeks
aunifying concept through which the contradictions are kept in check
in acontrolled composition.
Within an orthogonal pattern in which lines of trees are arranged
likewallsinabuilding, Meier's plan createsflexibility. Atfirst sight the
composition resembles a collage. Integration and unity have purposefully been worked towards within the site boundaries however. An
unobtrusive point-grid of transparent white pavilions plays a role in
this, as does combining circular and rectangular geometry to create
forms with a certain organic pretension. The sketches accompanying
the designer's explanatory text show how equilibrium and unity in the
composition have been sought through a multiple repetition of surfaces usingthethemeofthe integration ofcurved and straight lines and
a partial axial system [ill. 50].The plan isnot hierarchical; tranquillity
WHOLENESS
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52 Lyon,bird's-eyeview
and harmony arecreated asaresult ofthe balanced co-ordination ofthe
compartments.
Wholeness inthecomposition canalsoberich incontrasts. The plan
by L'Arbre en bouleinitially appears to be acollageof fragments. The
exploration ofthe graphic composition in the first stage ofour analysis
reveals a concealed order however. Points, lines and surfaces are fixed
to lines that arise from the situation. Although rigidly coherent in
composition, the plan's parts differ greatly in character and directly
adjoin one another. Occasionally, they are even cut out of the surface,
as, for example,inthe caseofthe path diagonally acrossthe canal. This
creates a connection here over the canal, while, at the same time, the
canal emerges more prominently [ill. 51].
In Lyon's plan the contiguous spaces are seamlessly joined. There
are no dramatic transitions or sharp contrasts. The design has been
organized with a few simple axes and a direct zoning, similar to what
can be found in the classical tradition. A functionalist knitting is produced, however, because too many elements and spaces have been
designed for the various functions, and because the dimensions do not
reflect those of the larger whole. Inherent in the professional (i.e.
skilful) and careful elaboration of the plan is the pursuit of an international and timelessdesign;everything isintended for acarefree day out
[ill. 52].
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53 Krier,bird's-eyeview, competitionentry,1976
Unity, in combination with the strategies of historical continuity
and functional relations,results inthepursuit ofcompleting thecity by
elaborating on its existing urban structure—a mode of working often
used in the revival ofrun-down city areas. This is difficult torealize in
La Villette,however, because ofthe site'sisolated location. Leon Krier
designed a clear example for a competition in 1976 for the same site
(but with a different programme); this example was chiefly based on
the closed block [ill. 53].
The pursuit of order and wholeness need not necessarily always
result in simple and well-organized plans. Particularly at the end ofa
stylistic period, a mannerist approach often develops, with intricately
composed and multiform ground-plans asaresult;the rococo/Regency
parks of Veitshochheim, Solitude, Luneville are good examples [ill.
54]. The design by Meier and the final plan by Tschumi could be
termed mannerist.
In the extreme case a 'perfect' solution iscreated that has an answer
to everything; the plan is complete and stable. It is a whole and, consequently, provides certainty. There is an unequivocal relationship
between form and function, between activities and an architecture that
is derived from these activities. This relationship isreciprocal (see the
discussion of functional relations) or indifferent (see the discussion of
flexibility), whereas in the case offragmentation the relationship is,on
the contrary, full of conflict.
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For many designers the disintegration of the
spatial environment is undesirable because it results in insufficient
coherence. A collection of entities, of fragments, hasa latent design
quality however. Itcanbetransformed intoapositive strategy. 86 Rather than ignoring thedifficult orunsolvableproblem, avirtueismadeof
necessity. A world is reflected that is a complex whole of forces and
counterforces; thelaws ofcausality nolonger apply, conventions and
consensus do not exist.87 There is no harmony, because there is no
certainty with regard toitssources.
FRAGMENTATION

If the fragments cannolonger bestuck together, they canbe refurbished.Thedesigner can play with breaksanddiscontinuities, andthe
reinforcing ofthese. Therelics inthepresent situation aremade autonomous, like fragments placed in a new context, or are framed by
means ofan overlay. Theaimisto reduce the excess ofdiversity and
complexity to a number of 'readable' contrasts. This canbe effected,
for example,bygivingthe fragments anidentifiable form, asinthe plan
by Causin, in which useismade ofpieces ofgrid with varying alignments and dimensions. In order to heighten thecontrast, thesitehas
been ripped openinthemiddle byawhimsical stream running alonga
valley [ill.55].Thefragments donotenter into asufficiently interesting relationship, however, asaresult ofwhich thecollage gets bogged
down inamedley ofnot unpleasant images. Thefact that nota single
detail about theborders hasbeen incorporated into the plan suggests
that theframe enclosing thewhole hasbeen forgotten.
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55 Fragments: Causin

Such a composition shows up best as an exception in rigidly designed surroundings. The contact with the existing is made by means
ofabrupt deletions and discordant relationships. Elements respond to
their context by extricating themselves from it, by contrasting with it,
and they can sometimes, because oftheir dominant presence, establish
order as a point of orientation or attraction-a point that draws the
surroundings towards it and to which they bind. The connections
between sections and remnants are often striking events, for they are
sharp transitions and of an enigmatic complexity.
Fragmentation can also be a response to the programme, to the
multiplicity, diversity and, sometimes, contradictoriness of the requested elements. The intricate complexity is regarded as a potential
force and clearly expresses this. 88 The plan by OMA more of a tactic
than adesign-revels in thelarge number offacilities, compared with a
minimum of natural elements. The multiplicity is arranged in narrow
strips,asifitwere ahorizontal skyscraper with apromenade asthe lift.
The visitor proceeds from one sensation to the other, at a great pace,
staccato,without stopping [ill.56].Information technology is celebrated in awinged coulisselandscape.
The designer can goastage further by expressly pursuing fragmentation; it is not only apossibility, it isanecessity. Fragmentation plays
an important rolein the current architectural deconstructivist or post-
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56 oMA,outlineofpatterns
structuralist movement. According to Eisenman, who is involved in
this movement both as an architect and as a theorist, deconstruction
involves more than simply fragmentation. 'Fragmentation carries the
nostalgia for thelosttotality.Deconstruction, onthe contrary, does not
aim at the reduction of a complex system to a simpler whole.' 89 This
tactic has to prevent the designer from pursuing an ideal that develops
into dictatorship or failure: 'It is better to think of an aggregation of
small and even contradictory set pieces, than to entertain fantasies
about total and faultless solutions which the conditions of politics can
only abort.' 90
If the fragment refers to a historical relic or a remnant of historical
styles, a collage is created: an arrangement of autonomous, heterogeneous fragments and independent pieces of composition. Time is
artificially introduced into the design. The plan by Kiinnapu and
Padrik looks as if the park has been in protracted use. The city carries
insistently on through into the park. It is a machine for recreation
comprising diverse tightly-packed elements, each of which is a complete unit. Thus the park itself only appears in the form of a cliche in
one of the gardens. Galleries and kiosks are methods of binding the
joints of the elements. The site can be envisaged as the resultant of a
number of patterns superimposed in time ('historical layers', as in
Corajoud's plan), occasionally even raised into an intense conflict [ill.
57]-91
If the fragment does not refer to a lost wholeness, then it is autonomous. Use and form are disconnected by means of independent patterns that donot completely correspond; for example,anavenue planting carries a path only partly and does not form a connection between
twopoints. Such an approach isoften elaborated bymeans of superim-
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57 The suggestion of'historical
layers':Corajoud

posing autonomous patterns and/or large geometrical forms over the
location, or by means of creating graphic stratification in the groundplan.
Agraphically balanced exampleistheplan byDesmoulin. The main
axis with the three-quarter circle is subtly situated over a mosaic of
squares, which are the undermost or oldest layer. The rhythm of the
squares is preluded by patterns of rectangles and strips. The play is
expressly uncompleted. Even in the layout of one of the gardens, this
conception can be seen [ill. 58]. The plan by Aymonino consists of
several, geometrical fragments. They are placed separately next to and
over each other, in a way that arrests a further, inexorable disposition
and infilling. The background isa wholly unequivocal choice: east isa
continuous wooded slope, west is an open field. No attempt has been
made at landscape gardening; a few details, for example, the square
over the canal,show that the planismore than ascheme however. The
city boundary has been shifted and moved within the site. On the
border an aqueduct-like building runs from north tosouth. The architectural style refers to the Romantic classicism of the Rotonde de
Ledoux at the start of the Bassin de la Villette. The small hill at the
southern end refers to Pare des Buttes-Chaumont, to which the route
runs.
Designing becomes a play with the unequivocal meaning of a more
or less elementary form (and with the meaning, in as far as this is
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58 Desmoulin, theastronomical garden

determined bythe material from which the form isconstructed). It can
become more elaborate and complicated until it is a subjective interplay between geometrical forms. Functional elements aredislocated or
shifted, sothat acertain exuberance and complexity iscreated. Chance
and coincidence, incongruity and discontinuity can bethe result of the
random placing of various systems on top of each other.
Such experiments in form are deemed justifiable and necessary today, because it is not clear what we are to pursue. Although powerful
images can be created this way, it is unclear what purpose they serve.
Design can degenerate into an intellectual game that the ordinary
visitor unacquainted with the design commentary can no longer follow. In this case it remains the personal game of the designer alone,
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59 Hadid, composition sketch

whereas, by definition, public projects, even at this level, ought to be
accessible ifthey aretoavoid being authoritarian. Otherwise this game
can lead to amerriment of collected forms of little substance.
By expressly requesting an entirely new—even twenty-first century-park form, such a play of forms has possibly been encouraged.
Designers have,moreover, adistinct preference for constructivist aesthetics (with, aspainterly sources,Kandinsky and Klee),not onlyas an
external form, but also as an attempt at continuing the avant-garde of
the 1920s (the modernist tradition). Thus Hadid's design seeks a park
for anewlifestyle. In addition, agraphically fascinating playofforms is
created, and it scarcely seems to settle down in the ground-plan. It is
impossible to form a clear spatial image of this Dadaist composition
[ill. 59]Afrequent consequence ofthe useoffragmentation in the Paredela
Villette isadesign mode resembling modish videoclips. Furthermore,
an excess of information is presented: provocative, flashing and complex because of the many undefined primary and direct stimuli. The
park isdistinctly conceived asan exhibition ground, which is soexces-
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sively programmed—without the usual attempt to moderate this by a
layering of meanings—that it is difficult to shut oneself off from the
surplus ofinformation. Everything is geared towards aonce-only visit
without time for reflection. It is, one might say, a contemporary form
ofthe gardenesque. 92

Ac o m p a r a t i v e analysis of the design strategies
The following discussesthe designs and the strategies employed by the
six selected designers, and interprets, with reference to the plan, the
intentions that have guided them.
Pilton
The plan is based on a functional pattern. The main axis with the
contiguous elements is the spatial translation of this. The openness of
this proportionally large elements supports the coherence of the plan.
The fin desiecleatmosphere expressed inthe explanatory drawingsisin
keeping with the architecture of the Grande Halle and refers to one of
Paris' historical heydays.Asaform ofhistorical continuity, however, it
islaborious onaccount ofthefact that thisatmosphere has disappeared
both from the siteand the surrounding area. The city-wall-like boundary on the park's eastern edge resumes the historical leitmotif in an
abstract manner.
The laboured contrast of forms between rigid and geometrical parts
and loose and meandering areas results in ameasure of fragmentation.
This fragmentation isnot deliberate, for it isunconvincing; rather it is
the consequence of an interpretation that uses crude stereotyped images of the multiplicity of places and atmospheres demanded in the
programme.
Pesce
Constructed as an explosion of many autonomous pieces, the plan is
not so much an expression of the fragmentation of the site as of the
multifaceted nature ofthe programme and the dynamism of metropolitan life. The fragments are held together by the repetition of the
rhombus form and by a tall and attenuated building along the site's
eastern edge. The grouping of the parts of the plan is so regular and
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fine-grained that an adaptable network offragments results, flexible in
sofar asthe small infillings and objects are concerned.
Corajoud
The design suggests that it iscomposed ofseveral patterns or at least
the vestiges of several patterns-placed over each other. Few means
form acomplex whole. In this way, a'new fragmentation' iscreated in
which one pattern functions asacontext for the fragments ofthe other
and vice versa. The Grande Halle stands as an authentic relic in a
square field. On account ofitssimple form and tilted position, thisfield
is an autonomous element.
The various superposed patterns result inalinepattern that ispartly
linked to the existing situation and to the historical context. The
chronological sequence of the distinguishable layers is unclear. This
leaves the visitor in a state of uncertainty as to how time has been
manipulated in the design.
The plan isalsobased on apattern offunctional relations and spatial
continuity. Indeed, the plan is such a multifaceted and complex combination of design tactics that the question arises as to whether the
visitor can either read or appreciate this intellectual game.
Drewniak
An emphatic north-south axis and a hierarchical pattern of access
constitute the functional-spatial strategy. To complete this a grid pattern has been designed in order to create gardens that may be flexibly
arranged. The square inthe centre attracts attention asan autonomous
element because of its simple geometry and its alignment in the
ground-plan.
Zagari
The plan is, in the main, constructed on the basis of a functional
organization. The megastructure along the canal isthe spatial manifestation of this idea. Hill and gallery allude to the historical city boundary. Flexibility has been sought by keeping a large open site in the
centre free; this site can be rearranged by the use of trees in mobile
containers. Unity in the plan is created through transparent edges
surrounding a large open space: hills with grass and trees facing the
glass hills of the greenhouses bound the field asifit were a valley.
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Hara
Asystem of strips, comprising rising terraces with plantings and slabshaped buildings of glass, constitute the plan's framework. By placing
thealignment ofthestrips atright anglestotheavenues,alinkhas been
sought with the location so as to connect the framework with the
context. This is only partially successful since the location has many
competing alignments. In the centre of the plan there is a spatial
sequence ofsquares in order to provide afunctional main link between
the north and south.

Conclusion
The LaVillettesitecontainsfewutilizable features and traces. Designing on the basis ofhistorical continuity frequently results in the reconstruction oferased traces, such asthe ramparts or the street patterns of
the former cattle market and abattoir. Functional relations are created
by connecting the avenues with the main route from the north to the
south. The organization is, for the most part, grafted on to this.
The grid is often presented as a panacea, enabling the flexible accommodation of the many programmatic items. Without adaptations
and additions, however, the grid fails to provide the necessary spatial
tension and the desired impetus for use. In addition, a transformation
ofthe grid is necessary at the boundaries of the park.
In the designs the strategy ofwholeness has seldom been employed.
It isuncertain whether thisisaconsequence ofthe diversity demanded
in the programme, or because the designers have no clear idea of the
form of the park in the future (or is the form of the future park fragmented?). Most of the plans have no unequivocal access, organization
and positioning in the city, acharacteristic feature of fragmentation.
The difference between wholeness and fragmentation astwo design
strategies is indirectly considered in the following.

Landscape architects are pre-eminently able to consider the city as an arsenal of
spatial forms that, for various 'functional' reasons,isundergoing asteady process
ofchange.In their thinking, timeisanelasticphenomenon and they consider it to
be their task to condition the long waves oftime, the longue duree.Architects, on
the other hand, are inclined towards the provocation oftime. They often endeavour, by means of programmatic innovations, to contrive that changes in spatial
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realitytakeplaceatanaccelerated pace[...] The DeliriousExperiencecould beset
against the LongueDuree.91

The pursuit of wholeness corresponds to the idea of the longueduree,
whereas fragmentation gives expression to the 'Delirious Experience'.
The question as to whether wholeness is still meaningful asa strategy,
and whether it is, indeed, an important precondition for a successful
park, is dealt with in Chapter 9.
In general, the designers combine several design strategies, in the
hope that such aunion will prove adequate for this unique brief. As an
urban park, La Villette also has to support the functions of an exhibition ground. Possibly this complex composite requires precisely a
combination of strategies. These must then be expressed in a certain
multiplicity of meanings.
The design'scapacity tosolveproblems isdetermined bythe combination of strategies. Alone, they cannot succeed. The strategies with
regard to use and time readily combine; for example, a framework
based on historical foundations can be supported by functional connections. Combinations of design strategies can lead to multifacetedness, but also to complex composites. Does the visitor have to understand the game in order to be able to enjoy the park?
In alandscape-style park the visitor isaplaything driven from scene
to scene. A skilful landscape-style designer provides insights (a view)
here and there into the rules of the game however: a rapport between
observer and creator develops,just asin some good forms oftheatre or
literature. The visitor must at least intuitively have a degree of understanding in order to derive any pleasure from being a plaything.
In an exclusively intellectual gamethisseems,asarule,tobe impossible for the public. Like the streets and the squares in a city, the park
can be seen as an area with a multiplicity of meanings. Some are
evident, others difficult to discover. The visitor, or reader, constructs
hisor her own story from that which ispresented. Meaning is,after all,
not the property of a thing, but rather the result of an interaction
between the visitor and the park. If the signs are not too obtrusive one
can—if one grows weary of the information presented—refrain from
constructing meanings and there remains (gratifyingly) little to read.
During repeated visits, new meanings can be unearthed time and
again.
Fragmentation and wholeness are mutually exclusive. Both strategieswith regard todesign and layout areextremes on amoving scale.A
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60 Beune and Thus, design principles
a completion
b dissection
c knitting
d dominance
e superposition
/ weaving
g hinging
h balanced composition
* segmentation
j collage
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clear example is the overview compiled by Beune and Thus 9 4 on the
basis of research into the various architectural tendencies evident in
solutions and how, indeed whether, these solutions respond to the
spatial fragmentation of the city. Their categories range from classic
ordering, uniform approaches, by way of dialectics of order and complexity, to the multiform accumulation of several images. Thus fragmentation is viewed respectively as a wound in the urban tissue that
needs to be healed, approached neutrally and seen as a latent design
quality [ill.60].
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6 The styling of the design

The first three stages ofour analysis concern the spatial characteristics
ofaplan's coherence, the arrangement ofthe elements in the plan, and
the way in which these elements are combined. The considerations
observed in these stages do not determine the final design in a simple
fashion however. Atranslation ofthe situational characteristics and of
the principles behind the design takes place whereby the spatial structure is materialized in design. The design tools and the themes deployed are derived from the tradition of garden and park design. A
design tool isthe means by which an architectural-spatial composition
is effected. It is the smallest element of a style. A theme is the idea or
the subject that isrepeated and manipulated in acomposition in order
to give shape to the spatial structure, the spatial experience and the
reference.
Themes are the abstract components of a style; the instrument
between intention and material. Design toolsaretheconcrete means at
the designer's disposal for realizing the architectural-spatial composition. The forms have been handed down by way of more or less familiar examples from adistant or recent past.
The fourth and final stage of our analysis investigates this concretization of the spatial structure: the styling,95 the representation by
analogy with garden and park styles. To this end the stylistic elements
of the various archetypal 96 park styles (and how they have been adapted) are traced in the plans. It is an exploration of design tools and
themes, in which the references to historical park forms and the manipulation of these are examined.97 These design tools and themes are
signs and have their meanings. One may wonder what the designer
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intends tosaywith awinding path, anavenue, anopen field, achainof
hills(inviewofthe complex andpersonal nature ofmeaning, however,
this aspect ofthe plans will beexamined in Chapter 8).
For the purpose of the present analysis, a representation of the
designer's method will be given: how does the designer deal with
styling? This question is answered by placing the designs against the
background ofthe tradition ofpark design, byplacing them alongside
historical plans.
The progress of designing canbe visualized asa search for familiar
situations, exemplary plans and historical styles with theaid ofanalogy:thecollection andselection ofprototypes, followed by transformation and,lastly, synthesization. Thesearch forthenewcan,atacertain
point, evoke associations with the existing. The search can also be
restricted totheaccumulation and assembling ofold familiars andthe
stereotyped reference to historical styles. This is a crude variant. At
this stage the designer chooses and arranges those spaces, volumes,
lines and forms that express theessence ofwhat isdesired tobefelt in
the art form.
Stylingisnotthechoosing ofastyle,asifitwereanindependent and
free choice that can be produced ready-made and randomly from a
drawer. Styling is something that develops during designing, something that crystallizes under theinfluence ofthe brief. It isthus closely
connected tothecharacter, thecontent andthetechnique ofthe brief.
It does not correspond to the concept 'styling' as used in industrial
design: making attractive theexterior appearance ofaproduct without
changing anything essential in thecontent. Style thus stems from the
designer's idea concerning the wayin which thedesigning ofthe plan
must be effected. It is an attitude, part of the designer's realm of
thought, which need not be the same in each brief nor have the same
effect.
Such a searching method of working could be called eclectic, but
then without thenegative connotations this term carries.Eclecticismis
usually used todenote nineteenth-century stylistic confusion and mixing. Here, eclectic does not mean plundering the history of landscape
architecture by combining different styles in a single design, but the
successive selection of different approaches. 98 This goes back to a
definition byHope in 1835.
His architectural eclecticism was precisely an attack on the diversity of foreign
styles that hesawaround himintheEngland ofhisday.Heconsidered theuse of
historical stylestobeadmissible onlyifthey were enriched withnewinsightsand
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discoveries.Only inthiswaycould anarchitecture beconstructed that wasrooted
in one's own soil, in harmony with one's own climate, one's own institutions and
customs, in short, that wasappropriate and original."

In view of the fact that not only is a wide knowledge of the history of
architecture involved, but alsoan intensiveexperiencing and an intelligent assimilation,100 wemay speak here of'tradition'.
According toNorberg-Schulz, styleisan important cultural fact: 'A
form can only acquirecontent ifitispart ofasystem offorms.' 101 Such
a system, he calls style. Style is thus a cultural object102 situated at a
'higher level' than the individual work, and it has anumber of possible
manifestations.103 Only a style that is local and contemporary-gives,
thus, expression to time and place can be vital.104
Stylecan beregarded astheexpression ofthe idea ofamovement (of
Romanticism, for example), and as a set of rules for spatial construction, the design and choice of (planting) material (landscape style, for
example).For the purpose ofanalysis, itisassumed that with the aid of
design tools a style is composed of a number of themes, to form principles that constitute the basis of a composition. As in music, such a
theme can be manipulated, and it constantly recurs in varying forms.
Meanings are linked to the themes. If the style is pure, then the
themes constitute awhole with interrelated forms ofexpression. If the
themes are regarded as separate and independent and freely applied,
then there is eclecticism. This can be achieved in a variety of ways:
through the idle borrowing of themes such as stylistic fragments, or
individual assimilation for example.Thus one finds oneselfinvolved in
the current discussion oftrends and movements. Ahistorical park style
can serve as an example, not so much on account of its content, but
because ofits spatial structure. 105
The styling of the plans is decomposed by utilizing the history of
garden and park design inawaycomparable-possibly even identical—
to that of the designer: the development of the art of garden design is
a series of solutions to problems resulting from the repeated redetermining and restyling of the spatial representation of nature. 106 The
decomposition of the style of a composition points to a number of
themes or stylistic elements in a design. Depending on the quality of
and the relationship between the themes or stylistic elements, various
concepts of form can be identified.
In deploying the decomposition of the styling as a stage in our
analysis, the motivation, the artistic pretensions, the desired qualities,
the tradition and the value judgements that underlie the final design
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are explored. The decomposition of the styling does not precisely
mirror what istaking placeinside the designer's mind however. It isan
interpretation of the designs. The selection process is unclear; to what
extent isstyle aconscious choice that can be isolated and reasoned out,
or the end result of sketching and hard work?
The imageis—spatiallyorgraphically—pictorially determined: 'The
designing of a park is based on a pictorial ideal, in conjunction with a
human ideal,tempered byknowledge ofthe site,material and time.' 107
Furthermore, theentries showamultiplicity ofsolutions.Not only can
the programme and the initial situation beinterpreted in various ways,
they are clearly not the only factors determining the end result of the
design process. In addition to the context (programme and location),
an independent stylistic idea (form concept) plays a major role. The
fourth stage of the analysis focuses on the choice ofform and/or style:
which form to choose and how to obtain it? Which all-encompassing
image ofthe park to be created does the designer have in mind? These
images can be schematized.
Such astyling scheme isnot ameans ofclassifying the designs;itisa
schematization of reality on the basis of assumptions concerning the
existence ofrelationships. The model can be used in order to elucidate
the content ofaplan's forms and themes. It provides insights into the
use of form concepts in the design process. In this way elements
regarded as incommensurable can still be discussed and compared.
Perhaps this can put an end to the timeworn and banal but ever resurgent design debate concerning 'straight' or 'curved'.
Another aim istoinclude inthe analysis the discussion ofthe revival
ofstylistic elements from earlier architectural periods (the reintroduction of devices for representation). The undercurrent of the scheme,
the implicit recommendation for the design production that can proceed from it, is based on the original meaning of the concept of style:
the features of a composition, belonging to the form and expression.
'Style was simply the literary aspect of those rules of decorum which
required that the manner of doing something should be in harmony
with what wasdone.' 108 One style, thus, isnot superior to another; the
style must be appropriate.
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Introduction to the stylistic decomposition
The history of landscape architecture can be viewed as a series of
inventions; during the creation of gardens and parks new forms, new
artifices, and new rules arise.The architectural inventions arise within
(and are, therefore, an expression of) a development of the conception
of nature, space and time. This context is determined by natural science, experiencing nature and the arts,in short, by the cultural condition of the moment.
The inventions can be grouped in styles. For the purpose of our
analysis,three styleshave been taken asabasis.This tripartite division
has been chosen solely as an instrument of analysis. It has no arthistorical pretensions. 109
The styling scheme is based on a division into three archetypes of
landscape architecture: classicism, landscape style and modernism (or
the architectural interpretation of the site and the programme on the
basis of reason, the pictorial and the functional). These archetypes
must not beregarded asconcreteexpressions ofaparticular period (the
Renaissance, for example) or of a certain artistic style (the baroque);
rather the three archetypes together provide an understanding of the
arsenal110 at the disposal of the landscape architect. These are archetypes-powerful and yet, at the same time, vague and distant111 -from
the art of garden and park design, to which landscape architects refer
both during the design process and in discussing design results.
The archetype is the spatial embodiment ofa style and is composed
ofelements and their disposition; they arethemes and design tools that
are in harmony with each other because they have been collectively
developed within a style. Within the scheme they are subdivided into
spatial structure, spatial experience, reference and spatial tools. Because the type is also formulated in the language of drawing, it has the
power oftheform, itisdivisibleand transmissible.They are,asit were,
'standard' types. They are shown here as a series of canonized plans
and illustrated by a few descriptions. The quotations are presented in
order to convey something of the profusion of philosophies within a
style.
Classicism
The park consists of spaces with various functions: useful gardens
(flower, vegetable, herb garden, orchard), ornamental gardens (mirror
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pond, parterre) and playgrounds (maze, theatre, cascade). The rigidly
articulated spaces are closely connected by means of an orthogonal
system of axes and viewpoints, so that the multiplicity contributes to
the whole. Moreover, the proportion of the spaces in relation to each
other and inrelation tothe totality isgeometrically determined in such
a way that the disposition is graceful, symmetrical and harmonious.
Through arrangement and nuancing, the parts of the gardens have
been made rhythmical: small opposite large, deepened opposite raised,
simple opposite complex. The underlying mathematical perfection is
an expression of the perfection of nature. The geometry makes manifest the concealed order of the original site (in the terracing of slopes
for example) and of nature.
The building isthecentral point, towards which allparts ofthe park
are oriented. It is situated in an elevated position for the purpose of
survey. The design of the park is developed along a monumental spatial axis. The central perspective orders the elements of the house and
garden in a sequence. The axis is often strung between the house and
an object at the rear of the park and finally expands to form a vista
across water and avenues far into the surroundings.
Transverse avenues or canals,which sometimes continue for agreat
distanceintothesurrounding area,articulatethepark.From the building the garden descends in terraces, the forms become simpler, the
dimensions increase, and the principal space becomes more constricted by taller and denser plantings, as aresult of which the light passes
from even and bright near the house to diversified and highly contrastive in the bosquets.There is unity in the architecture, sculpture and
decoration.
The orthogonal system of the classical gardens of the Renaissance
and the baroque is gradually 'broken open' in Regency and rococo
gardens through the use of the ha-ha, asaresult ofwhich aview of the
surrounding landscape is created; an emphasis on the view of the
surroundings across the entire width of the parterre; and also the
addition of the patte d'oie—previously only used for the entrance towards the building—to the garden.
The following quotes provide a representation of the various interpretations of classicism in landscape architecture [ill. 61 and 62].
Villa D'Este (Tivoli) isnot agarden to be seen asa whole, likea picture, but one
through which to progress as if through the playing ofasonata, passing through
the successivemovements and variations ofatheme.Unlikemost Italian gardens,
the interest of the individual terraces is even greater than that of the central
vista.112
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61-62 Classicism in park design
In spite ofthe richness ofits detailthe Italian garden isessentially simple in plan
[...] While the main vista may be symmetrical, there is endless invention and
variation in the treatment of the different terraces, their steps and terminal features,and anevocative placingofthe occasional asymmetric group oftrees. Thick
bosche frame the view and contain the ends ofthe terraces.
One of the commonest causes of failure in imitations of Italian gardens is the
omission of these supporting plantations. Their role is partly to give scale and
solidity to the composition held within them, and asense ofmystery to the views
along the terraces which disappear into their shade, but they also play an important part in linking the garden with its surroundings.113
[On Vaux-le-Vicomte]The space division isaclear-cut distinction between dark
massed woodland and light open space, in contrast to the Italian pattern of light
piercing through dark, and the English tradition ofmisty tracery [...] Within the
rigid symmetrical outlinesthere isabeautiful schemeofcontrast and progression
in the design ofthe compartments [...] Keeping pace with the progressive broadeningofeffect, eachcrossaxisgivesadeeper and moreseductive penetration into
thecontainingframe ofwoodlands,thusemphasizing theconcentration ofinterest
nearestthebuilding. Interlocking withtheprogressively deeper penetration ofthe
cross axes is a stepping in at each terrace of the green walls of the flanking trees,
concentrating the central viewasit recedes.
This opposition oftwoforces ismet with again and again in garden design, the
compelling force ofacentral interest played against theseduction ofdiversion. II4
Italian Renaissance gardens were laid out on architectural lines, but in separate
compartments usually without aunifying axisoroverallspatial design. Le Nostre
consummated the development of garden architecture by evolving one grand
spatial form and by the unification of decoration, painting and formal design, a
synthesisoftheartsknown toarthistoriansasaGesamtkunstwerk [...] Everything
visible was subjugated to the authority of man and to his creative will. The
dynamic tensionimparted tothe gardenby this striving for depth and movement
wasincreased by the contrast oflight and shade [...] The clear contours of architecturally arranged treesandhedgeswerereflected inthe stillsurface ofpools and
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canals.This tranquillity waseffectively contrasted with flowing water. Optically,
theshimmering hazeand theflashing lightsreflected from themovement ofwater
disintegrated the rational clarity of the layout, whose every feature had been
completely formalized. Evenifthenaturalforce ofwaterisharnessed and directed
by man, it still appeals toallour senses. II5
Le Nostre might be said tohaveachieved asynthesis ofthelevel northern garden
and the Italian terraced garden [...] Italian influence is still plainly discernible in
thehigh wallsupportingthecascadeatVaux-le-Vicomte.ButalreadyatVersailles
LeNostredeveloped thegentleslope,lademi-cote,soft imperceptible transitions,
the gradual sloping ofabrupt gradients more pleasing totheeyeand more convenient for walking. He preferred ramps tostairwaysand favored low,grassy banks
and gently rising ground since such features interrupt the flow of the terrain as
little as possible." 6
The spatial elements in the garden are also very gracious and provide roof and
shade. They mark and articulate the spaces, catch the eyein places, attract one's
attention and point to other subjects in the surroundings. m

Landscape style
Whereas classicism and modernism also have a significance in other
disciplines, such as architecture, urban planning and the applied arts,
landscape style is a notion specific to landscape architecture. As a
consequence it does not seem to be of equal value. It does show,
however, that landscape styleisaninvention ofpark design and not the
adoption of stylistic principles established elsewhere. Although there
are connections with stage design and poetry, 118 in the Romantic and
neo-classical periods it was landscape architecture that pioneered the
development ofanew style.119
The scenes associated with the landscape style are based on the
Arcadian or romanticized pastoral landscape. The park is an ideal
representation of an invented landscape, with a more or less exotic
atmosphere. The building stands in a vast, softly incandescent field,
with clumps oftreesplaced in visually strategic spotsin order to obtain
spatial depth by introducing light and dark contrasts and mysteriousness and intricacy (the disposition of objects, which, by partial and
uncertain concealment, excites and nourishes curiosity).
Water and path take an undulating line or free curve form, 'the line
ofbeauty and grace', for 'nature abhors astraight line'. The line of the
riverbank is agradual bend, and its termination is concealed by plantings, asaconsequence ofwhich the impression ofaslow-moving river
iscreated. Such alinking element provides the spatial sequence of the
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various scenes.Theavenue isstill found asanautonomous element, as
a separate attraction, notaspart ofa system.120
The park is surrounded by a 'belt': a walk taking advantage of the
relief, with varied views inside and outside, whereby the park and its
surroundings areinterrelated to such an extent that they appear tobe
one. Picturesque elements in the surroundings are incorporated into
the visual composition. Instead ofaliterally finite sight line,the spatial
axis is indicated by means ofrelief, groups of trees and built objects.
An 'improved' and dramatized landscape is created.
The park is spatially constructed in such a way that it has to be
observed while moving. Because ofthe turnings in the paths and the
unexpected vistas oflateral spaces, a certain sense of disorientation is
created. The emphasis is on individual views and scenes that unfold
during thetraversing ofacarefully traced-out path. Asceneisapicturesque image or view in which foreground (first plan), middle and
background become individually apparent. Thevisual angle is limited
by screens of groups of trees or boscages. More depth and space is
suggested in the scene than is apparent in the actual dimensions
through thepositioning ofcoulisses,theconvex andconcave shaping of
the ground, thetexture andcolour ofthe plantings, andsmooth spatial
transitions and vague and indefinite boundaries. The success of the
park lieschiefly in'thecontrasts,themanagement ofsurprises,andthe
concealment ofthe bounds' (Brown).
A style has many forms. The great landscape style of Brown is
formal, 'clean'. Clear and simple forms and a restrained use of materials produce an abstract image aimed at tranquillity, harmony and
infinity.I21 Thesubsequently developed picturesque styleisbased ona
late-eighteenth-century Romantic aesthetic ideal and ispictorial, varied and rich in contrast, irregular and complex. I22 The park is full of
literary, emblematic orscenographic infillings, with theaimof evoking
feelings of sorrow, joy, wonderment, sublimity and suchlike. It is a
paraphrase, an adaptation of the composition with decorative additions. 123 In this way, various forms or genres of the landscape style
arise. I24Thearchitectural styleofthe buildingsismostly neo-classical,
but occasionally Gothic or exotic in order to evoke a particular atmosphere.
In thedevelopment ofthe urban park thelandscape style occupiesa
prominent place. Scenes associated with the landscape style were
adopted in the building of the first public parks in the nineteenth
century. 'Stourhead has,onaccount ofthe introverted character ofits
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spatial organization (the views over acentrally situated lake),proved to
be a suitable model for nineteenth-century urban parks.' 125 Major
adaptations are necessary, however, in order to create in the city the
idea of a continuous space with vague borders and varied walks. The
private place for the few is refashioned to form apublic facility.I26
The following quotes are intended to illustrate the broad range of
interpretations associated with the landscape style [ill. 63 and 64].

Sources ofPleasure in Landscape Gardening:
1 Congruity;oraproperadaptation oftheseveralpartstothewhole;andthat whole
tothe character, situation and circumstances ofthe place and its possessor.
2 Utility.Thisincludes convenience,comfort, neatness and everything that conducesto the purposes ofhabitation with elegance.
3 Order. Including correctness and finishing.
4 Symmetry; or correspondence of parts [...] So natural is the love of order and
symmetry to the human mind, that it is not surprising it should have extended
itself into our gardens.
5 Picturesque Effect. This head [...] furnishes the gardener with breath oflight and
shade,forms ofgroups,outline,colouring, balanceofcomposition, and occasional
advantage from roughness and decay, the effect oftime and age.
6 Intricacy. That disposition ofobjects, which, by a partial and uncertain concealment, excites and nourishes curiosity.
7 Simplicity; or that disposition of objects which, without exposing all of them
equally to view at once, may lead the eye to each by an easy gradation, without
flutter, confusion, or perplexity.
8 Variety [...] the variety of nature's productions is endless, and ought to be duly
studied.
9 Novelty. Although a great source of pleasure, this is the most difficult and most
dangerous for an artist to attempt; it isapt to lead him into conceits and whims,
which losetheir novelty after the first surprise.
10 Contrast supplies the place of novelty, by a sudden and unexpected change of
scenery, provided the transitions are neither too frequent nor too violent.
11 Continuity; [...] the delight expressed in a long avenue, and the disgust at an
abrupt break between objects that look asifthey ought to be united.
12 Association; personal attachment to long known objects, or the spot endeared by
the remembrance ofpast events.
13 Grandeur. This is rarely picturesque, whether it consists in greatness of dimension,extent ofprospect,orinsplendid and numerous objects ofmagnificence, but
it is a source of pleasure mixed with the sublime: there is, however, no error so
common as an attempt to substitute extent for beauty in park scenery, which
proves the partiality ofthe human mind to admire whatever is vast or great.
14 Appropriation; [...] extent of property.
15 Animation: [...] seeing life and motion, whether the gliding or dashing of water,
the sportive play ofanimals, or the wavymotion oftrees.
16 Seasons and Times of Day. I27
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63-64 Landscape stylein park design
The capital stroke,theleading steptoallhasfollowed (wastheintroduction ofthe
ha-ha, the sunk fence) [...] No sooner was this simple enchantment made, than
levelling,mowing,and rolling followed. The contiguous ground ofthepark without the sunk fence was to beharmonized with the lawn within; and the garden in
its turn was to be set free from its prim regularity, that it might assort with the
wilder country without. I28
The Landscape Garden isagarden with open fields, clumps oftrees, wide glades
leading up to the house. Brown's gardens looked rather shaven, later ones more
luscious, but the principle remained the same. Garden structures are essential,
partly hidden behind trees, often of exotic derivation. Flowering shrubs might
occur, but no flowers, certainly no parterres orflowerbeds.129
Summarizing, one can say that there wasaliterary genre which might have been
influential, but did not actually bringabout the landscape garden. Again at some
latermoment, Claudeand Gaspard might havecontributed, but thetrue progenitor of the landscape garden of its first and second phase was stage design and its
written emanations, evolving from Vitruvius and particularly from the Renaissance tradition. uo
Let usagainrefer for theRuleofour Conduct toNature,sheisneversocharming
as where wildest. There is an easy Freedom and a pleasing Negligence in her
Disposition, which charms because itisnot regular [...] It isanAir of Irregularity
weadvise,notirregularity itself;thererequiresmoreArtbyfar inthis distribution
than in any other; and there requires afterwards the great additional Labour of
concealingit[...] Everything weseeshould bechosenfor itsplace,though itseems
the result of Accident. UI
[On Stowe]There isnoplaceinthecomposition whereitcanbesaidthatfinalityis
reached. Always there isthe invitation to explore further, the glimpse of another
temple on the far side ofthe water, another archway at the end ofthe vista. 'The
foot should never tread by the same path that the eye has travelled over before.'
They [thebuilt objects]aresignpostswhichensurethat thesymphony is unfolded
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in its proper sequence. They are also frequently used as the connecting links
between changes insceneandmood.132

Modernism133
In addition to classicism and the landscape style, the Modern movement canberegarded asahistorical, andthus archetypal, style. I34 The
Moderns approached style asaby-product ofrational design research,
whereby theform emerges from function, material, construction (particularly ecology)andsituation andtheoften lessclearly defined objectives regarding experience. In the access, zoning, dimensions anddesign, there isa close link with the urban development organization of
the surrounding area.
The design is 'without illusion, without blurring, without embellishment, without the semblance of something beyond itself'135 (van
Doesburg), 'without meaning, other than that which arises from the
construction andthenature ofthematerial' (vanEesteren).Theparkis
not elevated ormysterious, butisrecognizable initselements, functioning anduse.Thevisitor isthereby free touseit,andisnot manipulated by irrational forms that refer toamythical or magical source.
Lucid ground-plans arepursued. The bases ofthe spaces are made
ofelementary, geometrical forms; arectangular field is,indeed, a suitableandpractical form for activities.Thecomposition ispure in terms
of the relationships between lines and surfaces. The space remains as
intact as possible. Additions are visible as such. This does make the
original spatial quality ofpure forms and relationships vulnerable.
For the purpose of orientation, no concealing groups of trees or
buildings areplaced inthecorners. The visitor acquires agrasp ofthe
space andcanseethrough thesituation. Where they ariseasaresultof
torsion or theconflict ofalignments, residual forms and left-over cornersarekept assmallanddistinct aspossible.In thiswayaspatialartis
created with aspontaneous andautonomous, that istosay, undirected,
spatial experience. The visitor can look with 'new' eyes, can see, or
rather canseethrough, thesituation because nothing isbeing referred
toother than what canbeverified onthesiteitself. 'Seeing' appealstoa
developed power ofperception onthepart ofthe user. For this reason
the appreciation ofmodernist parks byprofessionals andlaymen quite
often diverges.
The plan must be ofa practical simplicity, lucid and sensitive and,
aboveall,notshowy, pretentious orpompous,butrestrained, detached
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and subtle. The forms are simplified to their spatial essence, the major
lines are decisive and solid. The use of materials is practical and,
certainly inthebeginning,traditional.The ordinary and not the exceptional ispursued in design and in the treatment of plant material.
As regards spatial dynamics, the modern park can also be seen asa
geometrical interpretation of the landscape style: the fluent pattern of
interpenetrating spaces. Smaller spaces are separated from the general
space by boundaries that are not entirely complete. There is an additivearrangement ofplaces:anaddition ofspaceaccordingtoneed and a
connection through a sequence of articulations. This partly explains
the preference for asymmetry and the uneven number oflines of trees.
The source of inspiration is the soberly arranged farmyard.
The axes acquire a new dimension in relation to classicism: more
informal and more restricted. The garden of Hidcote Manor, for
example, is a precursor of the modern. The garden consists of rooms,
with the aim (function) ofdisplaying awide variety ofplants and plant
arrangements. The main vista terminates in the open air; nor are the
other axes-derived from classicism-terminated byan object. 'Instead
of giving the eye something on which it can rest and be content, they
lure it on by an air of mystery, by the knowledge that there is something round thecorner. The great cedar isjustoffcentre, both from the
main walk and from the cross vista. This unorthodox treatment suggests that classic features have not been blindly copied, but have been
adapted to serve new ideas.' 136
Nor is the geometrical form that of classicism. The straight line is
relativized by flexibly arranged plantings. Square, circle, triangle and
oval are, indeed, fixed forms, but they are used as forms that are free
and almost suspended in space, reminiscent of abstract painting. The
latter isparticularly evident in Scandinavian landscape architecture, in
which a sensitively controlled naturalism has been added to the
simplicity of the New Objectivity (Nieuwe Zakelijkheid).
Contrasts between the rigidity and the clarity of the space and the
looseness and luxuriance ofthe plantings aremanipulated. Rigid is for
the main layout and the framework and signifies regularity, a limited
plant assortment, which isindigenous and phytosociologically in keeping with the soil type. Loose isfor the subordinate and supplementary
in the structure and signifies irregularity and a varied and exotic plant
assortment, with effects related to the picturesque and the Romantic.
Paths should follow the walker's natural course across the terrain,
directly towards a particular goal. Short cuts are welcome. A path
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reaches an open field in aT-junction, sothat the large,continuous field
invites its free traversal, independent of path, avenue or edge of the
woods.
The 1960s and '70s can be regarded as the declining years of
modernism. Many of its followers had strayed from the original body
of ideas that constituted modernism, largely because these ideas had
been inadequately formulated. The architectural movement of that
timecan betermed Functionalism, from which itisapparent that itisa
more restricted design philosophy within the Modern movement. 137
This philosophy played modernism false really right from the outset.
As Lubetkin recently remarked, 'The Functionalists could not distinguish between the reactionary and imbecilic elements of the Beaux
Arts and the great classical tradition. Functionalism isthe best method
of depriving architecture of its riches.' 138
Style139 received little attention in the discussions about designing,
as if the subject were one suited only to art history. The concept was
circumvented by the pursuit of unassailable and generalizable objective or scientific terms. 140
The following quotes illustrate the varied interpretations associated
with the Modern movement [ill. 65 and 66].
The basic rules are natural simplicity and functionalism, efficiency and modesty.
One cannot besimple enough, onecannot bemodest enough, tobecome rich and
happy betweenalltheblossomsand thefragrances and sunnyjoyofthegarden. I41
Reason is our only certainty in this world, and the clear geometric forms of
modernarchitecture areformesymbolsofman's desiretoshapehissurroundings,
to introduce order in the chaos. But a rational approach does not preclude emotion.Everyartisticcreation begins withanemotional impulse.And architecture is
ultimately an art and not ascience,asthe Functionalists maintained.142
Otto's plansarecharacterized byregularity, order and ademonstrable connection
with existing structures. In the plans, 'rigid' and 'loose' complement each other.
The rigid part of the planting layout always coincides with the given (urban
planning) main line, the loose section with the lower scale levels. This loose
sectionisused toretract,relativize,balanceandtoevoketension.In places,amore
picturesqueapproach tothesubsidiary layoutissetagainsttherigidityofthemain
layout. I43
We would do best to reduce the number ofpaths to aminimum and to lead those
few consciously to the destination.I44
One speaks of nature and something natural and one believes that this is for a
garden most worthy of pursuit. A garden, however, is not nature; it is a work of
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65-66 Modernism in park design
man. I would like tocall italmost sophisticated agriculture, maybe asthe perfection offarming, although gardening isprobably the elder.145
Animbalance orfriction inthecomposition ofplanes(the 'defect') belongs where
it originates; ithas to be small and compact; it isplaced in the margin; makes the
defect visible;connects the inner part ofthe composition with the wider environment; itisthe most refined orelevated place;itresembles the red in the compositionsof Mondrian. I46
Man isnature,and hiscivilized cultural imprint isasimportant astheprint ofthe
treesandthefieldsand thegeese.I'm notagainsthaving looselandscape,but first
you have to have an architecture for the space outside [...] When you organize
spaceinthisgeometrical,simplewayyougetmuch moreoutofit[...] Efficiency of
space makes it imperative that you organize your spaces this way rather than ina
loose manner. I47

The scheme
Anarchetype hasacertain intrinsicmorphological structure because of
acoherent system offormal image devices. An archetype thus consists
of anumber of harmonious themes and design tools on account of the
fact that they have been collectively developed. It is the adaptation,
repetition and manipulation of themes that provides space-creating
elements with arecognizable meaning and givesthem power ofexpression.
Themes are the abstract components of a style, the instrument
between intention and material. Design tools are the concrete means
available to the designer to create the architectural-spatial composition. They are the smallest elements in astyle.
Pages 158and 159provide aschematic representation ofthe themes
and design toolsused todecompose thestylinginthedesigns examined
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67 left Pragmatic classicism: Provost
68 rightEclectic landscape style: Capart

inthisstudy. Byanalysing which elements ofthisscheme arewholly or
partly present in a plan, the plan can be decomposed according to its
stylistic features. By way of introducing the results of the fourth stage
of our analysis, four examples have been taken from the various competition entries. Since pure styles are not much favoured, there is only
a partial use of style themes and design tools. The consequence seems
to be that, although not inevitable, the traditional tools that have been
employed never result in the same quality as they originally did.
In the plan by Provost the spatial structure is exclusively classical,
but the plan islessexplicit initsuse ofother themes. References are, in
particular, both practical and functional and are based on the programme ofrequirements. Individual and organic forms have also been
added. This appears to emphasize the practical background to the
stylistic choice: a pragmatic application of classicism [ill.67].
Capart's plan is not exclusively in the landscape style. In fact there
are few pure landscape-style elements present. There are also various
pragmatic additions. The elements in the design are not taken directly
from the landscape style but from a derived, eclectic form ofthe nineteenth-century urban park [ill.68].
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69 left Modernistic structure: Andersson
70 rightModernism: Bakker and Bleeker

Situated next to one other in Andersson's modernist plan are azone
of picturesquely grouped buildings, a pragmatic connecting axis, a
central open meadow, and modern stylized scenes of oval hills and
groups of trees. It is modernistic in structure, but the spatial experience and references are impure because of the use of spatial devices
from the landscape style [ill.69].
In the plan byBakker and Bleeker, another example ofthe influence
of modernism, the spatial structure is zoned, clearly organized and
composed in a loose geometry of lines and surfaces. It is a practical
plan, which-by way ofsupplement-provides, on the one hand, space
in some areas for distinction, parade and more theatrical effects, and,
on the other hand, closed spaces for the enjoyment of nature. The
meaning rarely goes beyond that of the materials used. It is in this
respect one of the most restrained designs and, therefore, to a large
extent, modernist [ill.70].
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A description based on the styling scheme
Pilton
Themes and design tools from all the styles have been employed.
Because reference is made solely to the programme of requirements,
classical elements,such asthe deepened main axis,havebeen deployed
for functional reasons.This strip isinterwoven with subsidiary spaces.
There is a contrast between straight and irregular, but not between
individual patterns of rigid and loose. Had the historical style fragments been elaborated more autonomously and more fully, a clear
collage, rich in contrasts, would have resulted. As a consequence, the
potentials of the stylistic themes used have not been exploited to the
full. The scenes, for example, lack tension and depth. The interweaving of flowing and sometimes whimsical forms with an orthogonal
pattern is the clearest thematic form in the plan.
Pesce
Occasionally either a landscape-style or modernist theme is expressly
made use of. Mostly there isa partial use ofelements from the various
styles. It issometimes difficult todecide which elements in the scheme
ought to be highlighted, since a new form has been sought through
merging different devices.
Corajoud
None of the themes has been taken exclusively from one style. The
plan is in any case modernist, and it generally contains elements from
the landscape style and, incidentally, from classicism. Because many
different sources have been tapped, and because the elements have
been incorporated in an individual manner, a new whole has been
created that is rich in symbolism. More themes dominate the plan: an
orthogonal pattern of lines is transected by a pattern of intersecting
lines, and there is a repeated contrast between square spatial surfaces
and whimsical volumes.
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Drewniak
In themain,classicaland modernistic themes havebeen simultaneously,and thus partially, deployed. There isafragmentary reference to the
landscape style, with corresponding design tools, and this contrasts
with and affects the rigid regularity of the grid. The overlapping of
surfaces is arecurring theme that succeeds in emphasizing the tension
(the conflicts and the dynamics) of the site.

In terms ofitsspatial structure and spatial experience the plan is quite
markedly functional. The references and the design tools are drawn
from all the styles. Because of this, a basically modernistic plan is
supplemented in pursuit of a number of atmospheres and a wider
appeal. Because of the limited extent to which the various themes
alongside each other are incorporated, this does not always result in an
innovative design.
Hara
The spatial experience, and the design tools in particular, are modernistic. A manifest pursuit of symmetry gives the plan a theatricality
that is not in harmony with this. Further, elements from all the styles
are present. This sometimes gives rise to arich confrontation through
varying the strips of vegetation and the strips of buildings.

Conclusion
Although the archetypes are derived from the tradition of garden and
park design, in terms of art history and architectural theory they have
no further significance. The type is an analytical instrument. For the
purpose ofthisstudy,theplan isconsidered tobetheresult ofaprocess
that has the type as its basis.By means ofcharacterization, an attempt
ismade tocomprehend the logic ofthe spatial forms and patterns. The
styling, thus, has an underlying idea that is determined by a type and
itsassimilation. The adaptation canbeinventiveand spiritual (innovative),virtuosicand ingenious(mannerist), perfunctory and unimaginative(cliche'd),indolent and sensationalist (populist), austere and clini-
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cal (formal), or artless and unpretentious (informal or pragmatic:
'whatever comes to hand'). There are also differences between plans
within one style,from simple to complex; from the deployment of few
devices to great effect, to excess and decoration.
Strictly speaking, stylistic purity and stylistic perfection are dull
because they are predictable and academic. In a good design it is
precisely the relativization of stylistic features by means of manipulating (through exception and transgression) the rules that determines the quality. I48 The landscape architect in particular is frequentlyforced torespond tosituations. Ifthestylisticelements orthemes are
inventively adapted, then the style isvital. The reverse isthe rigid and
inflexible placing offamiliar patterns over the foundations ofasite and
trying to force these patterns to conform to the site's boundaries.
The competition organizer considered contemporary and historical
park forms tobeinadequate assolutions tothebrieffor La Villette. An
entirely new park form has been demanded. To what extent is the
designer still able to use existing themes and form tools; which potentials have been found in order to give the park of the twenty-first
century acorrespondingly innovative form?
Pure styles are both out of fashion and emphatically rejected by the
E P P V . Mixed styles have been much tried in the solutions submitted,
partly because of the requested pluralism and polysemy. The choice
and combination of styles is a long-standing problem in landscape
architecture. 'The theory and practice of the Picturesque introduced
the modern method of critical choice into architectural design, namely
that of the montage and the fragment.'149
Most of the entries consist of mixed forms. In these pragmatic,
eclectic and collage designs alimited number of terms from the above
schemeconstantly recur. These can beused tocharacterize the derived
styles. The incomplete and unassimilated use of themes and devices
givesrisetoapragmatic hybrid, as,for example,inthe plan by Townsend. The use of themes from a number of styles also results in an
eclectic plan. This can do justice to a variety of architectural sources
and achievements from several movements and traditions. It does,
however, require intelligent assimilation; not the exclusion, but the
inclusion of differences and the creation of a new whole, as in the
design by Corajoud [ill. 71].
A utilization of style fragments rich in contrast can create a collage,
asinthe plan byLouwerse inwhich the landscape styledetermines the
park in the narrow sense, and the modernism of the buildings and the
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squares,and the functional arrangement ofthegardens,provides alink
with the city [ill.72].
Mixing givesrisetoacompositional medley, based on the pursuit of
multiformity, and resulting in complex combinations that have something to offer for everyone. In this way, designing approaches marketing. Here, style is acommercial component: 'a lubricant in order to be
abletosatisfy more flexibly the expectations ofclients and the public at
large'. 150
In quoting historical styles, the quality of the original example is
seldom achieved. The La Villette site has insufficient space for this,
and the designers insufficient knowledge and skill. Ifclear-cut stylistic
rules no longer apply, however, neither can they be violated or broken
in a meaningful way. Because the pieces are insufficiently distinct,
there are few real collages of style fragments.
Stylistically pure designs use trees lucidly related-few types and
large numbers, arranged according to geometry or concealed geomet r y - a n d in which the ornamental plantings, either accentuating or
contrastive, have been added to the main form. The pragmatic plans
can be identified by the muddled way in which the plants are related:
multifarious, lessspatial,and more ofadecorative addition, something
to full up space,asaconsequence ofwhich the main form is considerably weakened or even absent.
The reaction to modernism, usually referred to as post-modernism
(a facile term, because it defines what it is not, but not what it is), uses
the application of absurd quotations, expressly juxtaposes images that
hitherto had not been juxtaposed, endeavours to be humorous or surrealistic, and is graphically oriented. Ideas and forms from post-modern architectural trends have found their way-by and large in a weakened fashion-into landscape architecture: 'The mania for forms is
taking control oflandscape architecture.' 151 They are characterized by
aplaywith forms, usually small:triangles,squaresorrectangles, circles
or segments of large circles, meanders or serpentines, with a whole
rangeofalignments and withpatterns,usually fragments ofgrids. This
often results in obtrusive 'statements' by the designer that arenot easy
to ignore. It is a manipulation of attention similar to the picturesque
landscape style. The organization of such plans with axes and large
geometrical forms is not the same as in classicism. They do not construct an infinite and abstract space, but present agraphic pattern that
is, as it were, added to the plan and that loosely connects the elements
ofthe plan bytouching them. At best, thisisanexperiment with forms
from which innovation can emerge.152
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The recognition of the importance of tradition is fundamental to
this scheme of decomposition. In addition to being the creator of the
future, a designer is, indeed, a culmination of the past (and possibly
now more the latter than the former). The great historical examples
teach lessons; they provide not only sources of inspiration and commentary, 153 but also material for analysis that can demonstrate what
worksand how,and what doesnot." 4 The tradition ofgarden design is
still relevant because of the material with which gardens and parks are
constructed; the possibilities offered by plantings, earth, water have
scarcely been changed, unlike building techniques. It wasthe influx of
new sorts of plants during the nineteenth century that led to emphatic
attention being paid to the individual plant, asaconsequence of which
the landscape style became the gardenesque.
Ecology in landscape architecture can be compared with the role of
construction in architecture. Knowledge with respect to ecological
processes has greatly increased in recent years. As a result, ecology
occupies a more prominent position in the design process.155
Milchert classifies stylesaccording tothree main concepts: Traditionalismus,Funktionalismus and Naturalismus.
The decisive criterion for the categorization was the motive I suspected behind
the contemporary landscape architecture and its aesthetic.
Traditionalism: Beautiful is what beautiful was.Beautiful is what seems to be
familiar. Beautiful isthe original.
Functionalism: Beautiful is what iseasy to maintain. Beautiful is what is economical. Beautiful isthe functional. Beautiful isthe self-made. Beautiful is what
servesthe human need for nature.
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Schemefor thedecomposition ofthestyling Themes:1-2-3 Designtools:4
Classicism
1 spatial structure

axiality and central perspective

expressedin

symmetry
hierarchy
intersection and terminus
geometrical construction
unity building and garden

2 spatial experience

movement

3 reference

with respect totime (at themoment
thepure)originalstyle mascurrent)
4 design tools

plant patterns

technology
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sharp boundaries
abstract, volumetric form
tangible space
calculated
static balance
axiality
decorative
promenading, strolling
separate experiences
absolute and collective
complex, compound order
eminence
ostentation, parade
theatrical
intellectual (rationality)
self-assured
rational
mythological
rational/artificial nature
future: innovation or renaissance

avenue and bosquet
hedge, row oftrees aswall
canal, mirror
fountain, cascade
tapisvert
sight axis
terrace, steps
parterre
plant asform tool
structure and added ornament
geometry
horticulture

NOTE

Thelistsareintendedtobe readintheirentirety andinboth directions

Landscape Style
continuity by means ofsight lines and scenes
asymmetry
sequence
pause and focus
pictorial composition
contrast building and park

Modernism
zoning bymeans ofarticulation and
connection
disordered symmetry
conjunction
node and hinge
adhoccomposition oflines and surfaces,
loose geometry
juxtaposition between building and
Surroundings

vague boundaries
sculptural, plastic form
flowingspace
picturesque
dynamic balance
continuity
graceful
roaming
successive experiences
individual and subjective
intricate order

allsorts simultaneously
object-linked form
penetration/linkage of spaces
both as counterpoint
Gesamtkunstwerk
zoning
practical
walking, going
simultaneous experiences
collective and relative
clear order

harmony
delight in nature
dramatic
instinctive (emotionalism)
melancholic
pictorial
literary
uncultivated nature
past: then and elsewhere

pragmatism
efficiency
unemotional, succinct
efficiency (functionality)
withelan
functional
programme of facilities
(agriculturally) exploited nature
today: here and now

group oftrees (clump) and avenue as
autonomous element
ha-ha, boscage
river, brook
waterfall, rapids
stream valley
scene
hill, slope
meadow with deer
plant by itself, individual or group form
organic/naturalistic
loose
botany

avenue, loosegrouping oftrees and
shrubbery bed
hedge, row oftrees as line
watercourse (line and surface)
play pond, sprinkler reservoir
playingfieldand sun terrace
sight linesfor access system
incline (embankment, talus)
flower garden
plant asdividing device
structure and construction as ornament
geometry and invisible geometry
forestry and agricultural engineering
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Naturalism: Beautiful is the re-natured landscape. Beautiful is what grows
spontaneously: the nature-garden aesthetic. Beautiful is what gladdens the eye
andthepalate.156

The most striking difference between thisand the scheme employed in
the fourth stage ofour analysis (in addition tothe failure to distinguish
between the traditional classical and Romantic styles) isthe ecologicallydetermined Leitbild (idealized image).In amoredetailed elaboration
of Milchert's categories, ecology appears in various places too, for
example in the Oeko-Funktionalismus. Partly related to this is the Aesthetik von Unten, the interest in the participation and involvement of
users, the appropriation, arrangement and management of sites and
the 're-natured' urban landscape. 'A new concept of environmental
aesthetics in which ecology becomes the matrix for all environmental
design and quality is judged by ecological «fitness».'157 The competition provided little pretext for ecology, however, and ecology is possibly no longer of central interest to designers, for the entries show no
predominantly ecological strategies.
The question arisesastowhether ecologycanbesaidtobeaseparate
archetype of style. It fails to fulfil the necessary conditions however.
The emphatic attention to ecology in designing has not resulted in a
style, because ecology is one of the functional aspects of designing.158
In this sense, an emphatically designed park is comparable to a 'hightech' building. Parks that are designed solely on an ecological basis
bear a close resemblance to many nineteenth-century promenade
parks; there is a staging of 'beautiful' and 'autonomous' nature and
nothing more than that. Both natures are imitation and surrogate.
Another important sourceofinspiration istheagrarian landscape, 159
onaccount ofthe beauty ofthesimplegeometry ofthecultivated fields,
orchards,avenues and canals.The devicesadmired here largely belong
to the classical tradition, whereas the practical is always an important
reference inthemodern. Strangely enough, therearenoclear examples
of the influence of agrarian landscape in the competition. A more
Romantic effect is also possible, however, as in the design by Team
Griin-Plan. The agrarian reference does not result inapurely geometrical plan. The dimension oftime isinherent here, asaconsequence of
which it has something about itofadeveloped medieval street pattern,
or a gradually transformed pattern of land-use development.
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7 Evaluation of the m e t h o d of analysis

Competitions in landscape architecture areafascinating phenomenon.
They are an instrument with which to search for quality and innovation. Ideally, anew perception ofold problems isrequested, or answers
to new questions. Because they are responses to the same programme
and the same location, competition entries can be compared; only the
design philosophies differ. By means ofacomparative design analysis,
these can be ascertained and discussed.
Design is a form of research. The product is too much an artistic
object to be able to characterize it as scientific.160 Participation in
competitions is,thus,not ascientific activity, but itcan provide a good
basis for subsequent analysis.161
What has been achieved with respect to the main objective of the
present study: a contribution to the development of theories of landscape design? By means of decomposing the design strategies and
analysing the designs in terms of the concepts outlined in chapters
three to six, our analysis has succeeded in providing an understanding
of general design philosophies and traditions. At the same time, some
ofthe basicsand principles that underlie the design ofparks have been
outlined and described. Further, our analysis corresponds asclosely as
possible to the way in which a plan is created, as a result of which the
design process in landscape architecture has been elucidated.
Because of its size, complexity and ambition, the Pare de la Villette
competition has been a challenge for many designers. Because of this,
our analysis enables us to provide considerable insight into contemporary design philosophies. Part three discusses this further, and examines and reflects on prevailing ideas in contemporary landscape design
and the attempts to renew the concept of the urban park.
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A method of comparative design analysis has been developed and
applied on the basis ofa survey ofthe literature, experimentation, and
rationalization. Through the technique of decomposition and ordering, an understanding has thereby been obtained of a considerable
number ofplans (and,hence,thecompetition asawhole).This has not,
however, completely solved all our difficulties.
Inherent in the systematics of the analysis is the problem that designers constantly shift to and fro in their line of thought, from one
level in the analysis to the other. As a consequence, the boundaries
cannot always be sharply drawn. For this reason the analysis is not
organized in a linear fashion, but cyclically; thus certain subjects and
aspects are dealt with more than once, but then viewed each time in a
different light.
The design strategies and the styling of the design are described
with the aid ofatypology; an example ispresented that displaysall the
features of one type. The characteristics, with their qualities and consistencies, are thereby clarified. The design operations and choices
become penetrable. In reality, however, a design isusually composite,
the considerations are less precisely determined and the consistency is
limited. The design strategies, which describe ageneral mode of working, are derived from specific designs in aspecific situation. By following aline of reasoning through and by abstracting, a sufficiently complete image is nevertheless produced.
The categories and concepts used inthe analysis areinstruments for
testing, not direct recipes. They can be employed during the design
process in order totry tocontrol its progress;not only for the designer,
but also-in the designer's contacts with the outside-in order to allow
others to participate.
The method of analysis presented here can be deployed for a number ofcases, particularly in complex situations. Its step-by-step structure is directly and universally utilizable. The concepts will need adapting or expanding in some cases though; they have, after all, been
chosen and defined on the basis of what was encountered in the plans
considered in this study, namely principally those for La Villette.
In our analysis of the Pare de la Villette a number of aspects of the
designer's craftsmanship have received little attention. The character
of the competition, the level of scale, and the detailing requested provide insufficient opportunity to do so.Thus, with regard to plantings,
the choice made by designers and the utilization ofthese choices have
not received adequate attention. As a rule, the plans contain insuffi-
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cient information about this.Little can besaid here about such ideas as
the introduction of more indigenous vegetation (for ecological reasons), or the use of exotic plants (as a symbol of the hope that nature
willtriumph overhuman frailties, orsimply onaccount ofthe spectacle
and the luxury they emanate). Experiments in this field are of major
importance for the future of the urban park and of green spaces in
general.
The method devised by Meeus 162 for the plans produced for the
design seminar 'Land van Hoboken' forms the basis of the present
analysis: it served as the starting-point for the development of stages
two and three. Ultimately, considerable differences have emerged
between the two methods. Our analysis includes, for example, an investigation of the graphic composition (stage one), and the names and
the content ofthe concepts used instagetwohavebeen altered because
they have been grouped together (components ofcoherence). Further,
the design strategies in stage three have been ordered differently and
the definitions have been modified. In stage four the concept of style
has been organized and elaborated differently, and a differentiated
styling scheme has been developed. The concept of style has been
relativized and placed within thetradition ofthe profession. The result
of these alterations, or developments, is a more consistent use and a
sharper definition ofthe concepts used in the analysis.
There are also a number of examples of specific alterations made to
Meeus'method ofanalysis. I63 The concept 'design strategy', for example, differs from Meeus' term 'composition principle' used in the corresponding stage in his analysis of the Land van Hoboken. The concept 'principle' denotes a fixed inner conviction or precept, however,
and isthus notentirely appropriate. What isinvolved hereisthe search
for a mode of working that is adapted to the circumstances, and the
placing of a particular emphasis, in order to achieve a certain aim.
There are also objections to the use of the word 'composition'.
In theHoboken analysisthenotion 'concept' ispresented inthe final
stage and defined:
[...] a preconceived structured (albeit sketchy) image of the final design, that
encompasses functional relationships, meanings and references, and achoice ofa
setofform rulesordesignstyle[...] Adesignstyleisconnected withthe consistent
use of categories of form, described using terms like hierarchy, symmetry and
curvilinearity. These categories in turn have meanings attached to them, like
pomp and ceremony, distinction or Romanticism.164
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Is 'Romantic' a meaning that is attached to curved lines, or is that an
eclectic, cliche'd debasement of the original idea? Whatever the case,
in this waythelevel ofabstraction required inthis stageisnot attained.
The definition and use ofthe notion 'concept' in the Hoboken analysis
isexclusively limited to style (choice).This istoo limited for an analysisofthe artisticfeatures ofadesign, the objective ofthe present study.
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74 Warnau, bird's-eye view,competition entry, Afrikaanderplein, 1947

substance, resulting in a cold environment. By way of compensation,
there is a frequent perfunctory revival of nineteenth-century park
forms [ill. 75].The superficiality of meaning in many plans arises asa
result of designing without considering meaning.
Signs are a means of communicating with the public. If landscape
architecture is to be successful in this (as 'applied-art-in-the-openair' 173 ), then the signs must be of an elementary form (simple and
succinct in relation to the profusion of forms in the surrounding city),
autonomous (introverted and freestanding inamuch larger space),and
offer the opportunity for interpretation and reinterpretation (thus
equivocal, with possibilities for humour and the relativization implicit
in this). 174
Interest in the aspect ofmeaning in designs is gradually increasing.
It is especially prominent in the debate surrounding post-modern architecture, 175 though the subject has never completely been neglected.
Jellicoe became interested in the early 1960s in 'the subconscious' in
landscape architecture. He said of his design for the Kennedy Memorial(1964):'It gavememy first seriousopportunity ofseeingwhether it
was possible to put a subconscious idea into a work, so that it is more
important and more lasting than the purely visual impression the eye
receives'.176
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75 Bundesgartenschau, Bonn, 1978
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The designer canmakeaspectator aparticipant byrevealing theway
in which the literary value is achieved: this is the foreword, this is the
story and that is the epilogue. Through the prologue the designer
provides something of a key. In examining plans, it is necessary to
scrutinize viewpoints in the site in relation to each other and, at the
same time, to ascertain how and where the observer is capable of
intervening in the designer's game through what he or she sees (observersarequite prepared tobeplaythings, aslongasthey have some idea
of the rules of the game, of the rhythm and construction of the story 177 ).
In the following sections, references have been divided into two
groups: references to nature, and those to the specific themes of pluralism and innovation presented by the programme.

Symbolizing nature
In landscape architecture the most important symbolic representation
isthat ofnature. In the park arelationship isconstructed between man
and nature. According to Olmsted, I78
A mere imitation of nature, however successful, is not art, and the purpose to
imitate nature, or to produce an effect which shall seem to be natural and interesting, isnot sufficient for the duty before us.
A scene in nature is made up of various parts; each part has its individual
character and itspossible ideal.

Nature isthe magical factor in the background, asource of inspiration,
as well as an example and a building material. In the plan by Bakker
and Bleeker nature—in the form of trees, earth and water—is a distinct
building material. Within certain formal frameworks nature is referred
to on a detailed level through abundant planting. In the geological
garden, for example, the two meanings have a dualistic relationship:
the artificial main form, which, through its dimensions, material and
design, also gives expression to a primal force (as if the enormous
stones had been pushed up out of the earth). In addition, the plant
cover is naturalistic.
The history of garden and park design can be described as an alternation between the symbolic manifestation ofaviewofnature in rational and abstract forms as opposed to aview ofnature in Romantic and
organic forms.
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Study ofthehistory ofgardening showsthat the garden's contents, itsdesign and
embellishment through the ages,retain elements that throw light onits breedingground of nature myth. This can be seen especially clearly in Greek and Roman
gardening. The Renaissance carried on the tradition unbroken, and even the
Baroquegardenwaspermeated withstronglynuminouselements.Buttheanthropomorphic conceptions of the gods, so manifest at the beginning, developed
towards stylisation and abstraction, indeed an outlook on life, that permit Man to
put himself in the place of the gods.This development culminates in the French
17th-centuryclassicalartofgardening,calledbytheFrench authorCorpechot 'les
jardins de l'intelligence', with its extensive parterres distinctly patterned with
arabesques, sweeping avenue vistas and optical effects [...] A pantheistic feeling
for nature, intensified during the Romantic period, pervaded the minds of men
and induced them to create gardens and parks that expressed their longing for
both the idyllicand the sublime. I79

Although it isimmediately clear which park forms are being referred
to,itisimpossibletoexplain withinthisstudywhatexactlythe difference is. An orderly and exhaustive account of the way in which the
various images ofnature have been evoked in the course oftime, and
thedevicesusedtodoso,requirestoodetailed adiscussion.Anumber
of quotations follow, however, in order to provide a comparison between the two movements, the two movements that can generally be
labelled 'straight' or'curved'. Onstraight [ill.76and77]:
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Aspart ofitsability toplay with the human senses,theRenaissance garden isan
intriguing conceptual system. The code for interpreting it iscomplex and highly
ambiguous.The garden isaplaceofpleasure;itisarefuge for private meditation;
it isaplace for feasts, entertainment offriends, aplace according toBoccaccio, of
sexual and intellectual freedom, a setting for philosophical discussions, and a
restorative for both the body and the soul. It is a measured and well-ordered
model of the universe, anever-ending apparition of spring. It assumes the function of a sculpture gallery, a pinacotheca, a horticultural encyclopedia in vivo,a
center of botanic and medical research, and a theater for fantastic imitation,
competing with nature on nature's own terms and conditions. Finally, it is a
perceptual source ofmoral instruction.180
The boschetti and the rustic elements present in gardens should be seen [...] not
onlyasageneralized imitation ofthe literary topoi,thegrove,the wild wood,etc.,
and as an evocation of mood, nostalgia, luxury or fear, but also as a constant
reminder ofanintellectualand philosophical concern;theroleofmanintheworld
ofnature, and the creation oforder from chaos.181
The French classical garden with vistas reaching to the infinity of the horizon
reflects the scientific achievements ofthe time:infinitesimal calculus. 182
There isaformal/agrarian viewofmaking landscapes that isutilitarian and beautiful. This view proudly admits that landscapes, like buildings, are made by men
[...] Order includes variety; reason leads to fantasy. In an ordered landscape
bewilderment subsides. I83
In each view, a discrete pattern or rhythm is discernible flowing from the arrangement, spacingand structure oftrees,expressingtheparticular site[...] Trees
are related to their surroundings sometimes by bold geometry and sometimes by
subtle rhythms. In each case, there isaconsistency between tree pattern and the
surrounding order [...] The great diversity and intricacy of individual trees is
subordinated to an established repetitive composition that acts asa counterpoint
in unifying the individual parts into a single whole. There is a homogeneity of
texture, pattern, light and shade, resulting from the use of a single species that
makes the collective impact more important than the individual trees [...] The
ground surface, whether flat or undulating, is visually unobstructed to permit a
clear expression of trees rising out of the ground. This clarity is amplified when
there isacrisp,smooth ground surface.I84

Therearealsonumerousreferences intheliteraturetothe importance
ofthecurveinlandscape design [ill.78and79].
He felt the delicious contrast of hill and valley changing imperceptibly into each
other, tasted the beauty of the gentle swell, or concave scoop, and remarked how
loose groves crowned an easy eminence with happy ornament and while they
called inthedistant viewbetween their graceful stems,removed and extended the
perspective by delusive comparison [...] The gentle stream wastaught to serpen-
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tineseemingly atitspleasure [..."
not transformed.I8S

The livinglandscape waschastened or polished,

When Idescend thehill,myimagination isstirred bythepastoral atmosphere [...]
The slope on which I walk is rolling, and the paths meander somewhat. They do
not lead with mathematical precision to the place where I wish to go,but neither
are they so winding that they lengthen my journey. Is this not the best thing one
canwishfor? Nothing correspondsmorecloselywithourthoughts thanthe tracks
these paths leave in the vast landscape. They are seldom straight. Doubt is truly
more pleasant than certainty and more natural than precision. But, walking along
my winding, sloping path, I have discovered even more pleasant things, which I
have subsequently lost sight of in order to find them again alittle later with even
more pleasure.186
Enlightenment ideascentred around theconcept ofthesimplicity and uniformity
inNature,andasacorollaryofthisoneagreedthat thelawsinNatureareeternally
valid and universally intelligible. The ancients had sublimated the essence of
Nature in their art and poetry. By imitating them, one imitated the 'natural',
objective standards of beauty [...] Informal gardens had existed before, in two
widely separate civilizations which, according to early 18th century interpreters,
were both governed by wise, just and temperate rulers for the benefit of the
common people, namely republican Rome and China. I87
[...] the English had invented anew environment which wassensible, not only of
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visual values,but also ofthe reactions ofsuch an environment on all states of the
mind in general. The irregular informal landscape tolerated and encouraged incongruity,thegrotesque,surpriseandvariety,notfrom merewhimsybut because
that wasthe wayofnature and ofliberty. It wasthe enemy ofthe monumental, of
geometry, ofregularity and the formal because that wasartifice and autocracy.188
The poet-painter gardeners had worked out the main principles of design. The
topography of the ground was first studied to see what possibilities there were,
whatwastheinherent patternofthelandscape.The painter'seyewastobeusedin
grouping trees and plants, sothat apicture could be composed emphasizing this
natural pattern. Then the poet followed, placing his evocative symbols, the temple, the serpentine stream and lake, the ruin, the seats and urns, and connecting
them all,the winding path.189
It isnot by thebreadth orlength ofthe walk, that greatness ofcharacter in garden
scenery can ever be supported; it is rather by its diversity, and the succession of
interesting objects. In thispart ofagreat placewemayventure toextract pleasure
from variety, from contrast, and even from novelty, without endangering the
character ofgreatness.I90
Ideas and concepts that play a role in the landscape garden can be combined
to form three categories: nature, past and imagination. Under 'nature' can be
classed:theidea ofthe GeniusLoci,oftheArcadian landscape ortheidyllic,ofthe
picturesque and the rustic. Under 'past': the idea of transience, the interest in
classical antiquity, the Gothic Middle Ages,in the original and primitive condition ofmankind and infolklore. The 'imagination',finally,isthat mental capacity
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81 Church,garden,Sonoma,1948

necessaryinordertomakeoneselffamiliarwithbothpreviouscategories,inwhich
natureandpastcometogetherinexperiencingthesubject.Theimaginationneeds
amirrorthatprovidesvariation. Itcanbeinspiredbyconfigurations inthelandscapeandambiencesoneseesandexperiencesduringawalkandajourney,butit
can alsobe stimulated by the evocative power that emanates from architecture,
monuments, ruins or inscriptions. Being alone with such experiences, like the
hermitinhishut,seemstobewellnighaprerequisiteforreflection, concentration
and imagination.191
Alltoooften thecurve,themeander, orthelooseisconsidered tobe the
best wayofshaping nature, and the straight line or the rigid asthe best
way to order human activities. This view, which sees the one form as
natural and the other ascultural, ignores the principle that the one can
contrast with and relativizethe other. Modernist designs show how the
loose form can interact with the rigid [ill. 80 and 81]. In a rigid,
rectilinear environment a meander or loose group of trees is wayward
or whimsical; it emphasizes the geometry and, at the same time, relieves it to some extent. It renders the formed spaces affective. In
addition to the two abstracted representations of nature (the geometricaland the Romantic forms), there isthe nature experienced-particularly in the 1970s—as 'true', of thicket and overgrowth, rich in varieties and not designed (a contradiction, for if it is not a completely
artificial nature, then it isnevertheless anature strongly influenced by
men's hands). There remains achallenge here:how should this nature
be represented and formed?
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The above quotations reveal an abundance of images and a multiplicity ofconceptions within the twogroups.Essentially, there are two
main currents in the representation of nature in Western park culture.I92 Firstly, that which regards nature as the 'eternal order of the
universe', determined bytherules ofharmony inclassical architecture;
cultivation through subjugating the wilderness and interpreting nature
in terms of the universal laws of geometry ('Nature subjected to the
house' 193 ). And secondly, 'simple' and 'beautiful' nature, as if it were
untouched byman; nature astheextreme oppositeoftheartificial. The
architecture (building) and nature (park) are a system of opposites,
usually elaborated inadichotomy ofthe classical design ofthe house in
irregular surroundings:thelandscapestyle;cultivation through imitating the wilderness and through revealing nature's beauty ('the house
subjected to Nature' 194 ).
In both views,natureguarantees order, I95 evenifnature-or at least,
the natural landscape-first hasto beimproved in order to give expression to its underlying perfection. I96 It is not a question of whether or
not the nature represented is 'real' or 'not real', but of the function it
fulfils, namely the reference to Nature. This can be uncultivated, pastoral, agrarian, civilized, or artificial nature.
How isnature symbolically elevated or utilized inLa Villette? What
types of natural aesthetics have been found? The representation or
promise of nature is varied. It may be completely different from the
city, or appear in an idealized relationship with the city as a complement, or it may be reduced to a limited decorative utilization. How
much space is there for nature in the park of the twenty-first century,
both from an ecological and an aesthetic-symbolic viewpoint?
The programme makes it clear that the Pare de la Villette has not
been conceived as a green oasis of tranquillity within the city, is not a
tribute to the beauty ofthreatened nature, and isnot areflection of the
pastoral countryside, or at least neither exclusively nor principally. At
the same time, however, neither is it merely a fragment of the city
refurbished with green, for it has to be worthy of the name 'park'.
The impression ofnature inthepark inrelation tothe other facilities
cannot be judged from the proportion of the park's surface area given
over to, on the one hand, vegetation and water and, on the other, to
buildings and hard surfaces. It is aquestion of the atmosphere evoked
by one thing and another. Examples of extremes are the plans by
Vexlard and Kiinnapu and Padrik. The more relevant question is,
what kind of city manifests itself in the park: a rural unassuming
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garden city, or an obtrusive metropolis? This question concerns, thus,
twointerpretations; the character of'the city'inthepark:ranging from
metropolitan torural;and the character of'nature' inthe park: ranging
from wild to garden-like. Olmsted recognized this in his Report to the
Commissionersfor Laying Out aPark inBrooklyn, New York (1866):
Wefindtwocircumstances,commontoallparksindistinctionfrom otherplaces
intowns,namely,sceneryoffering themostagreeablecontrasttothatoftherestof
thetown;and opportunity for peopletocometogether for thesinglepurposeof
enjoyment, unembarrassed bythelimitations with whichtheyaresurrounded at
home, or in the pursuit oftheir daily avocations, or of such amusements asare
elsewhere offered.
Itmaybeobserved,thatthesetwopurposesarenotquitecompatibleonewith
theother;for thatscenerywhichwouldafford themostmarkedcontrastwiththe
streetsofatown,wouldbeofakindcharacterized innaturebytheabsence,orat
least, themarked subordination ofhuman influences. Yet,inapark, thelargest
provisionisrequiredforthehumanpresence.Menmustcometogether,andmust
beseencomingtogether,incarriages,onhorsebackandonfoot,andtheconcourse
ofanimatedlifewhichwillthusbeformed, mustinitselfbemade,ifpossible,an
attractiveanddivertingspectacle.
Howcantheseopposingrequirements beharmonized?"7
The character of 'thecity' in the park
The nineteenth-century Romantic promenade park has been the most
powerful example of an urban park. Because it is still regularly chosen 1 ' 8 as an ideal, it seems as if no other types existed prior to this.
Indeed, there has been asuccession ofparks with amarkedly different
character: parks with more animation and attractions. Because of its
objectives, the Pare de la Villette is in keeping with the tradition of
these parks, with an urban atmosphere more oriented towards life in
the city.
The pleasure-garden and public walk are the oldest types of urban
park. They were intended as places in which to meet others and in
which to be seen, and they were oriented towards providing amusements, such as music and dancing, the celebration of exceptional
events with fireworks, balloon flights and concerts. The model was
London's New Spring Gardens, Vauxhall, which existed between
1661 and 1859. It comprised 'pavilions, shady groves, cascades and
delightful walks,illuminated by thousands oflamps'. 199 The organization was simple, with a regular pattern of wide gravel paths and many
temporary structures built of lattice work and plaster. The idea of an
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urban meeting place also played a role in the realization of the Crystal
Palace by Paxton (1850)asthe focal point of the park. The tradition of
this type of park was continued in the world exhibitions regularly
organized around theturn ofthecentury. The Tivoli in Copenhagen is
a relatively unique case, because this Vauxhall-like park still exists
after one and a half centuries.
The attraction parks, such as Disney World, are extremely animated. They are completely isolated from the city, and expressly intended
as a separate world. 'Crowd management' and 'stage-setting design'
are prominent in such frequently visited parks. The importance of the
system ofpaths in the design ofthe park predominates, asthe uninterrupted convex and concave paths do in nineteenth-century parks (see,
for example, the plans by Alphand), in order to achieve a maximum
degree ofcirculation. The pattern formed by the layout ofthe park has
the function ofchannelling theflowofthe crowd's movement: forming
an unbroken figure, it achieves the degree of circularity of movement
needed for fully exploiting the park. The attraction parks are governed
by technology or culture. Plantings, water and earth are no longer the
main ingredients. Ponds, flowers and hills are ornamental edgings.
Nevertheless, these theme parks do give-although in a completely
different way than landscape-style parks—an illusion of an entirely
different world, enabling the momentary banishment ofworkaday life.
There are participants who consider the programme too extensive,
tooagitated and too obtrusive and develop their idea ofthe urban park
inspite ofopposition. On the other hand, there aredesigners who greet
the programme in all its exuberance and complexity with open arms.
This usually results in a sort of amusement park, but, occasionally,
something of a different approach becomes perceptible; this could
signify arenewal of the concept of the urban park.
The character of 'nature' inthe park
In the urban park nature isadapted, cultivated and thus made productive for the city. It is designed nature, and can therefore no longer be
nature (in the sense of not being influenced by people).200 The city
repeatedly makes different demands on the park; correspondingly, nature is domesticated each time in a different way. Nature remains,
however, the magical factor in the background: both as a source of
inspiration and as building material. The undercurrents in landscape
architecture referred to earlier as 'straight' and 'curved' give rise to
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notions that range from nature asthe Romantic confrontation with the
artefact, architecture, to nature as auniversal system of order. 201
What kind ofroledoesnature playintheParedelaVillette: building
material for the decor, or the central subject of the production? What
kind of nature is admitted into the park: wild and rough, pastoral or
agrarian and cultivated like a garden, exuberant or restrained and
practical? The form of the spatial layout in the plans for La Villette
echoes the designer's relationship with nature. Nature in the park is,
after all, not an imitation of what grows in the wild; it is a cultural
phenomenon.
It is not so much a question of an antithesis between culture and
nature, but of an interplay of forces between man and nature. The
expression of this in the form of gardens, parks and landscapes is
culture, that is to say, culture carries in it the communion ofman with
nature. As a sequence in the history of garden design, it can be briefly
summarized asfollows.202 In classicism (Renaissance and baroque) the
garden refers (by designing in harmonious perfection an abstract and
supernal nature) to a reconciliation with nature in which the (images
of) gods mediate between man and nature. In the landscape style
(Romantic classicism) the garden refers (through the stylized design
(based on an Arcadian landscape) of an earthly nature) to a duality
between human force and the force of nature in which apowerful and
poignant nature ismanipulated byman. Inmodernism (New Objectivity/Nieuwe Zakelijkheid and Functionalism) the garden refers (without the use of conscious signs, but indirectly through the material
used and the open space) to a pragmatic and matter-of-fact contrast
between green and buildings in which nature is formed into a functional decor for leisure activities and recreation (in the literal meaning
of re-creation for the purpose ofthe production process).
The essence of landscape architecture is that, through arrangement
and design, an illusion of something else is created: a metaphor. Since
the nineteenth century, however, many parks have been created that
lack this quality, mostly on account of the spread of forms associated
with thelandscape style. Some designersarenowseekingapark design
that puts paid to these timeworn and unsuccessful illusions of nature.
They create compositions with earth, water and plantings that do not
suggest nature, and that are more a pure work of art. A good idea of
what this can mean can be found in Bosch's description of a poplar
wood.
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With poplarsit isstrange. At first you think afieldofpoplars can beeasily 'read':
all the same trees all at the same distance from each other. You look through the
rows of tree trunks and think: there isn't much to see here [...] Wandering across
the 'plantation' reveals, however, that afieldof trees ismore than just a series of
trees in a row. The rows of poplars take on different forms, they evoke different
associations. The trees look at first like the skeletal supports of a now empty
factory, and then asamassof posts. And then, onceagain, the trunks ofthe trees
stand motionless, while the leaveschatter and the tops ofthe trees sway [...] Why
do poplar woods speak to the imagination? Perhaps it is precisely the emptiness
and dismalness that characterize thefieldsthat isthecauseofwhatis experienced
in the 'plantation' 203 [ill.82].

This again leads to an illusion of nature, but a new one and extremely
unemotional. The artificial (not the affected) in nature in the urban
park can be represented in various ways.
The geometries frequent in designs haveavariety ofsources (classical,agrarian, grid)andmeanings.The so-called natural forms (derived
from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century landscape styles) violate the
urban character of the site. Thus a geometrical design for the landscaping ofgarden and park is possible in order to prepare the observer
for thecity,for geometrical linesinplantings and earth aremuch softer
than those of buildings. This play of forms possibly gives man confidence againtoappreciate thecomplex, sometimes chaotic,geometry of
the big city. In addition to classical garden design, the tradition of
agriculture isasource ofinspiration; intheMediterranean world this is
a geometry beneath which the original landscape (geomorphology) is
still visible.204
In a general sense, two important factors associated with nature are
reflected inlandscape architecture. Firstly, the question offertility and
the ground (because the material originates from the earth), and, secondly, the meaning of time (for material grows, changes with the
seasons, and is transient).
The references to fertility and ground in the designs for La Villette
revealthefollowing. Firstly, they revealthegeologyand the excavation
of the earth, so that original layers are revealed. In the plan by de
Miller anexcavated strip islikeageological outcrop. Secondly, erosion
patterns and scars in the landscape can indicate both the degeneration
of the earth's fertility and the primal force of nature (and the hope of
the regeneration ofnature). In the plan by L'Arbre en boulean eroded
strip across the canal links the north and south sections of the park.
Further, they reveal the resurrection of the new from a ruinous foundation, whereby innovation (and the source of innovation, the Mu-
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83 Juglar, eastern boundary

seum of Science, Technology and Industry) is accentuated (the sublimity of a construction contrasted with an untidiness of forms too
small in comparison with the building is a late-eighteenth- and earlynineteenth-century notion that arose with the Romantic-picturesque—decorofBrown's landscape style).In thedesign by Chemetoffthe
Museum issituated like a flawless object in a threadbare setting.
The references tofertility and ground alsoreveal archaeology: 'II ya
une chose plus belle que une chose belle; c'est la ruine d'une belle
chose.' This ruinous corrosion isapparent, for example, in the plan by
Juglar [ill. 83].The utilization ofgeometrical patterns by analogy with
the geometry of agrarian methods of cultivation and land division
(thereby suggesting a reference to old cultures and the traces of patterns of cultivation and reclamation they have left in the earth) is also
revealed, in the plan by Team Grim-Plan for example. Finally, they
alsoreveal devastation, bymeans ofthe beauty ofrelicsand the desolation of deserts (see the area along the canals in the plan by Baudry);
regeneration, through the overgrowing and recultivation (reworking)
of what exists (nature can overrun and overgrow all man's handwork)
(see the jungle-like plantings near the metro station in the plan by
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84 Chemetoff, cross-section ofsouth entrance and metro station

Chemetoff [ill.84]);and fertility and fertilization, assymbolized by the
penetration of forms in the plan by Desmoulin.
The function of ecology in the urban park is inherent in building
with the aid of biological processes. It can be matter-of-factly expressed in the construction, or subjectively and emotionally in explicitlydesigned signs.In Romanticism astrong sensearoseofthe fact that
the earth and nature are the source of raw materials and energy.
Through condensing meanings in a sign, Romanticism, but also the
ecological movement and the current trend in some French designs,
gives expression to a charged symbolic contrast between man and
nature. In addition, man isseen ashostile towards nature. City, industry and transport exhaust and pollute the earth by plundering its naturalraw materials and discharging wastematerials and poison. A feeling
currently prevalent is the uncertainty concerning nature's power of
recovery in the face of man's activities.
In the La Villetteprogramme theattention paid toecologyis limited
totherequirement that the plantings used should beable to withstand
therigorous conditions ofthecity. In selecting plantings, form, colour,
smell, seasonal factors and associations are of major importance. In
order to grow well,sothat allaspects ofthe planting can fully develop,
the plant needs to have an ecologically correct location.
In some countries the discussion about parks in the 1970s and '80s
has become permeated with ecological arguments; in Germany, in
particular, there is a strong predilection for Spontanvegetation and
Feuchtbiotope. This development is moving in the same direction as,
and is an expression of, anarchic, anti-technological and anti-urban
tendencies: the Aesthetiek von Unten. Indigenous varieties and rough
growth must express the absence of any design.205
An urban park cannot bedesigned exclusively on an ecological basis
however. Overrating ecologyinthepark can lead toexcrescences ifone
proceeds from the assumption that people are incapable of immersing
themselves more abstractly, subtly or detachedly in nature.
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85 Aymonino, viaduct-type building

The references to ecology are dependent on the dimensions of the
object. At the level of the urban park there is, firstly, the functional
aspect ofthe construction (layout and management). In addition, there
is the 'wilderness' garden for the purpose of nature study, with indigenous plants and types of vegetation and, where possible, the small
animals that belong with this.Often, considerable maintenance is necessary for their upkeep as aresult of their small surface areas.
Landscape architecture isan art that manages time, or, at least, time
governs the landscape and landscape architecture endeavours to direct
time, or to defy it. Time isthe other important factor inpark design.206
In the designs for La Villette various aspects of this can be observed:
the departure from the industrial ruin and the near desolation of the
sitefor example;thecity's outskirts and thelessintensive useofthe site
(as can be seen in the plan by Aymonino, which essentially consists of
woods and meadow with abuilding in the form ofaviaduct and which
leaves the site essentially intact [ill. 85]). Time can also be seen in the
changing ofthe seasons,and the growth and development ofthe plantings.207 The planting of mature trees appears to be inconsistent with
the notion of time in landscape architecture, but it is often extremely
pleasing aesthetically. Growth is a specific and essential characteristic
aspect of the profession, however, and this must not be lost sight of.
Change and adaptation are only to be regarded as an indication of
time ifthey have been expressly taken into account (the plan by Zagari
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87 Hadid, bird's-eye view

is,pragmatically and literally, adaptability inthe short term on account
of the 'transportable' trees [ill. 86]). Historical styles indicate time, as
does the representation of the sequence of time (in which the new
permeates theold)and stratification (asasymbolicexpression ofgeology and archaeology: the superimposing); Corajoud's plan can be
regarded as such a palimpsest. The movement of the walker similarly
provides an indication of time; Hadid's plan directly exploits the phenomenon of orientation and disorientation in space and time through
the (graphic) suggestion of floating and speed [ill.87].Finally, references to the past (relics, decay, antiquity) and the future (technology,
horticulture) are alsoreferences to time. The plan by Thomas literally
shows the bloody history ofthe site. The water-tower in Moore's plan
can be regarded as both an image of the past at night and of the future
during the day [ill.88].

Symbolizing pluralism and innovation
The competition programme challenges the designer to symbolically
represent two important objectives.208 Firstly, cultural pluralism: La
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88 Moore,PalaisdesEaux,viewsby
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Villette is the park for the meeting and uniting of cultures. And secondly, innovation in park design: La Villette is to be the park of the
twenty-first century.
Cultural pluralism
Cultural pluralism arises in the Pare de la Villette from the confrontation between art and science, music and technology, body and mind,
nature and city, and between nationalities, etc. In Tschumi's plan
pluralism is expressed through the disjunction and dissociation of the
programme. The fragments created in this way are transformed into
new autonomous patterns. By placing these systems on top of each
other after fusing them in a new configuration, unpredictable combinations of facilities are created [ill. 89]. In this way the plan generates
newactivities and habits ofuse,asaresult oftheunexpected encounter
of, for example, music, sport and technology.
With a maximum of facilities and a minimum of natural elements,
the plan by OMA seeks a multifaceted confrontation through the rapid
succession of highly varied activities [ill. 90]. Many other plans show
connections in a scheme that contains various cultural worlds, which
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89 Tschumi, outline ofdifferent patterns presented intheform oflayers
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91 Alphand,Jardind'acclimatation,Paris,i860
are either not elaborated in the design, however, or the symbolic connections are too literally made using sculpture or buildings.
Innovation inpark design
Tradition, style and innovation are connected.209 The programme not
only demands innovation, but also provides occasion for this on account of its content and character. The question that has now to be
asked concerns the extent to which and the way in which the designs
submitted contribute to the development of the profession.
Tradition is understood to mean the total set of examples of the
assimilation of ecological, technological and artistic knowledge that
havearisen inlandscape architecture inresponse tothe design issuesof
the past. Tradition belongs to designers and supports their activities.210 Innovation in landscape architecture is not achieved through a
radical rejection of the past, as ifthe absolutely new could arise from a
tabula rasa. Hadid's plan, for instance, seeks radically different park
forms with the aid of graphic images derived from the constructivist
architecture of the 1920s, but the design fails to evoke any convincing
spatial situation.
In the Volkspark designs of the early part of this century, and particularly in Germany, innovation unfolded slowly. An appeal was
made to examples, sometimes from a distant past, which were then
gradually transformed. They were subject tothe limitations of history,
subject to the limitation of slowly changing stylistic conventions. 211
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92 Schumacher, aerial photo, Stadtpark, Hamburg, 1930

The modernist period regarded the architect as the creator of the
future (or, perhaps more soberly, of the here and now), not as the
culmination of the past. The past was, on account of its tyrannical
influence, ataboo.Landscape architecture must recognize its tradition
however. Arational approach totradition isnecessary, for meaningfully creative activities are based on rules. The function of tradition in
creating new designsisthat itgivesussomething towork with, but also
something that wecan criticize and change.212
The following two examples clearly demonstrate the difference in
the way in which, with the aid of historical park forms, innovation can
occur.213 Firstly, in the middle of the nineteenth century the picturesque landscape styleofthecountry estate wastransferred tothe urban
park. Elements from the landscape style were removed from their
context and subordinated to the symmetrical and monumental
positioning ofbuildings. They werecombined with wide template-like
roads,and,instead ofthe typography ofthesiteand thesequence of the
spatial images to be created constituting the basis of the design, it was
the ornamentation of the graphic image of these roads in the groundplan that determined this [ill. 91]. The landscape style is formalized
into an ornament. The second example is drawn from the early part of
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93 Play pond, Stadtpark, Hamburg, 1930

the twentieth century. Park designers were given a new brief: recreation in many forms for large groups of people. The designers, mostly
urban planners and civil engineers, constructed ground-plans on the
basis of classical patterns of access: a central main space with a balanced composition on either side.
The Stadtpark in Hamburg, in particular, shows a number of striking innovations within the traditional framework [ill.92].Straight and
curved lineshave been placed close toeach other. Asaresult, asimple,
direct connection between the elements of the park is created. In construction one speaks of connections 'butting' against each other. On
account of this efficient arrangement, there are no residual spaces or
left-over corners. All the fragments have a certain equilibrium, as a
consequence of which both form and counterform have an autonomous value. This design is also evident mjugendstil architecture [ill.
93]On account of the adaptation of classical park forms, the new programme could beshaped. The baroque garden-in the form inwhich it
presented itself and asit wasinterpreted at that time-did not serve as
an example of content, but as inspiration for the organization and the
spatial development of the park and for the forming of clearly defined
spaces with corresponding functions. Acomparison between the series
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94 De Corny, PlaceRoyal, Nancy, 1750
95 Encke,Blucherpark, Cologne, 1911

ofsquaresinNancy[ill.94]andtheBlucherparkinCologne[ill.95]by
Enckeillustrates thiswell.
Theclassicalthemeofsymmetrycanalsobedisordered bymeansof
a simple manipulation, so that anew spatial image is created. In the
design by Migge the ground-plan is, as a consequence of the street
layout,not aperfect rectangle. This irregularity isnotcorrected; itis,
on the contrary, supported by the unobtrusive paths that guilelessly
traverse the space. The two symmetrical groups of trees consist of
completely different typesoftree:red-leaved mapleand birch [ill. 96].
Both changes in style form, at a time when the old forms had lost
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96 Migge, bird's-eye view, park,
Hamburg, 1910

97 Paris Exhibition, 1867
98 PareMonceau, Paris, 1783
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99 Noebel, bird's-eye view

their meaning, arose on account ofthe influence ofanew use.The first
(the promenade park) led to the disintegration and enervation of the
original form. The second (the Volkspark) led to the reinterpretation
and renewal of the original form.
What contribution has the La Villette competition made to the
renewal of park design? The results of the competition create the
impression that the majority of the designs present little that is new.
'Le plus que 9achange,de plus5areste lamemechose.' In many of the
471 designs submitted the site is treated as a cross between a world
exhibition [ill. 97] and the Pare Monceau [ill. 98], as in the plan by
Team Zoo,which consists ofseven small towns linked byvarious types
of path.
A few designs provide promising exceptions however. In that by
Tschumi acombination of familiar elements reveals something new in
the way in which they are utilized. By superimposing a number of
simple patterns (three formal systems of points, lines and surfaces), a
stimulating, multifaceted complexity of unexpected combinations is
created. The grid of striking red constructions, the folies, provides
anchor points in the park, both for spatial coherence and orientation,
andfor thefunctional distribution offacilities andactivities.The result
isamanneristic plan. It ischaracterized by unrest, movement, passion
and a tendency towards elegance. It aims to evoke a fantastically ordered chaos with an ingenious mental game; it is admirably suited to
a cultural amusement park.
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The difference between Tschumi's plan and that by OMA with
which it is often compared, is that OMA seeks an accumulation of
activities, whereas Tschumi seeks unexpected, daring combinations.
The OMA plan isa strategy consisting ofa series ofenumerable functional schemes. Repetitive activities like toilets, bars and picnic places
are distributed with a certain frequency over the terrain. A too confined coulisse landscape hasbeen chosen asthearchitectural form.
Pesce's design refashions thegardenesque idiom in order tocreatea
park consisting almost entirely of fragments and pieces of garden.
Baudry andNoebel keepthecityatadistanceintheir designs,but they
nevertheless create facilities for theprogramme. The building around
Noebel's canal isarounding-offof the city;thewooded hill crossesthe
canal, which seems to disappear into acave: the start ofthe landscape
[ill.99].Baudry creates anoman's land alongthecanals. Greenhouses
and acrystalline pyramid terminate thecanal likeanechoofthe Rotonde deLedoux [ill. 100].
Corajoud creates new contrasts through the strong abstraction and
personal assimilation of French and English gardens [ill. 101]. In
several schematic sketches he shows how these are treated. The plan
containstypicaldream qualities.Thegreen ofthefieldisofacomplexity that appears succulent and lush. The dry,eroded rock masses contrast with this. By wayof straight, horizontal paths that are independent of the relief, visitors are propelled through a variety of
atmospheres. Moreover, they do not become submerged in this; they
do not participate. This creates a detachment similar to that which
occurs in dreams.
Using various alignments forrelief, paths and edges ofwoods,Vexlard createsasystem ofcomplex geometrical forms andtextural differ-
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IOI Corajoud, development ofthe design

ences [ill. 102]. The exceptional spatial form that must result cannot,
however, be realized in such a small area.
ChemetofPs plan gives the impression of a development in time,
with no other aim than to play with time. There appears to be an
original base, of which the rectangle is a logically developed element,
and this base is organized around the Boulevard Peripherique. The
Grande Halle, the Museum and even the canal violate this. The plan
has not been solved in the corners. There should have been a certain
quality achieved here by superimposing the autonomous forms and
patterns.
Meier makes fun of everything we know in landscape architecture.
Spacesareconstructed likerooms inabuilding, usually with extremely
thin walls.The co-ordinate areasarelinked toeach other bymeans ofa
point-grid of buildings. Ultimately, the plan gives more an idea of the
ideal, individual living 'outdoors', than a concrete solution for the
collective urban park [ill. 103].
Aymonino, in astraightforward piece ofgraphic art, effectively does
away with the park. The woods are simply woods; there are no footpaths or open areas.The field isgrass and nothing more. There are no
incentives toenter the woods or field. Where are the secret paths to be
created? The plan has no compartments, no subtle sequence of atmo-
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102 Vexlard, development ofthe design

spheres and scenes.The park asaplace ofillusions has ceased to exist.
The complete and unadulterated borrowing ofastylefrom previous
periods isnot possible,because toomanymeaningshavebeenlost. The
current meaning is in the analogy and, hence, in the adaptation, the
transformation. At the moment, designers do not as a rule know what
to express of the present or in which way. There is uncertainty as to
where this ageisleading, or where wewant togo.This givesrise to the
pursuit of compositeness and complexity. In addition to utilitarian
interventions (for functional reasons), there is aformalization, dramatization or cultivation of relief, water, plantings and roads for expres-
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103 Meier, sketch ofbuilding in the park

sivereasons.Through anexplicituseofdistortionsthereisan aesthetic
continuation of constructivism. A complex of layers refers to former
cultures and the patterns of reclamation and cultivation they have left
in the earth. And finally, there is the pursuit of the disorientation of
space and time.
Innovations in craftsmanship within the profession are, unfortunately, scarcely discernible in the entries. The brief is too broad for
this, and the detailing demanded unsuitable.
In the fourth stage of the analysis style is dealt with as a timeless
concept, namely, the spatial form. In addition, there is the time and
place linked aspect of style: the meaning. The style concept is, thus,
closely interwoven with themeaning. Style develops through agradual
process of renewal and obsolescence. Images with major innovative
value can anticipate meanings associated with present culture. Conversely, tradition can, through wear and tear, degenerate into a cliche,
because of the use of images based on outworn cultural codes.
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9 Urban parks and their design problems

As aresult of decomposing the plans in the four stages of our analysis,
an understanding of these plans and the underlying design philosophies has been obtained. By way of conclusion, we review what the
competition reveals of the ideas current in contemporary park architecture and ofthe attempts at innovation in designing the urban park.

Asequence in the design process
On the basis of their intentions with regard to landscape architecture,
designersformulate aseriesofobjectives for each project. These objectives express the designer's standpoint with regard to intervention in
theexisting,and the facilities toberealized. In part they havea personalsignificance, but, through explicit statements, they can be somewhat
objectified. The objectives must be in harmony with each other and
with the situation. To this end the designer develops a concept, and
thisissubsequently elaborated intoaplan.This isasubtleprocess, and
one fuelled by criticism and curiosity.
An exceptional characteristic ofdesigning isthat, for an objective or
intention, thecorrect dimension orrelationship inagiven situation can
only be found by means of a number of relativizing considerations.
This can be seen in the following list of objectives compiled by Warnau:214
protection, but also the tangibility of sun, wind and rain
safety, but also the challenge one experiences in exploring these limits
(to a degree), and in sometimes going beyond these
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privacy, but also intimacy (with the possibility of avoiding this)
calculability, but also something that remains unpredictable
the experiencing of contrasts, and also the repeated recognition of
something ofthe preceding in what follows
orientation and thefeeling ofbelonging,and alsoroaming and finding a
way: exploration
unity, but also the recognizability of separate parts
unity, but also the presence of the Fremdkorper, that which at first
glance does not belong in a place and which provides a moment of
wonderment
readability ofmeaning, but alsoplaceswithanelementary minimum of
meaning, where all previously acquired associations fall away
continuity and relationships in the spatial sense,but also distance and
that which isdifficult to bridge.
In view ofthis characteristic, the question arisesastohow many of the
ideas that form the background to or the basis of the final plan can be
retrieved by means of analysing the design.
The concepts behind individual designs are sometimes difficult to
ascertain and toname inunequivocal terms. It isfrequently impossible
to verify whether the concept that is read in the final plan has also
actually directed the design process. For this, it is necessary to have at
one's disposal the designer's sketches and preliminary studies; these
are unavailable however. This absence is a complicating factor in the
analysis, and necessitates some restraint when making observations.
What, then, can be described? Firstly, the concepts are clarified and
an understanding provided of the role of a concept in designing. The
concept is the organizing idea that lies at the basis of the design; it
generates a synthesis of, on the one hand, the designer's views and, on
the other hand, the brief. Developing a lucid concept under difficult
conditions provides the greatest challenge to the designer's creativity
and can lead to solutions of the highest quality.215
In a concept the designer simultaneously endeavours to establish
both the individual character of the future park, and its relationship
with the surroundings. The concept is the designer's intention and
expectation, as devised and expressed in the design. This is, however,
only part ofthe total intention; acommitted designer istherefore never
entirely satisfied with a design.
Sometimes, the concept is sobroadly described that it could be just
about any design idea. This broad definition of a concept-possibly
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prompted by daily practice-is concealing. 'Concept' here means the
design's generating and organizing idea; howdoes onekeep control of
the style ofthe plan while designing sothat it becomes the expression
of what one is aiming at? This is also the test by which to determine
when thedesign is finished.
Four different types ofconcept maybeidentified. The first, contextual, refers toforms andpatterns that arelinked tosituational features.
The canal and arterial roads provide an example. The assimilation of
the situation and/or programme is set down in a form concept that
constitutes the framework for the design brief: 'Assembled characteristics concerning the context are reduced to a manageable, coherent
form concept onalevelofscalehigher than that ofthe design brief,and
this gives the wider context within which the design takes place.' 216
This can be envisaged asa contextual form concept. It isa derivative
and aninterpretation ofthe context; ithasarisen because ofthe orderingofcontextual characteristics anditsetsdown thespecific historicalspatial situation and/or the programmatic conditions and requirements.
The second type of concept is style, and the application of a style.
The third isautonomous, aspatial orintellectual idea that canlend the
surroundings a recognizable coherence and can characterize places
with simple forms. Finally, there is planning; the plan is a strategy
consisting ofaseriesofenumerable functional schemes.Theconceptis
devised intheform ofascenarioorscheme asaprelude todesigning in
order both toeffect theoverall design, andtodirect thefurther course
of its planning. The design is a direct derivative of the planning concept.
An effective concept is characterized by its ability to solve major
design problems. A concept is not only important for directing the
design, but also in bringing the participants in the planning process
(client, user, administrator, government, etc.)to a consensus and ensuring that allparties remain loyaltothedesign's intentions and objectives. In this wayastrong concept cansustain thebody ofideas associated with adesign during theplanning process.
By comparing the designs for the first round (1982), second round
(1983), the developed plan (1986), and the version executed (1991),
Tschumi's plan can serve as an example here. The objective of the
initial(1982)plan wastoabolishthe(traditional) spatialhierarchy; this
is undone through the introduction in the second round of a cross of
galleries over theterrain [ill. 104]. In alater phase the triangle-shaped
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PORTEOEPANTIN

io6 Tschumi, plan (1991)
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107 Development ofTschumi'splan

surface was reformed. The sides of the plane (space) became paths
connecting important points of activity [ill. 105]. Up to now (1991)
only thefolies along the axeshave been architecturally fully developed.
The axes have thus gained additional importance. More and more, the
composition becomes tight, well-knitted and harmonious (although
Tschumi avoids the word) [ill. 106].Perhaps this growing unity is part
of Tschumi's original scheme, in which, after deconstructing the programme and forming autonomous systems,theplan gradually grows to
a certain synthesis [ill. 107].
The system of lines evident in the first round was subsequently
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108 Regency park,Bizy, 1750

changed considerably. In the first round the meandering path was a
subordinate feature. In the following round the position of the path
was shifted and small incidental gardens were added along the meanders, forming the Promenade des Jardins Thematique. The independent short lines that were distributed over the plan disappeared and
were replaced by a co-ordinate system, a series of covered paths that
linked north and south and east and westinthe park. Later someofthe
edges of the geometric surfaces were transformed into paths linking
particular attractions.
Because Tschumi's plan increasingly reverts to the use of classical
axes as unifying elements, the resemblance to the rococo/Regency
garden of the mid eighteenth century is stronger. Particularly in
France, this type ofgarden wasapluralistic conglomeration of diverse
set pieces from familiar garden concepts, held together by axes from
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109 Tschumi, isometry, competition entry, 1976
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•i 19 St
n o Tschumi, variousfolies, competition entry, 1982

the regular classical garden and full of cabinets and salons with ever
varyingforms, decoration and function [ill. 108].The Regency device
ofthediagonalaxes,217whichwereplacedovertheorthogonal system,
iscomparable to the 'unfolding' ofthe triangular plane in Tschumi's
1986plan.218
The symmetricalsquareinfront oftheGrandeHalleisdistortedby
Portzamparc's Music Centre. The eastern building protrudes far into
thesquare,asaresultofwhichtheGrandeHalle,withtheneo-classical
pavilionsonbothsides,seemslessstaticandmonumental.The square
issecluded from the busy avenue and isvisually more directly linked
withthegrassyfieldbehind.
The superimposing ofsystems (sketched asaseriesofpatterns laid
one above the other) goes against our experience of structure (in the
senseofatraditionalorderedcontext).Thepatternsseemtobe insufficiently independent. In the second round Tschumi made the grid of
foliescoincide with the most important lines of the plan, creating a
systemofcoveredpaths.Almostallthegeometricsurfaces disappeared
from the composition, asaresult ofwhich oneofthepatterns evident
intheearlierplanalsodisappeared. Ifthesystemswanttobeindependent, and thereby become estranged or disorientated, then both the
recognizability of and the contrast between the patterns themselves
must be stronger.
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111 Tschumi, design forfolies, 1984

In any case, Tschumi's design goes much further in transforming
familiar schemes than hisentry for the 1976competition for La Villette, which got bogged down inan unsolved confrontation in the form of
a collage of historical style fragments from urban planning and landscape architecture [ill. 109]. The sketches Tschumi made after the
competition also reveal a pursuit of vehemence, instability and unexpected compositional effects. This is evident, for example, in a comparison between the simple geometrical volumes of thefolies in the
earlier plans and thefolies as presented in the later plans [ill. n o and
in].
After the second round the meandering path wasfurther developed;
the gardens now form a continuous strip along the path, which has
been renamed the Promenade Cinematique. The path has been shortened and is no longer a circular route: it has a beginning and an end,
linking the Grande Halle to the lock. This spoils the idea ofthe neverending meandering, the roaming movement characteristic of the earlier versions of the plan. The objective of developing a sequence of
gardens as a cinematic event has not been achieved however. Because
of the nature of the material, an individual garden requires a greater
surface area than wasprovided in the original plan inorder tocreate its
ownatmosphere and character. Asaresult, onlyathird ofthe intended
number of gardens can be realized. The film is no longer running; it
regularly comes to a standstill so that the image can unfold in its
entirety before the spectator. His design is exceptionally suited to
involving various designers (artists, architects, garden designers, industrial designers) in realizing the plan.219 The deployment of many
different artists and architects is possibly a true characteristic of the
park of the twenty-first century [ill. 112and 113].
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i i 2 Tschumi, plan for composition
ofpart ofthe Promenade
Cinematique,
1984

113 Chemetoff, execution ofoneof
the gardens;the bamboo garden,
1986

Tschumi's theoretical position is not yet evident in what has so far
been built ofthepark. In practice,anarchitecture hasbeen created that
is a reformulation of an intellectual concept. That transformation has
largely been successful precisely because Tschumi treats utilitarian,
technical and managerial opposing forces as afascinating paradox. He
assumes that life isnot harmonious, not consistent, and that asynthesis
is impossible. The resulting conflicts are not negative though. For the
time being the park remains largely conceptual in character, and it has
not becometheterritory ofthe sensualpleasurehoped for by Tschumi.
Perhaps it literally has to grow to become so.
Consistency in the design is an important criterion for quality, perhapsthemostimportant. Ifitemergesduringtheexamination ofaplan
that themore itisdecomposed thegreater thecoherence, then the body
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of ideas underlying a plan will have a large degree of consistency. If
arbitrary forms are avoided, and the forms on a number of levels of
scale and/or abstraction are appropriate, then a unity is created that
evokes a character ofalmost natural self-evidence. Taking the designer's personality into consideration, one could even speak of inevitability.
The 1980s have been characterized as offering a_culture; of choice.
'All is Possible', cries Jencks, the spiritual father ofpost-modernism.
'Post-Modernism produces ajjuasi-freedom, in which all restrictions
have been relinquished. It should follow from this that every architectural design is qualitatively 'equal' to every other.' 220 An architectural
product gives expression, however, to location, circumstances and the
design brief.
By examining the consistency of design considerations, gratuitous
choices can be identified. The plans are therefore examined using a
method in which alterations to parts of the plan are sketched on to the
original, as a result of which the possibilities for elaborating more
strongly the concepts read in the design are examined. This activity is
not without risks. If the concept is not correctly read from the plan,
then the alterations are not a strengthening, for the designer had a
different aim, and thus adifferent concept.
As an example of this method, a number of results are described
below.We haveused themore schematic ground-plan (scale 1:5000)of
the park and the surrounding area submitted by the designers as our
basis. This is often clearer in its main layout than the more detailed
plan (scale 1:1000), since in the latter the designers sometimes appear
to be disloyal to their concept as outlined in the more schematic plan,
or to lose their grip on the actual plan by focusing too much on a
programmatic aspect.
The design by Noebel can be strengthened by removing the perfunctory gardens, improving the links between the buildings, and by
enlarging the void on the east side [ill. 114]. By narrowing the walled
strip in the plan by Magerand and Mortamais, a more markedly distinctive character is created between inside and outside and, as a consequence, more possibilities are offered for the creation of different
atmospheres and activities [ill. 115]. Two small strips lie outside the
walled section. To the west is a garden area that is to be intensively
cultivated and that is lodged between narrow strips of buildings. The
east ispeaceful and there isagradual transition into the surroundings.
In Safarti's plan garden rooms and park spaces can be regrouped in
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ii4 Concept,Noebel
115 Concept,Magerandand
Mortamais

116 Concept, Sarfati
order to create larger units, so that dimensions are created that are
more in keeping with the character of the areas [ill. 116]. It becomes,
then, a convincing eclectic collage of historical styles. In view of the
illustrations presented in the commentary, this is also what the plan
seemstobeaiming at;allthe illustrations areoffamiliar garden or park
scenes. The curved path at the heart of th£ plan is lengthened and
widened asawayofproviding alink between the different characteristics of the park.
A simple concept can be complex in its spatial elaboration. Thus
Tschumi's strategy consists of unambiguous, autonomous patterns
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Fig.5. Planof Vaux-le-Vicomte. Unitedbystrong axes. Thespace division is a clearcutdistinction betweendarkmassed woodland andlightopenspace,in contrast tothe
Italianpattern oflightpiercing through dark, and the English tradition ofmisty tracery.
The designprogresses by increasing richness ofdetailnear thehouse anddepth ofcrossaxesawayfrom it.
A. Dark enclosing mass ofwoodland.B. Opencentralspace.
1. Avantcour.
4. Firstterrace.
7. Greatcanal.
2. Courd'honneur.
5. Secondterrace.
8. Grotto.
3. Parterre.
6. Cascades.
9. View tohillandFarnese Bull.
117 Crowe, schematic planof Vaux-le-Vicomte
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and forms, but complexity iscreated bysuperimposing these: contrasts
are not solved; there are collisions in form and function. The plan by
Vexlard is simple in its main layout, in order to illustrate the contrast
between nature and the city, and is complex in the spatial form of
plantings and in its use ofdifferences in height.

Aspects of composition in landscape architecture
Designers often speak oftension in the design. This can arisefrom the
interplay between the components of coherence. In this section we
describe the interplay-in so far as it is present in the designs for La
Villette-in more detail. In this we have made particular use of the
analytical drawings made in stages one and two of our analysis, and
they reveal much about the designer's virtuosity and command of the
tools ofpark design.
Our discussion is based on an analysis of six aspects of composition
in landscape architecture: spatial illusion, order, unity, line patterns,
literary figures and musical compositional figures. These aspects have
been chosen on the basis ofthe phenomena found in the designs.
Spatial illusion
The interplay between the components ofcoherence isoften related to
the creation ofacertain spatial illusion. Apark space ismore extensive
and ofalooser form than an environment determined by buildings. As
a result, distance, height and gradient are more difficult to estimate.
For this reason the spatial experiencing ofapark can, toa considerable
extent, be determined by spatial illusion and the suggestion of continuity. The illusion is established with the aid of perspective and sequence.
The manipulation of perspective in the composition of views is
effected by means of a geometrical play (Le Nostre) [ill. 117] or
through a pictorial arrangement (Brown) [ill. 118]. The result is frequently an expanse that is difficult to estimate, asa result of which the
dimensions of the site become manifest by using increasingly longer
right angles and eventually by tilting the ground in the distance towards the observer (Le Nostre) [ill. 119], or the area appears to be
larger than it in fact is as a result of partially obscuring boundaries by
the use of clumps of trees (Brown).
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Fig. 7. Plan ofStowe Park
A. Grecian valley (Progressive view,
spear point).
B. Cleft view.
C. View over humanised country (wide
open window).
D. View over idealized country (outlooking central vista).
E. Elysian fields (closed composition).
F. Palladian bridge (view disappearing
into woods).
118 Crowe, schematic plan of Stowe
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C. Tree groups (framing view from
Corinthian arch).
H. Monuments bringing countryside into
garden.
J- Rondo. Static view.
1. Corinthian arch.
2. Classic bridge(Oxford bridge).
3. Boycott pavilions.
4. Arch of Amelia.
5. Ha-ha.
6. Queen's house.
7. Temple of Concord.
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119 Steenbergen, schematic plan ofVaux-le-Vicomte

Theatre-decor-like solutions can make small spaces seem large by
strengthening perspectival linesand theuseoftrompe-l'oeil. Further, if
spaces really dohave great depth, this can bemade evident: by placing
distant objects (curved colonnades, rising ground, for example) in the
sight line; by terminating a vista with an object at the point where the
landscape merges into the sky; by leading the eye into the depth by
using trees and clumps of trees that guide the eye and lead to a more
distant clump, building or view (that is to say, in addition to the
correctly constructed perspective, perspective must also be emphasized in the right way221); by providing the observer with a somewhat
elevated position by allowing the footpath to run halfway up the incline;through apicturesque embellishment oftheview,a counterpoint
in the scene, or the positioning ofarepoussoir in the foreground. With
the aid of coulissesthe eye can be directed; they can be used, for
example, to break up the panorama into separate views, to enlarge
interesting objects by concealing the extremities, which creates the
suggestion that they continue further than the point at which they
disappear from view,222 and the observer can be screened off from
undesirable objects (particularly the massiveness ofthe Museum).
In La Villette use is often made of differences in level;223 designs
often incorporate theelevated Boulevard MacDonald/Serurier and the
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bridgesoverthe St-Deniscanal,thelevelofthewater after thelock and
the water around theMuseum, and the subway under theAvenue Jean
Jaures which leads to the 'green route' to the Pare des Buttes-Chaumont.
A park can never be viewed in its entirety, only in its parts and
articulations. The spatial sequence is the consequence of the spatial
form seenasthe succession ofimages. It isdependent onthe characteristics of the route traversed and, at the same time, gives the plan a
narrative aspect. If the succession of comparable spatial articulations
or of uniform elements conveys the impression that they continue, or
recur, the idea of infinity is created. The notion isclosely linked to the
routing in the design.
It is not by the breadth or the length of the walk, that greatness of character in
garden scenery canever be supported; itisrather byitsdiversity, and the succession ofinteresting objects. In this part ofagreat place wemay venture to extract
pleasure from variety,from contrast,and evenfrom novelty, without endangering
the character of greatness.224

Both the spatial structure and form and the experiencing of a park
design can best be elucidated by describing a walk.225
Order
With the aid ofspatial illusion, the designer has the freedom to deceive
the observer. With this,however, the designer alsohasa responsibility
to create an orderly and coherent whole. Orderly means that there
must be a regular arrangement, or, more comprehensively, that the
structure isperceptible and comprehensible. Coherence isthe interrelationship between the components of a plan and is related to the
clarity with which the parts form alogicalwhole;the distinguishability
of main and side issues;the solidity with which the parts are affixed to
each other.
If we proceed from Mies van der Rohe's view that 'Designing is
nothing more than the creation of order in the chaos in which every
remaining experience subsidesinaninevitable poverty', then the question arises astowhat kind oforder must be sought in designing. There
are different forms (or levels) of order: from elementary to complicated, and from simple to complex. And, in a recent discussion of architectural quality, Dijkstra articulated anumber of important aspects of
order.
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Next to clarity and in a dialectical relationship to it is the concept complexity.
Complexityariseswhen,withinacomposition,anumberofthemes[similartothe
components ofcoherence defined in our analysis,LB] are simultaneously dealt
withandinterrelated [...] Theextenttowhichandthewayinwhichthedesigner
wants to and is capable of combining clarity and complexity within a single
conception depends on his attitude aswell ashis sensibility and talent [...] Ifa
composition, in addition to being structurally clear, isalsointriguing and complex, ifit doesnot immediately divulge its coherence, then the observer willbe
prompted to participate actively in order to discover and clarify this coherence
and, furthermore, will repeatedly encounter new surprises. The image of the
composition only becomes clear and comprehensible through an appeal to the
observer's own creativity and must, because it cannot be comprehended and
rememberedinonego,bereconstructedrepeatedly.Complexityisthusconceived
notastheantithesisofclarity,butasacomplementaryconceptwhichthedesigner
canemployinordertoinvolvetheobservermoreconsciouslyinexperiencingthe
existentstructuralcoherence.226

Complexity thus conceived involves an interplay between main and
side issues, between framework and infilling, between main form and
ornamentation. In this way, the concept can be usable. Mostly, however, complexity is seen exclusively as the opposite of simplicity.227
If in a plan an excess of coherence arises, it becomes inevitable and
open to only one interpretation; in short, it is dull. The architecture in
the plan by Petit is,moreover, soaustere that it evokes connotations of
a graveyard. It appears to be a negative selection from classicism and
functionalism.
In order to prevent asituation becoming too obvious, being surveyable in one go and immediately divulging all its secrets, the designer
can pursue acertain degree of complex compositeness and ambiguity.
The excess ofcoherence istempered. This more complex, higher form
oforder stimulates the imagination, invites discovery, provides surprise and lends a richer meaning. The interplay can, thus, be directed
towardsnot allowingthecoherence tobeimmediately divulged, so that
the observer isrepeatedly prompted todiscover the coherence himself,
to place the object in its context.228 The coherence in a park will thus
gradually unfold.229 Mysteriousness, 'intricacy' intheEnglish landscape style, for example, arouses curiosity by means of a partial and
indefinable mystery. It gives the promise of further information.
If, in addition to being transparent and clear, a composition is also
intriguing, ifit does not immediately divulge its meanings, then walkers will be inclined tocheck their pace and withdraw into contemplativeness. In this way an appeal is made to one's own creativity. It is the
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compositeness of the meanings and their values that appeals to us in a
place. The designer can thus involve the visitor in the meaning of a
place.
Bygiving adesign acertain measure ofredundancy (overabundance
of information) and ambiguity (equivocality), the observer is offered
more starting-points for an individual interpretation. The tranquillity
and restraint ofawell-created 'void' inthedesign canachieve the same.
Coherent order is possible at every level of complexity. In the case of
increasing complexity, however, more is demanded of the designer's,
and the observer's, inventiveness in order to keep the order perceptible.
The designer thus creates possibilities for evokingmeaningful experiences. The concepts 'simplicity' and 'complexity' denote the ordering of the impressions (orientation, association, identification); publicness and intimacy indicate the experiencing of the atmosphere;
continuity and contrast determine therhythm ofthe experiences, their
sequence and the depth of the impressions.
Unity
Unity is a special form of coherence: a tightly-knit coherent whole of
harmonious parts, harmonious because of the absence of unsolved
conflicts and contrasts. In the design, concordance dominates in style
and character. There isarecognizable relation between part and whole
and between outline and particularization.
From the total of isolated images and impressions, unity can be
experienced by the repeated recognition ofsomething ofthe preceding
in the following. This image is determined by the nature of the coherenceatahigh levelofabstraction, by therecognizability ofthe separate
parts and the way in which they are interrelated. In the landscape the
possibility of recognizing coherence is linked to use. 230 This is simply
objectifiable. In the park, there is no such direct relationship.
The representation of nature can create unity. If a park is the expression of a shared image of nature in society, then a spatial unity
usually arises, as in classical parks. Ambivalence as to how nature
should be viewed first emerged in Romanticism: nature was an inexhaustible source and, at the same time, also vulnerable; 'physical' nature, which can be calculated by the intellect, and emotionally stirring
'sublime' nature become separated231 (see, for example, the wellknown pictures ofBrown versus Knight).The expression ofthis ambi-
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valence crept unnoticed into the work ofthe Romanticists. Today, this
aspect is more consciously, and in some cases, provocatively or satirically, included in designs.
If we draw the unity as lines and forms, then the following pictures
ofspatial coherence areobtained [ill. 120].There istheunity ofthe late
medieval garden, achieved through repetition and co-ordination; the
garden from which the outside world was excluded. The unity of the
baroque estate was achieved using a hierarchical system ofaxes. Sight
lines were also routes. It was the park of the promenade. In the Romantic estate sight lines and routes were distinct; the topography coheres in much the same way as a hunter becomes acquainted with his
terrain. The viewpoints werechosen for pictorial reasons. Unity in the
modern Volkspark was achieved through the use ofatightly-knit classical main layout and a commonsensical and practical elaboration of
the facilities provided in the park. Unity within the public gardens
designed in the New Objectivity (Nieuwe Zakelijkheid) style involves
the use ofaminimum of means to bring the elements of the composition to astandstill. The equilibrium is fragile, sothat the additions are
readable. Finally,unity inthe (post-) modernist urban park isachieved
through an axis superimposed on a collage. The coherence of the
topography is replaced here by a painterly composition, in which the
unity sometimes solely exists as agraphic composition.
In the plan by Bakker and Bleeker there are strong spatial contrasts
(open-closed, large-small) and functional differences (tranquilbusy, move-stay), which are attuned to each other and support each
other. The conflicts have been resolved, and the tension between the
Apollonian and the Dionysian has been brought under control; a unity
full of harmony and balance is the result.
Tissier's design seeks unity by making a large spatial gesture. The
inexorable or monumental in such an intervention has been subdued
here by a garden-like elaboration in which in some places the large
curve is also literally consumed by overgrowth and erosion [ill. 121].
Line patterns
The interplay between components partly finds expression in the line
patterns in the composition: in the lines, visible and not immediately
perceptible, with which the design attains a certain order. An understanding of this compositional structure is chiefly obtained by examining the designs by means of sketches. One can use these sketches to
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try and identify usable, significant or 'fixed' lines with which one can
continue one's analysis further. In addition, different types oflines can
bedistinguished according totheir position and direction, according to
their function (construction line / regulating line / sight line / route),
and according to how they are executed (vague and pictorial / sharp
and graphic). Going through a composition, the lines provide direction, movement and continuity by guiding the eye and foot.
The interplay is first and foremost determined by the use of various
alignments, i.e. the components have aconsiderably or slightly different direction or orientation. In this context, however, the La Villette
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site seems almost empty, like an unwritten page on which lines can be
drawn at one's discretion. Every line that provides direction in the
design has its potentials and impossibilities though. The line creates
space and/or problems for the plan. It is a guideline for movement
through space:aconnection, achoreographic device. The line can add
a direction or conform to the existing. With regard to the existing
alignments, the following can be distinguished: on the site,the geometry of the buildings and the canal; and, in the context of the park, the
alignments of the boundaries and the canals and the connected fragments ofurban tissue.
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121 Tissier, erosion ofthe circular
wall
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Why are the alignments so important? Firstly, because for the purpose ofsurvey (orientation), connection (access) and the suggestion of
space (openness), long lines have to be built in. In the plan by Zagari
the principal direction of the park is not the same as that of the canal,
the boundary of the park, nor of the buildings within the park, but of
the longest diagonal. There are changes in direction in the transition
along important boundaries [ill. 122]. Secondly, because only one
alignment (that of the canal) corresponds to both the external and
internal geometries. Thus, from outside to inside, or vice versa, the
alignments have to be harmonized. This can be effected by leaving the
conflict between the alignments where it arises, as in the plan by Bakker and Bleeker [ill. 123]; shifting the conflict inside and not resolving
it,asin Hara's plan [ill. 124];masking the conflict bymaking onelinea
dominant feature, as in the plan by Marguerit [ill. 125]; or by intensifying theconflict byallowingthealignments tocollide,sometimes with
the addition of even more, as in the plans by Gautier, Hadid [ill. 126]
and Pesce.
The function of the line in the design can be limited to that of a
construction line,or bemore comprehensive byregulating the composition oftheground-plan. It canalsobemanifested spatially, either asa
sight lineor asan effectively traversable route.Thus Corajoud's plan is
not only constructed with the aid of numerous lines, but also with
various types of line. A line can have a different effect in detail, as for
instance in situations where the route and sight line appear not to
coincide. The line can take shape in various ways. The execution,
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122 Alignments,Zagari
123 Alignments,BakkerandBleeker

124 Alignments,Hara
which can be vague and pictorial, or sharp and graphic, has a considerable influence on the ambience of the park. The various effects are
utilized particularly in creating spatial illusions.
Literary figures
In the park the order ofthe interplay dominates;it isagame according
to the rules of art, which are related to the unpredictability of the
outcome. These are comparable to literary devices, such as ambiguity
and humour.
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125 Marguerit, principal arrangement ofpark and surroundings

Which devices does the designer make use of in order to obtain a
particular effect? Through what kind ofspecial formulation or deviationfrom theusualistheeffect produced?Howcandesignersincorporate their commentary on the brief into the plan? We have identified
five literary devicesthat designershaveemployed.
Cynicism:May architecture, inviewofitspermanent character, be
cynical or ironic? Are these effects too temporary? Petit's plan is an
exampleofaheartlessandbarrenrationalism [ill. 127].Butitisimpossibletoliveinanemotionally and culturally indifferent statement.
Paradox:Bakkerand Bleekercutthe park offfrom its surroundings
with ahigh wall,whichrenders theborder impenetrable. Because the
wall alsoprovides awalk around the park, and thereby alsopermitsa
viewacrosstheparkandthesurroundings,arelationshipisestablished
between both areas.The park acquires identity bymeans ofthewelldefined boundary and is recognizable as a component in the larger
wholeofthecity.
Ambiguity:The rural imageofthetree-covered mounds bounding
the open field (Andersson's plan) ismuch more rigid in themap,and
artificially built upusinggeometrical forms(ovals).
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126 Alignments, Hadid

127 Petit, bird's-eye view
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Humour: Tschumi's system of programmatic deconstruction and
recomposition encourages thecombination ofapparently incompatible
activities; the running track passes through the piano bar inside the
tropical greenhouse for instance [ill. 128].
Provocation can also be identified. Thomas, for example, provokes
bytheliteral reference toLa Villette's past function asanabattoir. Nor
isthefuture oftechnology bright-as theMuseum seeksto express-in
view of the positioning of the Ariane rocket in a quagmire [ill. 129].
These qualities in the design are sometimes difficult to define. The
result is frequently relativization; the opposite can also be pursued
however: monumentality.
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128 Tschumi, deconstruction ofthe programme

Musical compositionaldevices
Another way of conceiving the interplay between the components of
coherence is to make a comparison with the theory of composition in
music.The aim ofthe interplay isthe creation ofa'certain' coherence.
Coherence inadesign corresponds toharmony inmusic:the successive
and meaningfully interrelated soundings of simultaneous notes. The
'correct' measure of this relationship appears to have been variously
interpreted over time, ashas the measure ofcoherence in aplan. Every
designer searches for the appropriate form ofcoherence, with aview to
the place, time and assignment.
Concepts drawn from the theory of composition in music, such as
repetition (and symmetry), variation, development and recapitulation,
counterpoint, harmony, rhythm, tempo, accent and ornamentation,
can, translated into landscape architecture, 232 be of use in describing
the interplay between components ofcoherence. Repetition charms by
providing afeeling ofrecognition. The regularity ofafeature canact as
a pattern or texture and contribute to the orderly construction of a
composition. Repetition in, for instance, distances between plants, or
in the sort of plants used, reveals the plant patterns. Through specific
forms of repetition, symmetry, rhythms and variations can arise.
Variation is modified repetition. The grid and the meandering pat-
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129 Thomas, sketchoftheArianerocket

tern in the plan by Aillaud show that composition is the art of skilful
variation [ill. 130]. Development and recapitulation involve the varying adaptation of a constantly recurring form (theme or motif), as a
result ofwhich acertain direction arises.Walking through the site, one
gets a feeling of progress and distance. By ensuring places follow a
logical succession, in which the next is inspired by the former, coherencearises.TschumVsfolies bind the richly varied forms inthe plan by
the regularity of their placing and the recognizable basis of each individual object: the red cube.
Rhythm is the harmonious repetition ofelements (forms, lines, materials, objects) and the variation in the repetition. It issomething that
recurs almost regularly by coupling evenness and innovation. (See, for
example, the following characterization of the alterations at Stowe
between 1749 and 1779: 'They induced a «sostenuto» rhythm in harmony with the softer and more open landscape, rather than a«staccato»
rhythm created by buildings which functioned visually as terminal
points in more rigidly designed gardens.' 233 )
Accent and ornamentation are devices for elucidating, emphasizing
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132 Otto, planting scheme, deMient, Castricum, i960

and rendering more interesting the main form through the use of
details. If the ornamentation isinconsistent with the concept, then it
becomesisolated,impotent,hollowandkitsch.Thewood-likeplanted
sectionsintheplanofVexlardaredetermined byacomplexgeometrical pattern. Like lines in a text, trees are planted on invisible lines
parallel to the canal;these trees arerelated only loosely to each other
and positioned more or less close together. The trees seem to have
escapedfrom theboundaryofthewoodedsections.Theydecorateand
illustrate these areas and at the same time accentuate the complex
geometrical order byunderlining it[ill. 131].
Counterpoint isthe transposing (with other elements or materials)
ofthe principal subject, often in the form ofacontrast between rigid
andloose.Depending onthewayplantingsarearranged,thiscounterpointing can be subtly played out. The submissions for La Villette
showlittleinthewayofcounterpointinghowever.Otto'sdesignforde
MientinCastricumprovidesanexamplethough [ill. 132].Here,arow
ofmapletreesalongtherailwaylineprovidesabackgroundintheform
of a metre. Rhythmic accents are introduced by the addition of less
formally placed trees. The counterpoint is varied by modifying the
typeoftree.The beginning,themiddleandendaremarked bymaple
trees that stand out from the background. In between, a game is
played, casually, but extremely precisely, using larger and smaller
trees:limes,ornamentalappletrees(twovarieties),hawthornand Norwaymaples.
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The form and content of the urban park
There are landscapes on earth, landscapes in painting, landscapes in dreams and
landscapes in one's breast. The beauty of landscapes on earth lies in depth and
irregularity ofoutline;thebeauty oflandscapesinpaintingliesinthefreedom and
luxuriousness ofthebrush andink;thebeautyoflandscapes indreamsliesin their
strangely changing views;and the beauty oflandscapes in one's breast liesin the
fact that everything isin its place.234

In the following, I discuss my personal preference for certain qualities
in the urban park. In this way it can become clear how the designs are
valued in relation to the two extremes: the exhibition and theme park
plan,inwhich the park consists ofdigestible chunks ofexperience that
can be consumed while jogging, or the park that makes one linger and
provides space for reflection and tranquillity. This discussion is
prompted by the feeling that, despite all the splendid things the La
Villette programme offers, aspecial quality-difficult to define because
it is personal and transient-has been neglected. In view of La Villette's exemplary function, both with regard to the programme and the
design, a measure of counterbalance is called for.
The E P P V decided that the site's function would be that of a park;
but does the realization ofthe programme for the Pare delaVillette on
that site ultimately produce a park? Was the programme for this site
compatible with the concept ofapark, or even with some ofthe essential qualities of the park, such as openness, freedom and tranquillity?
Although some plans succeed in creating space or tranquillity and
simplicity alongside the spectacular and the busy (Andersson, Bakker
and Bleeker, Corajoud, and Vexlard among others),inmany others the
park fails because it attempts to include too many activities and facilities. In viewofwhat the briefanticipated, onecan reasonably conclude
that the Pare de la Villette is more a new form of urban use of space
than an urban park. The task was so exceptional that one cannot conclude that the results ofthe competition show us either the form or the
function of the urban park of the future.
The results ofthecompetition showthatLa Villetteisneverthelessa
park. In most plans it is dominated by park architecture, and the
character of what is exhibited and of the other facilities is in keeping
with the nature of a park. A great deal has been requested 235 on a
limited site in an intense urban context however. The visitor has to
combine exhibition images with 'ordinary' park impressions. Although, because of this, something is missing in the Pare de la Villette
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that is fundamental to some highly valued parks, it appears that the
plans can be analysed in terms of the urban park and that La Villette
can be considered in the context of the development of park design.
What is the future role ofthe urban park then, and what is the form
ofthe future urban park? This important issue has clearly been raised,
though unsatisfactorily answered, in the competition, namely by
means of a specific view set down in a detailed programme. The La
Villette site is adversely situated for developing into (as Jacobs describes it) 236 the open-air ballet of city dwellers however; the park as
an interruption in all activities connected with the purposiveness of
everyday existence; the park as amoment of reflection and play. Vivid
examples are the square-like parks in Barcelona: urban theatres, in
which spaces are separated from the city by means of filters, such as
pergolas and differences in height.
Most park designers work at the decor of what they consider to be
the best representation of the contemporary park culture. The programme for La Villette aims at a certain type of park: the cultural
theme park. Theme parks are becoming increasingly common. They
offer a safe and comfortable way of passing the time, which seems
superficial because both adventure and travel are regulated. Through
television, people have become accustomed to a rapid succession of
images whose story line has been fragmented or iseven absent.
The viewer by necessity must stop analyzing the content and uncritically enjoy
television's own version of non-linear time, experiencing the rhythm of images,
color and sound. The experiential, non-analytical approach to time is clearly
expressed in the theme park [...] The eyeisalways engaged [...]
The transportation systems within the theme parks are a response to another
American predilection-the one for speed and movement. Their abundance and
duplication go beyond simple necessity.237

This trend has also greatly influenced the plans for the Pare de la
Villette. Spurred on bytheoverfull programme ofrequirements, many
designs (particularly those from Japan and Great Britain) were submitted that more closely resemble an amusement or theme or exhibition park than an urban park. The world created in these parks is
artificial. Afurther objection isthat instead ofoffering afantasy land or
Magic Kingdom, they increasingly projected themselves as the real
world.238
One of the aims of the present study has been to learn more about
forms and programmes. La Villette intrigues because of its ambitious
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programme and because of the fancifully and ingeniously drawn designs: it is a high point in the profusion of forms and programmatic
complexity. Precisely at that highest point, however, when one has
become almost overwhelmed by the show, the desire surfaces for a
simple and restrained park in which, with aminimum of programmed
stimuli, an inspiring environment is created; a situation that can be
experienced casually and repeatedly instead of exceptionally and
uniquely. Such a park presents a fiction of latent desires; the progress
from image to image provokes thought or dreams.
How much more can onereveal ofthe world byconcealing it.Apark
designer is an image-maker amidst a torrent of images. The superabundance of visual images produces in film and television a new aesthetic, which is expressed in a rapid succession of images, the indefiniteness of the representations, and the unconnectedness of the meanings. At present there is evidently a desire for more intense stimuli;
stronger, in a more rapid tempo. Music at pop concerts, for example,
has to be soloud that one not only hears it, but also physically feels it.
The exhibiting ofart in museums alsoincreasingly occurs inan exceptionally spectacular way. With the aid of lighting and entourage, a
drama is presented. With this, a certain way of thinking is imposed
instead of a more neutral presentation in which the art object speaks
more softly, but more for itself. This leaves the observer with the
freedom to interpret.
In the ordinary park as much as possible has to be suggested precisely through abstracting or concealing it. It puts the walker in a
position similar to the reader: the image is completed in one's own
imagination. That is part of the artistic task of the park designer.
'Artisticmeans that wemust alsotry toapproach unspoken desires and
dreams.' 239
The openness ofagrassy or scintillating spaceisthe most important
quality for the ordinary park: long sight lines to dream away in, the
tranquillity of simple spaces in which to entertain one's thoughts, and
the enchanting rhythms of the regularity and repetition of interconnected trees and hedges. Deserted and empty on a rainy morning (a
park is, after all, a place for all kinds of weather) and animated and
shining onasunny day.This stirring aestheticisnot incompatible with
a wide variety of uses and ecological considerations. The latter is met
by renouncing unnecessary interventions in the landscape and by incorporating in the design the historical and spatial qualities of the site.
The former arises through the search for multiple uses of open spaces
and facilities.
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In the case of the ordinary park one does not pursue the complete
correspondence of form and (specific) activity. As Lynch has noted:
'Fit isnot arigid link between action and place.Happily the latter does
not determine the former, nor can the former mechanically be translated into specifications for the latter. Fit isloose;it has turning room; it
is subject to creative surprises.' 240 There is an interaction between
spaceand use, but, certainly in outdoor space,it isnot causal. One can
even imagine an empty place, with asmall area ofgrass, with trees and
sunlight (and sometimes wind and rain), and filled by the ballet of
people coming and going, people playing and meeting each other.
The ordinary park can be compared with a cathedral: as a monument in the city it isan impressive symbol ofits bustling centre, but it
isalso aplace for tranquillity and contemplation. The park isa field of
sensualexperiences that arecomplementary towork and consumption;
that is,thevoluntary, primary and sensual,versus the controlled, organized and useful. This requires arelaxed, reserved and natural design,
rather than one that is forced, insistent and affected.
The power of simplicity is often underestimated in contemporary
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136 An everyday park

park design. The naturalness of arectangular field is lost as soon as it
ceases to be related to the free, playful, spontaneous and independent
movement of people in that space. Meandering paths are preferred to
lane and short cut as soon as they cease to be recognized as a form of
compelling and ready-made spatial experience. Compact and surveyable junctions are rejected as soon as they cease to be exploited as
points ofexploration for the emancipated visitor, who wishes to determine his or her own way around the park. The open space in the
middle ofthe park isfilledwith facilities assoon asemptiness ceases to
be regarded as central to the park. The experience of the changing
seasons weakens as soon as wind and rain are considered undesirable
and excluded from the park. Elementary forms are rejected as soon as
clarity ceases to be regarded as an expression of a transparent and
unemotional arrangement. Effectiveness in design is replaced by the
spectacular expression ofadesire for form assoon asrestraint ceases to
beexperienced asaspaceleft totheimagination. The parkasacomplementary experience in the life of the city is lost as soon as its relaxed
character isdisplaced byaconsumptive form ofrecreation. The significanceofthe park for thecityislimited assoonasgood anchoring, both
in terms ofthe paths alongwhich visitors walkand the treatment of the
edges of the park to form a well-composed margin, is replaced by an
autonomous, aesthetic tour deforce.
The design oftheordinary park givesrisetocareful observation, one
in which the eye grows restful and contemplative. This approach is
found in a wide variety of works of art: from seventeenth-century
landscapes and still lifes, to the work of Mondrian. Slow and serious
perhaps for therhythm ofthisage,but becauseofthequality ofintimacy and, at the same time, unemotionality, aunique moment of beauty.
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Partfour Ground-plansreferredtointhetext

There follows alist of the ground-plans from the La Villette competition referred to in the text. It includes, in alphabetical order, the six
plans that have been extensively analysed and forty-four other plans to
which the text refers. The nationality of the team is given in brackets
after thenameofthe design team'srepresentative. The originalscaleof
the plans was 1:1000.The are reduced here to ascale of i:6000.
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137 Emile Aillaud (F)

Ground-plans
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138 Sven-Ingvar Andersson (DK)
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139 L'Arbre en boule (F)

Ground-plans
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140 Andreu Ariola / Fiol / Gali / Quintana (SP)
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141 Carlo Aymonino(1)
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142 Bakker and Bleeker (NL)
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143 Olivier Baudry (F)
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144 MarioBellini(1)
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145 Jean-Noel Capart (B)
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147 Causin / Conradt / Vermeulen (F)
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148 Alexandre Chemetoff (F)
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149 Michel Corajoud (F)
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150 Jacques Coulon (F)
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151 Bernard Desmoulin (F)
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152 Bart Diepen / van den Bosch (NL)
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153 Edwin Drewniak / Gajewski / Lisowski/ Piotrowski (P)
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154 Didier Drummond (F)
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156 Zaha Hadid (GB)
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158 DominiqueJuglar (F)
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159 Vilen Kunnapu /Padrik (USSR)
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160 Bernard Lassus (F)
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161 David Louwerse (NL)
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163 Jean Magerand / Mortamais (F)
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164 Alain Marguerit (F)
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165 Vittorio Mazzucconi (1)
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166 Richard Meier (usA)
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167 Henri deMiller (F)
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168 Charles Moore / Grover / Harper (usA)
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170 JohnMyer(usA)
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171 Walter Noebel(1)
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172 Jean Nouvel / Soria / Lezenes (F)
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173 OMA(GB)

Ground-plans
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174 Gaetano Pesce (F)
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175 Marie Petit(F)
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176 AdrianDuncanPilton (AUSTRAL)
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178 Alain Sarfati (F)
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180 T e a m Zoo (j)
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181 Philippe Thomas (F)
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182 YvesTissier (F)
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183 Stephen Townsend (usA)
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186 Franco Zagari (i)
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Appendix

A summary ofMeeus' analytical methodasdeveloped and appliedto theplans discussedinthedesign seminar 'Land vanHoboken.
The design seminar produced acatalogue ofdesignphilosophies that can be clarified:firstly,byreconstructing thedesignmethodsused,the different waysin which
designers can view the programme and can draw inspiration from the site itself;
secondly,bydescribingtheprinciplesofcomposition;and, thirdly, by decomposing
theform, spaceanddesign conceptsthat have helped toshape the design.
The first stage in the analysis involves aconsideration offivequestions related
tothecharacteristicsandthepotentialofasite:HowdoIgetfrom AtoB?(Routing:
by weaving the pattern of circulation in the redesigned site into the existing
network ofthe surrounding area,accessibility isoptimized.) Where am I? (Orientation:a great deal of attention is paid to the landmarks, lines and surfaces that
prevent unwaryvisitorsfrom losingtheirway.)Doesthisplaceprovideafeeling of
openness? (Coherence: openspaceisapreciousthingincity-centreareas.It should
therefore not only be subdivided intocompartments, but instead form one interconnected whole.) Is a dominant atmosphere recognizable in this place? (Dominance:inordertodistinguish thesitefrom itssurroundings,itmusthaveadistinct
atmosphere, ambience,itsform and layout must beattractive.Where this quality
is lacking, a new dominant form can be superimposed on the site.) And, finally,
what doesthisplaceremind meof? (Meaning,Reference: byusingimages evoked
by the designer, the distribution of form and space and the variety of elements,
materials,andalignmentsmaynotonlysuggestpresentuse,butalsothe memories
ofbygonetimes,the history ofthe site,or perhaps far away places.)
The second stage ofthe analysistried toidentify the principles ofcomposition.
By principles of composition we mean the way in which a designer (or a design
school)orders continually varying landscape forming elements inrelation toeach
other, using one or other associative images. Designers apply these principles in
order to avoid a dull multiformity of spaces. This does not mean that individual
designers are to interpret something in only one way.
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Which principles of composition are available to the landscape architect? A
number can be highlighted here. Historicalcontinuity:one can speak of historical
continuity whencontemporary functional usecanbefittedintoahistorical framework, when the designer decides to fit the 'new' into the 'old'. Continuity: when
newly introduced functions onagiven site clash with existing elements and functions to such a degree that a harmonious solution isout of the question, one can
decide to remove all what exists and introduce a completely new harmonious
functional pattern. Flexibility: when future changes in land use are unknown or
unpredictable and links with the occupational history ofthe site cannot be established, one can establish a so-called 'timeless framework' capable of absorbing
changing use over time. Fragmentation: when unification is considered to be
impossible. The city is perceived as acollection of loose, sometimes overlapping
elements,each with their ownfunction and meaning, and eachconsistingofrelics
or fragments of earlier plans and projects. The object is not to eradicate these
fragments, but to restore them in a new context, in the contemporary setting.
Formalautonomy: in the city there are many forms with apre-determined and all
too obvious meaning. This can have an oppressing and even paralysing effect on
the creativity of designers. This is why some deny the existence of a relation
between form and meaning or form and context and thereby proclaim the existence of'formal autonomy'.
This series of principles begins with more rather than less reference; with
spaces and form with significance and an emphasis on simplicity and ends with
principles associated more with emptiness and multiformity.
In the third and final stage ofthe analysis the designs are 'unravelled', decomposed, in the search for the motive, the experience and thevalue judgements that
lieatthe base ofthe ordered image ofthefinaldesign: theconcept. The notion of
concept,asitisapplied here,canbedescribed asapreconceived structured (albeit
sketchy) image of the final design, that encompasses functional relationships,
meanings and references, and achoice ofaset ofform rules or design style).
The analysisaimsattheuseofeclecticand pragmaticneo-styles(impure styles)
and the classification of elements and patterns that results from this. There are
three fundamental sourcesofinspiration incontemporary landscape architecture.
Functionalstyle:a hierarchy of monofunctional spaces acquires added value and
coherence.This resultsin simpleopen spaces with diverseactivities,asis evident
in the original Volksparken. Classicallandscape architecture: this makes use of an
interplay between symmetrical axes, parallels and cross-lines and is based on the
ideal ofacentral perspective,an overall view from one dominant point. The total
impression is one of elegance, ceremony, distance and representation. Romantic
landscape architecture: playing with scenes consisting of foreground, middle and
background or vista, symbolizing a glorified nature. Via sinuous footpaths the
observer is exposed to one surprising view after another. It contains Romantic
references, such asviewsoftemples,pagodas and ruins.
What types of form are relevant to design? A number of neo-styles can be
distinguished inrecentplansand intheacademicliterature.Becauseofthe uncertainty among designers and clients about the most desirable composition for
urban parks, familiar, tested and sometimes stereotyped examples showing distinction and allureareused. With the help ofadecomposition scheme,the differ-
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ent neo-stylescan be identified. Aneo-styleishere described asacombination of
principlesofcomposition withsomestereotyped references tohistoricalstylesand
that give a new meaning to landscape forming elements in a contemporary context.
The scheme is an instrument enabling analytical interpretation. It should be
read from left toright and from top tobottom [ill. 187].The first line listthepure
styles.The eclecticstylesthen follow, whereby the designer separates the original
meaning from the form sothat elements from thehistoricalcontext canbeextractedandplacedinanewcontext.Eclecticdesigninvolvesplayingwithassociations,
meanings and cliches.
Pragmatic concepts involve the use of whatever form also seems suitable. It
occurs in an unpretentious way, and the use of specific characteristics associated
with astyle isrejected. There isan adhocuseof form.
On thelast lineisfragmentary design. Asdifferent contrasting neo-styles competefor domination, acollagearises.Acollageisacomposition ofdissimilar parts
within an enveloping frame. Clashes between parts that have different meanings
are supposed to endow the design with extra value. If the design is built up of
different superimposed layers on top ofindependent patterns, then complex and
strong contrasts arise. The city consists of a number of layers or superimposed
patterns, each of which conveys a certain logic in its origins, functions, effects,
meanings or space. As these layers keep shifting over each other, all sorts of
contrasts come in to being, illustrating the complexity ofurban life.
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Chapter i Theanalysisofurbanparks
i There aresimilarities between thisdebate and the development ofabstract painting inrelation to naturalism.
2 The first English garden cities, such asWelwyn Garden City, alsobore a resemblance to an unfolded park.
3 This can be seen in the so-called garden suburbs of the Amsterdam Algemeen
Uitbreidingsplan (AUP) (Extension Scheme) of 1934.
4 In the same period in which van Eesteren drew up the Amsterdam AUP, he also
designed the Amsterdam Bos.This park makesatraditional appeal to and stimulatesthe imagination because ofitsfantastical and poetic qualities.
5 For this reason, an urban park can never be constructed solely on an ecological
basis. For the latter refers tocharacteristics oflocal nature and tends towards the
maximal.Theecologicallyorganized terrainiseasiertomanagethelargerthearea.
The significance ofan ecological garden liesin thefieldofeducation: the 'wilderness' garden. The educational garden usually lackssubtlety in its references.
6 This haslargely been since the Second World War.
7 Repton, 1806,p.8.
8 Landscape architecture is not an art; it can, however, create art in exceptional
projects. The realization ofaproject alwayshasacultural dimension.
9 This isalsosometimes referred toas 'commentary' (Warnau, 1989).
1o The initialintention wastostudyrecentdevelopments intheprofession bycollecting and analysing designs other than those for the Concours International: Pare
delaVillette.Thisresearch has,indeed,largelybeencarried out,but thetimeand
space available proved to be insufficient to permit these results to be included in
thepresent study inanydetail.The resultsdosupport the findings ofour analysis
of La Villette however. See, for example, the following undergraduate theses
submitted totheDepartment ofLandscape Architecture at theAgricultural University,Wageningen:Bijvoet and Groen (1989),vanIperen (1989),and Almekinders and Knuyt (1990).
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11 Van der Laan, 1985,p.26.
12 Van der Laan, 1985,p.29.
13 Garden design has,inthiscentury, becomelessand lessthetask ofthe landscape
architect, however, probably asaresult ofthe decrease in the size ofgardens and
higher labour costs. This means that the designer has fewer opportunities to
practice detailing and the management of plant material. The traditional knowledge, which is also necessary for the successful design of larger projects (for
example,thespanningofscalelevelsfrom largetosmall),isinsufficiently developed asaresult.
The fact that garden and landscape architect are no longer represented in a
singleindividual alsohasconsequences for garden design. 'Die Hoeheund Intensitaet unseren kuenftigen Gartenkultur haengt ganz besonders davon ab,wie der
Garten-Dillettantismus die ihm zufallenden Aufgabe erfuellen wird' (Migge,
i9i3,P-87)14 Landscape architecture must acknowledge its traditions, for the river no longer
flowswhere itsbed has been removed.
i5 The repudiation of traditional forms by some avant-garde architects with antihistorical pretensions was a reaction to the banal eclecticism at the end of the
nineteenth century.Agoodexampleofdialoguewithtradition isthe development
ofthe style of the German Volksparken,described in Chapter 8.
16 'Practical questions areincreasingly beingreduced totechnical questions,and the
awareness ofthe fact that something can and must belearnt inthefieldsofethics,
aesthetics, meaning, sociology and politics, seems a long way off. These have
become areas of personal taste, about which one does not argue' (Koningsveld,
1988,p.39).
17 Articles devoted solely to La Villette were published in: Archivert, April 1983;
Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, February 1983, June 1984, June 1989;Architected,
May 1983;AA Files,April 1983;Arkitekten, December 1983;deArchitect, March
1983; Building Design,December 1983; Bulletin d'information de I'U.I.A., May
1983; Casabella, July 1983; Contour,August 1983; Garten und Landschaft, May
1983, April 1989; Groen, September 1983; Landskah, March 1983; Landscape
Design, March 1983,February 1988;Landscape Architecture,July 1983; Paysages
actualites,January 1983, April 1983;Plan, February 1983,July 1983; Progressive
Architecture, February 1983, May 1989; Techniqueet Architecture, May 1983;
U.I.A. International Architect, February 1983; Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, June
1983; WonenlTABK, December 1983. The competition and its result also receivedextensivecoverageinnewspapersandweeklies.In addition,therearemany
other publications in which La Villette isdiscussed. The reader isreferred to the
bibliography for further references.
18 It appears from the examination of a number of turning points in the history of
urban parks, which was made in order to discover similarities with the aspect of
innovation in the La Villette brief, that, for the purposes of design analysis, an
integral and chronological view of history must not be sought, but rather that
history (stylistic themes, compositional rules and suchlike) must critically and
pragmatically be examined from the point of view (practice) of the landscape
architect. Anexample isgiven in Chapter 8.
19 'We all like the new, the invention. That is what we want to see and name, and
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becauseofthiswearegiven tooversimplification [...] You canonlyseethe significanceofinnovation clearly when youalsoacknowledge theundercurrent oftradition' (Klotz, 1988, p.15).
20 Meuwissen, 1984,p.26.
21 'The fitting of new form and changed use into an existing site with a complex
history is not a process of applying logic and deduction alone. Finding clues and
tell-tale traces of historical developments, and assessing these, is a difficult task.
Imagination isneeded in order to find one's way in the multitude of impressions
gleaned from the site' (Meeus, 1990,p.125).
22 An example isthe empathic-scientific approach ofthe art historian Jaffe. 'Empathy isessential in order to arriveatanintuitive understanding ofwhat takes place
ontheother side,but themostdifficult and themostcreativepartofresearch liesa
stage further: being able to distance oneself sufficiently from one's intuitions in
order tobeabletointerpret themand tolend them universality. The great danger
towhich scientists are exposed isthat ofoverestimating their own intuitions, and
of overestimating the significance of their own subject of research' (Haveman,
1988).
23 Warnau, 1989,p.17.
24 There is some difference; for, certainly at the start of analysis, consistency in a
design philosophy is looked for, whereas during the elaboration of adesign relativization and exception can be brought into play.
25 The researcher is, thus, not merely an interpreter of the design, but, moreover,
responds to his orher own design approach.
26 'Writingisperhapsaspontaneousactivity. Inanycase,therearewriterswhowork
very spontaneously. Asa writer it is best to pretend it has been invented so. But
reading is definitely secondary. It is only years later that one realizes what the
intention really was.Acertain expertise is,then, alsonecessary' (Donner, 1988).
27 'In manyliterary worksthe author hasinvented something in some wayor other,
using, of course, all manner of real experiences. In such cases, the reader has to
imagine along with the author. In so doing, of course, he primarily follows the
text, but he also has to add something. He fills in empty spaces; connections are
made or surmised; and, with agreater or lesser degreeoffervour, the reader lives
situations ofwhich he has no experience. That too takes place, to be sure, on the
strength ofexperiences thereader hasactuallyhad, but imagination is, moreover,
also called for. Further, there is the understanding, expressed by many, that the
reading of a literary work requires-the interrelating of its various components
and aspects' (Mooij, 1981, p.25).
28 In addition to the comparative analysis, open-minded receptivity to experiences
also plays a part in the designer's training. This is a question of inspiration.
Contemplation and instinct thus complement each other.
29 Indeed, the activity ofdesigningmust not becomescientific. 'The acceptance ofa
design asadissertation seems initially to be progress towards landscape architecture asamodern technological science.This denies the fact, however, that in the
caseofaprofession thatisbothartisticandacraft, itisachallengetoculturethatis
involved rather than the solving oftechnical problems and their scientific justification' (Meeus, 1984a,proposition 10).
30 Sources ofuncertainty in planning are, firstly, the repeated occurrence of human
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errors, mistakes, 'black-outs' and suchlike; and, secondly, lack of knowledge, for
'We cannot in any way ensure that the unknown will become known in time [...]
not offactual knowledge,but oftheoretical knowledge [...] The detection of facts
requires conceptual frameworks and, as long as there are none, these facts will
remain invisible to us [...] The formation of theories cannot be planned [...] that
requires one's knowing where the formation of theories leads to, and that is the
case only afterwards. In short, the idea of a practice completely controlled by
means ofplanning, that safeguards against surprises,isafundamental error. The
corollary isthat practices inour dailylife stillessentially retain the character ofan
experiment. That experimental moment can never be entirely relinquished by
means ofresearch' (Koningsveld, 1988, p.40).
31 Incidentally, borrowing ispermissible ifittakes place with arelativizing smile.
32 An example of this can be found in the case of the Floriade The Hague-Zoetermeer 1992, where the jury for the competition discerned the following trends in
the entries. Aderivation of form from function; designers hoped to infer a form
from the programme, the circulation ofpeopleand the amusement ofthe masses.
Afocusing ofattention onexpression;designerssetthemselves the task-independent of function-of giving expression to the character of the age. Designing
flexible structures;designersanticipated users'initiativesbypresenting structures
that were as transparent as possible and by leaving interpretations open as far as
possible. Design emptiness was also a trend observed by the jury: designers
ascribed an ideal quality to emptiness (expression of peace, tranquillity, and
contemplation); using a minimum of means, amaximum spatial effect had to be
created. See the jury report, Ideeenprijsvraagentreegebied Floriade 1992, 1987,
pp.8-9.
33 The International Design Seminar on Hoboken was organized by the City of
Rotterdam Municipal Development Department and the Department of Landscape Architecture at the Agricultural University, Wageningen, in September
1985.Landscapearchitects,teachersandstudentsfrom academicinstitutesfroma
number of European countries took part. Six park designs were presented. The
results, including a description of the context and an analysis of the plans, were
published in Vroom and Meeus, 1990.
34 Vroom and Meeus, 1990.
35 The method istheresult ofMeeus' unremitting attention totheanalysisofplans,
asisapparent from hisdissertation (Meeus, 1984a),and hisanalysis ofthe Kerkplein in Arnhem (Meeus and Verstegen, 1984^).
36 Chiefly thefollowing individualsattachedtotheDepartment ofLandscape Architecture at the Agricultural University, Wageningen: Ank Bleeker, Norfried Pohl
and Hans Warnau.
37 De Boer and van Dijk, 1983,p.12.
38 This final group contained plans that scored variously in the four assessment
rounds ofthe competition.
Chapter 2 ConeoursInternational: Paredela Villette,Paris, 1982-3
39 The background to such projects as the provision of a sewerage system, the
construction ofacentralabattoir and thelayingoutofpublicgreenspaceswasthe
nineteenth-century movement for the advancement ofpublic health.
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40 Competition programme:DonneessurI'existant, EPPV, p.18.
41 'Un cheminement pieton continu et pittoresque' (Competition programme:
Orientationsd'Urbanisme..., City ofParis, p.9).
42 The Petit Robertdefines thisas'philosophie suivant laquellelesetres sont multiples, individuels et ne sont pas (en tant que modes ou phenomenes) d'une realite
absolue'.
43 The specification ofaniconographic programme often occursinFrench competitions. See,for example,Pare Citroen-Cevennes, Paris, 1985.
44 'Les documents du dossier n'ont paslameme force decontrainte. IInous semble
en premier lieu quele«Rapport d'objectifs» s'imposeaux concurents et doit done
etre suivi fondamentalement dans son esprit' (Responses, p.5).
Chapter 3 Thepark asagraphic composition
45 It is not only classical and modernist parks that have an underlying geometrical
scheme;landscape-style parksalsooften haveasimilar basicschemedirecting the
composition.
Chapter 4 Thelayoutandspatialcoherence ofthepark
46 'An important requirement that a composition ought to meet isthat it introduce
structure in that which isperceived. Whether it be words, sounds or images, the
function of structure is that it provides something for human perception to hold
on to, that it introduces order in that which appears before us in time and space,
and insuch awaythat wecanform animagethat wecankeepinourmemories. It
is not a question of the primary emotional sensation, but of the function the
composition has in establishing relationships between individuals and their surroundings,inthe sensethat thesurroundings becomeunderstandable and-eventually-familiar' (Dijkstra, 1985, p.10).
47 Lynch, 1971, p.206.
48 Repton, 1806,p.341.
49 See also the distinction between composition (forming, composition) and disposition et distributions (disposition, arrangement and distribution, dispersal) in
Dezallier d'Argenville, 1709.
50 'The «openness»ofopen spaceisnotsomuch amatter ofhowfew buildings stand
upon itbutratherofhowopenitistofreely chosenactionsofitsusers.Opennessis
aproduct ofphysical character but alsoofaccess,ownership,management and of
rules and expectations that govern activity' (Lynch, 1971, p.352).
51 'Spatial dimensions are reinforced by light, color, texture and detail. The eye
judgesdistance bymanyoptical features, and someofthem canbemanipulated to
exaggerate ordiminish apparent depth:theoverlapping ofmoredistantobjects by
closerones,theparallacticmovementofobjects disposed indepth,the expectation
that farther things will be higher above the horizontal base line, the smaller size
and finer texture of things far away, the bluish color of distant surfaces, the
convergence ofparallel lines.Used with restraint, thesemanipulations add to the
spatial effect' (Lynch, 1971p.191).
52 Steenbergen, 1990,p.112.
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53 Repton, 1806,p.187.
54 Instead ofasimplehierarchy,dualityispresented incontemporary design discussions (chiefly byVenturi, 1966)asatheme that must notbesuppressed inarchitecture, but, on the contrary, be exploited in order to relativize dominance in
favour ofcomplexity and contradiction.
55 'Such arrangements are tested structural methods, which underlie most of the
successful site designs ofthe past. The designer mayusemany-centered forms,
interlinking networks of paths, continuously varying characteristics of activity
andspace,ormultiplesequencesthat havenodeterminate beginningorend. Such
forms are complex and more difficult to employ without a lapse into disorder.
Moreover, theystillrelyonvariationssequentially organized,onemphasis,andon
grouping' (Lynch, 1971, p.221).
56 Dejong, 1987,p.65.
57 Thiswassomething demanded bythecompetition organizer. Aparkneednotbea
unity inallcircumstances.
58 Water isa strong theme, particularly in thelandscape style:thestream valley or
the languidly flowing river. It isalso present inacomparable wayinthe modern
parkdesign:canals.IntheItalianclassicalgardeninItalythesequenceof fountain
head, cascade and mirror pond symbolizes birth, life and death. In France the
Grand Canalflowsinanalmost infinite spacetothehorizon.
59 Thepsychological-emotional effect ofanobject dependsontheconstitution ofthe
observer and is,therefore, closely linked totime, culture and theindividual. For
this reason it is not included in this section of the study. The meaning of the
relationship between form and function also plays a subordinate role here. The
signal that the form gives concerning theuse(that is possible) isless strong and
lessdeterminative inapark than inabuilding; therelationship islooser.
60 Lynch, 1971,p.190.
61 Lynch, 1971, p.203.
62 Dijkstra, 1985,pp. 15-16.
63 Thegarden isruined byinsensitive extensions tothebuilding andbynegligence.
64 Repton (1806)speaks of'comparative proportion'.
65 Dijkstra, 1985,p.15.
66 Church, 1983, p. 31.
Chapter 5 Thedesign strategies
67 IntheUnited States,forexample,thepursuit ofembellishment issostrongthatit
becomes an aim in itself. It is combined with neatness and manifests itself, for
instance, through the White House Committee on Beautification, set up in the
1970s. The grounds of State Capitol buildings thus commonly have a layout
characterized bytheuseofdecorative plantings andsculptures as'decor' (see, for
example,theresults ofacompetition held in 1985for a 15-hectaresiteatthe foot
oftheMinnesota StateCapitol;manydesignersassumed thatadecorativedecoras
a design directing objective wassufficient for the development of a spatial plan
(van Iperen, 1989)). This predilection for the decoration and representation of
public areas without taking account ofthe spatial totality alsoplayed amajor role
attheendofthe previous century.
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68 Lynch, 1971, p.221.
69 Lowenthal, 1982.
70 Luiten, 1989.
71 The term isused by Corajoud in the commentary on his plan.
72 'At present the category of contrast, as a fundamental aesthetic principle for
contemporary intervention in the existing historical structure, is a thing of the
past. Ifthereisalreadyacommon attitudewithinpresent-day architecture,then it
isthe preference for themethod ofanalogy [...] major architectural theorists, such
as Rossi, Grassi, Ungers, Moneo, Bohigas, Huet, regard the architecture of the
past not as a piece of scenery, as a mere repoussoir with which their own work
sharply contrasts. Neither do they take refuge behind a subservient attitude, or
choose the copy, that ironic travesty of the analogy. Conscious of the fact that
objective knowledgeofthearchitecture ofthepastisnotpossible,and that neither
doessuch athing existasan original concept or intention [...] they goin searchof
what in their view is the true theme, in order to make that the intellectual and
formal substance ofthe new design' (Taverne, 1987,p.47).
73 On this problem see the results of the seminar 'Landschaftsplanung und geschichtliche Identitat' held at the Technical University of Berlin in 1982. The
brief was to design the emotionally charged site of the former SS and Gestapo
headquarters (Gollnow-Gillmann, 1982).
74 Yi-Fu-Tuan, 1974, p.125.
75 Taverne, 1987.
76 This attitude isall tooemphatically expressed in some academic textbooks, such
asthose by Ruthledge, Booth, Pannekoek and Schipper, which have cut out part
ofthe complexity ofreality for the purpose ofimmediate manageability.
77 Lynch, 1971^.35.
78 Lynch, 1981,p.176.
79 'Time and again,adecision willhavetobemadeconcerning what canbefixedfor
thefuture and whichspaceweshould leaveforchange,infilling andelaboration by
othersasacondition for democratization and self-development' (Doevendans and
van der Voort, 1984,p.3).
80 'The centralformulation oftheproblem becomesthen [...] howcanspatial configurations be developed in which the twofundamentally different forms of dynamics (flexibility/change and stability) can both be done adequate justice to'
(Sijmons, 1988, p.106).The means provided involve disconnecting the slow and
fast wheels ofchange in the landscape,asaresult ofwhich independent networks
are created with different forms ofspatial dynamics.
81 Warnau, 1989, p.26.
82 The classicalgarden containsgoodexamplesofvaried adaptations ofhow sections
in agrid pattern are infilled.
83 Tschumi, 1988,p.33.
84 Wigley, 1988,p.12.
85 Deconstruction inlanguageisthemethod ofreadingtextswithaconstant shifting
ofperspective,sothatitbecomesimpossible toestablish unequivocally the meaning of atext; various meanings thus arise from the text. This method does away
with the idea that every text hasasingle definitive meaning.
86 'A brief that displays parallels with the way in which nineteenth-century artists,
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urban planners and architects succeeded inrestructuring the negative experience
of the metropolis into a new sensibility, a modern aesthetic, based on a positive
approach to the artificiality and transience of life in the big city [...] The static
perspective made way for acceleration and the «moving eye», in which the city
appears as a succession of scenes and autonomous surfaces' (Verstegen, 1989,
p. 10).

87 Koolhaas: 'You must not subdue the waves,but roam over them with virtuosity.'
88 'In thissenseit'sanabstraction ofsocialreality,anattempt tomakehigh art from
the heterogeneous fragmentations that surround any major city, particularly Paris' (Jencks, 1988, p.23).
89 VanDijk, 1988, p.6.
90 Rowe, 1978, p.32.
91 'Urban voids without a powerful morphological context, but with all manner of
traces of the past, lend themselves well to such an approach. The new project
transforms the situation, not by erasing the underlying traces, but by revealing
them and incorporating them' (Verstegen, 1989,p.10).
92 This doesnot refer here toplanswith acopiousmiscellany ofvarious stereotyped
park situations,but to themultiformity and multifariousness characteristic ofthe
gardenesque and theexclusiveattention totheindividual, preferably exotic, plant
to the detriment ofevery spatial quality. Vistas are blocked with new varieties of
plant,and thesystemofpathsismade denser inorder tobeabletosetmore plants
along it. Countless structures appear in various eclectic styles, even in places
wherethey have nospatial function. Ar e c u r r e n t ^ desieclephenomenon?
93 This was the theme of a series of lectures on French and Spanish urban design
held in May 1989at the Academy ofArchitecture in Amsterdam.
94 Beune and Thus, 1985.
Chapter 6 Thestylingofthedesign
95 'Stylingisthemanipulation offorms tocreateacultural unity,anactivitywhichis
alwayssubjective and linked totimeand place'(deJong, 1987,p.56).In this stage
of the analysis only the timeless aspect of style is dealt with: the form. The time
and place linked aspect, the meaning, isexamined in Chapter 8.
96 Archetype is used here in the sense ofthe oldest, fully developed form ofastyle,
from which later stylesare derived.
97 This also raises the central subject of the historical development of landscape
architecture, namely the treatment of nature; that is to say, the question of the
character, the form and the symbolism ofthe representation of nature.
98 See, for example, Coenen's approach: 'He plunders architectural history, not
indolently and consumptively, in order to mask a lack of conviction. On the
contrary,historyconstitutesanentityofknowledgethatisconsulted withastrong
normative consciousness. The examples to which Coenen refers are not cited by
him, rather they are spoken with great resolution' (van Dijk, 1989,p.10).
99 Van Dijk, 1989,p.10.
100 'Coenen'seclecticism isofaninductivecharacter. It proceedsfrom the particular:
the various experiences he has gained while undergoing and studying individual
examples.Thegeneral,theessenceofarchitecture,cannotbegraspedby reducing
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the richness of each of these mental pictures to a set of rules or operational
procedures' (van Dijk, 1989, p.12).
101 Norberg-Schulz, 1963,p.158.
102 'Everystylisticperiod developsnewconceptsinwhichreferences and associations
have been incorporated into and with what previously or elsewhere already existed, or into and with what is anticipated in the future, but assimilated and
interpreted in such a way that one's own attitude to life and expectations can be
projected in a new associative concept and, thus, transmitted. A new style form
has, in addition, more power-and, they say, more quality-the more it has the
capacity to offer concepts and forms that are utilizable asarepresentation ofnew
social orientations and realities' (Dijkstra, 1985,p.14).
103 'Within the limits ofhisheritage,tradition and dominant style,theaverage talent
willassimilateasingleelementandpresentanimitation ofthis.Theoriginalspirit,
on the other hand, willstruggle with hisversion oftradition. He rejects part ofit
whilewelcominganother,andasubstantial part hemerelytakesnoteof. Gradually,the imitation ofhis forefathers makes way for thecrystallization ofa«personal
style*'(van Dijk, 1987,p.35).
104 Thus 'local' doesnot mean 'provincial'.
105 For example, the Volkspark designs of Fritz Encke: 'Der barocke Garten diente
ihm dabei nicht alsMuster fur die Inhalt, sondern alsAnregung fur die Ordnung
und die Gliederung des Parkes sowie die Bildung von streng gefassten Raumen
mit verschiedenen Funktionen' (Wiegand and Hennebo, 1975,p. 53).
106 Furthermore, aproblem canarise.The history ofgarden design basically tells the
story ofthe garden asa privileged place for the few, whereas the brief isnow the
designing of public parks for everyone. The forms handed down are in large
measure tailored to being used and experienced by small numbers of initiated
individuals.
107 Warnau, university lecture.
108 Collins, 1965,p.35.
109 Thus Asian garden design has not been taken into consideration. These styles
(illuminatingly described byKuitert, 1988)werespecifically tailored togardensof
limited size and expressly private use. There has been an absence of public projects.For thisreason, theJapaneseentriestoLaVilletteshownoevidence oftheir
own tradition.
n o This term possibly leads one erroneously to suppose that it is a question here of
immediately utilizableobjectsthatcanbetakenfrom aneatlyarranged stockroom.
What ismeant hereisaninterpretable wholeofknowledge,insight,values, norms
and emotions that isthe professional background ofthe landscape architect.
i n Because of the educational and design philosophies prevalent in the 1960s and
'70s-historical styles had, indeed, had their day-not every landscape architect
hasasclear-cut and extensive an imageofthe archetypes. Nevertheless, it constitutes afixed,but scarcely tangible, frame of reference.
112 Crowe, 1958,p.33.
113 Crowe, 1958, p.33.
114 Crowe, 1958, p.41.
115 Gollwitzer in Hazlehurst, 1974,p.71.
116 Gollwitzer in Hazlehurst, 1974,p.75.
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i i 7 Boyceau (1638)inWimmer, 1989,p.107.
118 In theliteratureconsiderableimportance isfrequently attached totheinfluence of
the paintings of Claude and others on the rise of the landscape style. Lang (in
Pevsner, 1974) shows, however, that the process was largely on account of the
inspiringimagesevoked inthepoetryofthattimeand tothevistasterminated bya
building common in stage designs.
119 Although thecreation ofthat newstyledid nottakeplacecompletely consciously.
Thus theEnglish ontheir return from thegrand tour realized their impressionsof
the classical ruins surrounded by farmers, herdsmen and cattle, whereas their
objective had been to create a purely classical scene. An example of 'creative
misunderstanding'.
120 'The pleasurewhichthemind derivesfrom theloveoforder,ofunity,ofantiquity
and ofcontinuity, is,in certain degree, gratified by the long perspective view ofa
stately avenue; even when it consists of trees in rows so far apart that their
branches donottouch:but wheretheygrowsonearastoimitatethegrandeur, the
gloomy shade, and almost the shelter of a Gothic cathedral, we may add the
comfort and convenience of such an avenue to all other considerations of its
beauty' (Repton, 1806,p.336).
121 'The four principalcharacteristicsof«theRomantic*areintegrallyincorporated in
Brown's work, and in a lucid, pure manner. The treatment of nature is full of
respect andisincompleteharmony withthehuman presence.Thesentiments and
emotionsevoked bythesegardensarenotdetermined byanycoercivelanguageon
thepart ofBrown's forms, but canarisefrom within theobserver's own personality. Precisely on account ofthe use ofelementary forms, there remains a freedom
toimagine for each in hisown way.The wholeissosubtly composed that itdoes,
indeed, stimulate the imagination. Reality is manipulated, so as to give rise to a
new idealized reality' (van Veelen, 1979, p.37).
122 Price (1801) on the character of the picturesque: T am persuaded that the two
opposite qualities of roughness, and of sudden variation joined to that of irregularity, are the most causes ofthe picturesque' (van Veelen, 1979,p.37).
123 It wasonlyafter thedevelopment ofthe picturesque interpretation ofthe Brownian landscape and the accompanying reduction in scale that its application to the
Dutch situation could begin. J.D.Zocher jun. (1791-1870) gave the most formal
rendering ofthe English landscape style:asimple organization and aharmonious
form.
124 In Theoriedesjardins(1776)Morel distinguishes between the following four park
genres: 'The Poetic, which takes its subjects from Mythology and ancient fables
and sets out to present us either with an incident from the Golden Age or some
pagan mystery;the Romantic, which aims torepresent everything that the imagination can conceive and art can execute [...] enchantments, fairy dreams, the
wonders ofmagic [...] the most extravagant inventions [...] unknown to everyone
except to him who conceived them or to whom the inventor takes the trouble to
explain them; the Pastoral, bucolic scenes nearer to nature; and the Imitative,
where the Artist seeks to represent a foreign country, to recreate on the terrain
entrusted tohimthecustoms,forms,productsandconstructions ofanother country or century' (Stauffacher Solomon, 1988,p.37).
Considerable adaptations are necessary inorder toaccommodate the landscape
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styletoadverse initial situations,such astheflatnessofHolland. Examples of this
adaptation are described by van Leeuwen (1987^).
125 See, for example, van Leeuwen (1987a) on Paxton's designs for, among others,
Birkenhead Park.
126 Steenbergen, 1985,p.121.
127 Repton, 1806,pp.111-14.
128 Walpole (1770)in Goode and Lancaster, 1986, p.169.
129 Lang in Pevsner, 1974, p.5.
130 Lang in Pevsner, 1974, p.29.
131 Hill (1757)inJacques, 1983^.74.
132 Crowe, 1958,p.61.
133 In theNetherlands and Germany themodern period between the twoworld wars
is called Nieuwe Zakelijkheid/Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity). This term
signifies what the movement pursued.
134 'It wasonly inthe decade following the Second World War that the architectural
ideas ofthe men described by Nikolaus Pevsner as«The Pioneers ofthe Modern
Movement* were established; hence we may fittingly describe this decade as the
beginning ofanewera.From thistime onwards,architecture wastohaveabout it
all the features ofstability and orthodoxy [...]' (Collins, 1965, p.83).
135 Van Doesburg, 1921, p.24.
136 Crowe, 1958, p.70.
137 The Volkspark,richly diverse on account of the presence of, for example, allotments, swimming pool and sports fields, has declined because of functionalist
considerations. Elements becameorganizationally autonomous and subsequently
spatially isolated in detached complexes. This hasled to acoarsening ofscale and
the disappearance ofvisitors to the park.
138 Lubetkin, interview in NRC Handehblad,7 September 1990.
139 In functionalism the term 'beauty' is also loaded; a break is advocated with existing hackneyed forms of beauty as a result of eclectic design. Set against the
traditional styles are the need to make the design process more scientific, social
emancipation, ecology and the uniqueness ofthe brief.
140 See, for example, Eckbo's 'Principles of Esthetic Order': 'Art elements (Line,
Shape, Color, Texture, Mass, Space) are organized through Rhythm, Balance,
Emphasis and Proportion intoaHarmony ofUnity and Variety [...] Harmony isa
product of proper Proportioning of the various functional and Art elements
through Rhythm, BalanceandEmphasis,toproduceasenseofUnity, Coherence,
Continuity, Strength, Clarity, Order and Stability' (Eckbo, 1969, pp.199 and
206).
141 Maass, 1927, p.44.
142 Lubetkin, interview in NRC Handehblad,7 September 1990.
143 Toes, 1985, p.77.
144 Maass, 1927,p.101.
145 Serensen, 1966,p.10.
146 Warnau, university lecture.
147 Kiley, inRainey (1982),p.25.
148 Le Nostre thus built acommentary onhisown rules into,for example, the design
for Conflans, challenged by the irregular terrain (seeHazlehurst, 1974).
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149 Woodbridge, 1981, p.15.
150 Van Dijk, 1988,p.50.
151 Van Leeuwen, 1988,p.15.
152 Corajoud's executed design for Pare du Sausset (Paris) shows amore convincing
composition than his La Villette entry. On the far larger site of Le Sausset some
interesting experiments in form are becoming apparent.
153 Commentary on old forms occurs particularly in post-modern designs.
154 See the in-depth analysis of the spatial structure and the form tools in classical
garden design by Steenbergen (1990). In addition to a decomposition of, as he
calls it, the formal design in landscape architecture, he demonstrates the applicability ofthetools found inthe description ofcontemporary developments around
theParisaxis:Louvre,Tuileries,ChampsElysees,ArcdeTriomphe,La Defense,
and so forth.
155 Theinterestinecologyisnotonlyrecentthough;see,forexample,thephytosociologicalbasisoftheplantingoftheAmsterdam Bosinthe 1930sand the utilization
and grouping of indigenous plant material in the work of Jensen (the 'Prairie
Style') in parks in Chicagoat the beginning ofthis century.
156 Milchert, 1985, p.642-52.
157 Rosenberg, 1986,p.75.
158 Theimportanceofecologyisincreasinginlargerprojects,inwhichitispossibleto
utilize more self-regulating and natural covering.
159 See,for example, Stauffacher Solomon, 1988.
Chapter 7 Evaluation ofthemethodofanalysis
160 'The acceptance ofadesignasadissertation seemsinitiallytobeprogress towards
landscape architecture as a modern technological science. This denies the fact,
however, that in the case of a profession that is both artistic and a craft, it is a
challenge to culture that isinvolved rather than the solving oftechnical problems
and their scientific justification' (Meeus, 1984a,proposition 10).
161 'The competition is a suitable means for stimulating public and professional
discussion about the landscape, on the condition that the entries are subjected to
criticism' (Meeus, 1984a,proposition 11).
162 Meeus, 1990.
163 Meeus, 1990.
164 Meeus, 1990,p.148.
Chapter 8 Reflectioninthedesigns
165 Dejong, 1984,p.42.
166 Jackson, 1980.
167 Hunt, 1975.Thesereferences werealsointended togiveexpression tothefact that
the British Empire represented acontinuation ofthe Roman Empire.
168 DeMichelis, 1981.
169 Meeus, 1990,p.148.
170 Warnau, 1988,p.38.
171 Goecke, 1981;Nehring and Hennebo, 1979.
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172 Onemeaningalwaysremains however:themeaningofthematerial (stone denotes
rock and subsequently, certainly in an environment in which there are no rocks,
mountains).
173 Warnau, 1989, p.35.
174 Warnau requires that signs:
- 'be succinct: as a sign, small in relation to their surroundings, with a limited
reference
- besubtle:casual,onemustalsobeabletopassthembyunnoticed;thisalsomeans:
not pedantic, not demonstrative, comprehensive
- be accessible: legible for as broad a public as possible, not elitist, no secret language for experts
- becontemporary: alsointhesenseofreferring toatopicalsubject, ortoahistorical
subject that isonce more the centre of interest
- gobeyond the old cultural spheres and are never mystical
- be satirical: with double references, provocative as well as reassuring' (Warnau,
1989,p.36).
175 Broadbent, 1981;Jencks, 1977.
176 Harvey, 1987.
177 Repton, 1806.
178 Fein, 1968, p.104.
179 Karling, 1980^.30.
180 Battisti in Coffin, 1972, p.4.
181 MacDougall in Coffin, 1972, p. 53.
182 Gollwitzer in Hazlehurst, 1974,p.81.
183 StaufTacher Solomon, 1988, p.60.
184 Arnold, 1980,p.37.
185 Walpole (1770)on the work of Kent, in Karling, 1980,p.44.
186 Watelet (1774)in Lefaivre and Tzonis, 1984,p.285.
187 Wittkower, 1983,pp.181-3.
188 Clark, 1948, p.36.
189 Clark, 1948, p.22.
190 Repton, 1806, p.8.
191 Levels, 1984,p.7.
192 In LaVillettethe buildings oftheMuseum and the GrandeHallearesolarge and
important in relation to the site that the park is,as aconsequence, comparable to
the garden ofapalace or country estate.
193 Girardin, 1777.
194 Girardin, 1777.
195 Nature is now also conceived of as an exotic element added to a banal, everyday
situation, which creates the condition and circumstances for kitsch. For example,
a tropical planting inashopping centre.
196 Hunt, 1975.
197 Fein, 1968,p.101.
198 See,in particular, the outcome ofresidents' participation.
199 Chadwick, 1966.
200 Even if one pursues the natural and the spontaneous in the living organism, this
ideal can only be attained by taking as a starting-point a command of soil, water
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and plantings. It is only on the basis of this artificiality, not by an imposed
'organic' design, that these factors can develop and nature truly become itself.
201 'Beautiful' natureisalsoachaos,however, full ofdecay,putrefaction and wastage.
What is then the precise and correct representation of nature? This may be
compared with the problem ofnemesis in art history.
202 The real development is, of course, more sophisticated and more complex. The
quotations at the beginning ofthis section giveageneral impression of this.
203 Bosch, 1988,pp.24-5.
204 Moreover, in the countryside in France and Italy, in addition to the regularly
worked land and fields there are often natural, waste or neglected places as a
contrast. In the Netherlands, however, almost everything is artificial, organized
and worked.
205 'Hier sind okologische Nischen und interessante Biotope Vorbild. Beliebt sind
Feuchtbiotope nicht nur wegen ihrer Artenvielvalt und Schutzwurdigkeit, sondern auch durch ihre Asthetik. Fur landliche Streuwiesen und stadtische Ruderalflachen begeistert man sich genauso. Nicht der gestaltete Freiraum, sondern
die Abwesenheit von Gestaltung wird zum Prinzip und macht asthetische Kategorien iiberflussig.
Soentstehen Griinanlagen, deren Intention in der Weckung okologischer Illusionen besteht. Der soziale Auftrag reduziert sich ahnlig wie in der Gartenkunst
desHistorismus imausgehenden 19.Jahrhundert aufdieausschliesslich optische
Aneignung der 'schonen Natur'. Entsprechend werden unterschiedliche okologische Szenerien zitiert und effektvoll an einander gereiht' (Richard, 1986, p.32).
206 Apowerful representation oftimecan befound inthe work ofPiranesi (1720-78).
On the one hand, there is the time of the buildings, the ruins; on the other,
nature's time,the overgrowth.
207 The relationship between planting and maintenance is not evident in the plans.
This issue is difficult to present in the entry and is subordinate in most of the
designs because the situation isdetermined by paving and architectural objects.
208 For adefinition ofthe objectives seeChapter 2.
209 See alsoChapter 6.
210 The research into the problems that arise in restoring historical gardens provides
newmaterial for designing. One isthen forcefully confronted with considerations
relating to the growth and development of plantings; not only the problem with
respect to regeneration and maintenance, but also the recovery of design rules
with regard tospatial composition, the arrangement and spacing oftrees, and the
selection and interaction ofplants in time and space.
211 Asimilar viewoftradition canbefound inthe workofsuch authors as Gombrich,
Norm andForm,and Curtis, ModernArchitecturesince igoo.
212 'Art isacontinuous process.However newthecircumstances maybe,itisvirtuallyimpossibletocreateaworkofart without antecedents. The challengeofhistory
is not whether it should be studied, but rather the interpretation of what is
constant and therefore alivetoday, and what isephemeral and onlyacademic [...]
All design therefore derives from impressions of the past, conscious or subconscious, and in the modern collective landscape, from historic gardens and parks
and silhouettes which werecreated for totallydifferent socialreasons. Fundamentally, these again derived from impressions of the world: the classical from the
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213

geometry of agriculture, the romantic from natural landscape. Only the small
private garden remains true to its instinctive unchanged purpose of expressing,
protecting and consoling the individual' (Jellicoe andJellicoe, 1975,p.7).
Thus this is not the rationalism that, in a 'scientific' manner, formulates and
propagates anew 'well-founded' and Utopian ideal model.
Goecke and Hennebo, 1981; Nehring and Hennebo, 1979; Wiegand and Hennebo, 1975.
Chapter 9 Urbanparks andtheirdesignproblems

214 Warnau, 1989, p.47.
215 Indeed, Perk poeticized at the end of the nineteenth century, 'Limitation must
sharpen ingenuity and invention'.
216 Heeling and Bekkering, 1981, p.34.
217 The design by OMA does not lend itself to this purpose. It seems not to be
interested in shape and image atall.
218 Before theRegency period thepane d'oiewasused onlyfor theentrances orin the
woods situated behind the garden.
219 There is also an interesting link between the Jardin des Plantes in Paris (and its
ambition to be a living encyclopaedia of animals, plants and minerals) and the
organization ofTschumi's La Villette (Taverne, 1988, p.112-19).
220 Graafland, 1986,p.14.
221 Rasmussen, 1951,p.35.
222 Girardin, 1777.
223 'Outdoor spaces arerarely created bycompleteenclosure.They areonly partially
bounded: their form iscompleted by theconformation ofthefloorand by smaller
verticalelementsthat markoutimaginary aerialdefinitions [...] Levelchangeswill
define spaces; they can open views; and they can create effects of silhouette,
truncation, or dynamic movement' (Lynch, 1971,p.191).
224 Repton, 1806,p.324.
225 For an example of a description of a walk in which the various aspects are wellarticulated, seethe Rapport overdeparken Sonsbeek,Zijpendaal enGulden Bodem
inArnhem, Department ofLandscapeArchitecture, Landbouw Hogeschool, Wageningen, 1979,pp.76-97.
226 Dijkstra, 1985,p. n .
227 In this connection, moreover, either is seen as the absolute prerequisite for the
creation of beauty.
228 'There are pleasures (and there is food for development) in puzzles, ambiguities
and mysteries. We want definable elements rather than defined ones, complex
connections,regions remaining tobeexplored, and some freedom to camouflage'
(Lynch, i98i,p. 143).
229 '[...]asettlementshouldpermitanunfolding creationofmeaning,thatis,asimple
and patent first order structure which allows a more extensive ordering as it is
more fully experienced, and which encourages theconstruction ofnew meanings,
through which the inhabitant makes the world his own [...] a city which invites
ordering issurely better than an orderly city' (Lynch, 1981, p.144).
230 Coeterier, 1987.
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231 Lemaire, 1970, p.31.
232 Agood attempt atacquiring abetter grasp ofarchitectural-spatial design tools on
the basis ofcompositional concepts inmusic isthe undergraduate dissertation by
Jans, 1988.
233 Hussey, 1967,p.106.
234 The Chinese poet Chang Ch'ao, cited in Clark, 1948, p.3.
235 The programme was overfull; 'Because no one is sure what parks are for and
whomthey should serve,park planners favor ascattershotapproach inthehopeof
covering most basics' (Cranz, 1982,p.276).
236 Jacobs, 1961.
237 Hall, 1976, p.5.
238 An advertisement for 'Great Adventure Park' in Florida read: 'If you can't afford
to goto Kenya next year, it's waiting for you just outside of Tampa'.
239 Warnau, 1989, p.32.
240 Lynch, 1981,p.157.
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Summary

PARK DESIGNS Parks are planted placesinwhich vegetation, earth, water,and
constructions arecultivated insuchawaythroughcomposition thattheyacquirea
meaningbeyond thesignificance ofthesingleplant.Without imagination aparkis
amere dry decorforpeoplewhocomeand go;ameaningless facade. Parksarethe
mostartisticproducts oflandscape architecture. Itispreciselyforthis reason that
by means of analysis and examination this study seeks to identify the artistic
aspects ofpark design.
COMPARATIVE DESIGN ANALYSIS Landscape architecture is a profession

comprising craftsmanship, theory and artisticsense.Research enables these three
mainstays of the profession to be consolidated and their mutual position and
interaction clarified. The mainobjectiveofthepresentstudyistocontributetothe
formation oftheoriesoflandscape design. This isdone bymeansofacomparative
design analysis, through theintellectual decomposition andexamination ofpark
designs. Park design isa subject ofstudy eminently suited tothis objective, for
here the essence oflandscape design ispresent inaconcentrated form.
This study also considers contemporary park design and the sources influencingdesigners.Itaimstodiscoverandrevealthequalitiesandthepotentialof
recent developments inpark design.
The design analysis provides anoverview ofthe means designers have attheir
disposal.The tradition oftheprofession offers thecontextfortheanalysis.Wecan
learnfrom thehistoryofgardendesign,but onlywithacriticism that is superiorto
it.Arationalapproachtotradition isnecessarybecausemeaningful creativeactivitiesare based onrules.
THE C O M P E T I T I O N FOR LA VILLETTE TheConcours International: Parede
la Villette, Paris, 1982-3 attracted considerable international attention andprovidedmaterialsuitableforourresearch.Acompetition isideally suited toadesign
analysis.Qualitativelyvaried strategiesincreatingpark (landscape) designscanbe
compared since they are applied tothe same siteanduse the same programme.
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Aboveall,the competition waschosen for this study becausethe complex brief
constituted aparticular challengeforparticipants.Designerswerethus compelled
to sharpen their ideas and to broaden their understanding and method of approach. They had to, as it were, enter into a battle with conventional concepts
concerning parks,possiblyevenwiththeir ownfamiliar principles.Acomparative
analysis of design plans illustrates which strategies and themes have played a
decisive role in the design and how these have been incorporated into the various
designs.
ANALYSIS The analysis covers all ofthe stages of the design and touches on as
many as possible of the considerations that have influenced the design. The
analysisreasonsproceedingfrom theproduct,viaaninterpretation ofthe process,
towards the idea. Much of the analysis is done and recorded in drawings. Each
stageisaccompanied byaseriesofanalyticaldrawings:abstractionsthatrevealthe
concept behind the design. By making use of these drawings, design specific
characteristics can beconsidered more easilyand the results are easier to conceptualize and transmit.
The analysisproceeds infour stages,from graphicabstraction viaspatial reality
towards compositional concepts and themes; from reaction to location and programme to traditions of form. In addition, the viewpoint in relation to the plan
shifts, both literally and figuratively: from, for example, composition on the flat
surface to the spatial scene, or from the practical functioning of the site to the
character and meaning oftheforms and materials used. The stages in the analysis
arepreceded byadescription ofthe programme and the site:theconditions ofthe
assignment (Chapter 2).
The first stage explores the graphic composition of the plan and results in a
representation of points, lines and planes (Chapter 3). This analysis reveals a
diversity ofpatterns.The designers responded tothe geometry ofthe siteand the
surroundings, either following itor diverging from it.
In the second stage thefollowing question isposed:'What isthesignificance of
thegraphic composition for the spatial functioning ofthe park?' It considers thus
how the many and various functional programmatic items are given a spatial
coherence.These practical parameters oftheparklayoutform 'thecomponents of
coherence'. These concepts are here termed access, organization, anchoring,
openness, articulation, and character (Chapter 4).Acomparison ofthe analytical
drawings from the first stage with those from the second shows the use of a
combination of alignments; the purpose of this is to seek a coherence in which
there is space for tension and dynamism in the composition. Important qualities
that result from coherence are orientation and scale.
The third stage considers which design principles direct the designers' approach to the conditions, potentials and meanings, both of the site and of the
requirements oftheprogramme.The following designstrategieshavebeen distinguished: firstly, strategies relating to use and time (historical continuity, functional relations, flexibility); and, secondly, strategies with regard to design and
layout(wholeness,fragmentation). In the designs wholenesswasrarely employed
as a strategy. It is uncertain whether this is a consequence of the diversity demanded intheprogramme,orbecausethedesignershavenoclearideaofthe form
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ofthe park in the future. In general designers employed acombination of design
strategies; this can lead to multifacetedness, but also to complex composites that
are difficult for the visitor to understand.
The fourth stageexploreswhichconcepts ofform havebeenused inthe design;
how is styling used to concretize the spatial structure? It is an exploration of
design tools and themes. The stylistic elements are based on adivision into three
archetypes of landscape architecture: classicism, landscape style and modernism
(Chapter 6).Bymeans ofthischaracterization an attempt ismade to comprehend
the logic of the spatial forms and patterns. The adaptation can be inventive and
spiritual (innovative), virtuosic and ingenious (mannerist), perfunctory and unimaginative (cliche'd), indolent and sensationalist (populist), austere and clinical
(formal), or artless and unpretentious (informal or pragmatic). Pure styles are
bothoutoffashion andwereinanycaseemphaticallyrejected bytheclient.Mixed
styles have been much tried in the solutions submitted, partly because of the
requested pluralism and polysemy.
The method ofanalysis presented herecanbedeployed inmany cases, particularly in complex situations. Its step-by-step structure is directly and universally
utilizable. The concepts will need adapting or expanding in some cases though;
they have,after all,beenchosen and defined onthebasisofwhatwas encountered
in the plans considered in this study, namely principally those for La Villette
(Chapter 7).

CONCLUSIONS Part 3 of this study tries to draw together the results of our
analysis of La Villette in particular, and of park design in general. It presents a
series ofconclusions relating tothe plans for La Villette, and especially to what is
reflected inthe designs,the 'literary' inthe designs:signs,images and references.
This issomething onetends tolosesightofduring the analysisitself(Chapter 8).
By tradition, symbolism is an important phenomenon in garden and park. The
appreciation and utilization ofthepossibilities offered bysymbolism isnot always
amatterofcoursehowever.Thesuperficiality ofmeaninginmanyplansarisesasa
result of designing without considering meaning. The symbolization can result
from the character oflandscape architecture: the relationship to nature. And the
symbols can be derived from the programme ofrequirements: the representation
ofcultural pluralism and innovation inpark design(La Villetteistobetheparkof
the twenty-first century).
The study concludes with a series of reflections on composing in landscape
architecture: the form and content ofthe urban park in general, and the idiosyncraticintheParedelaVilletteinparticular (Chapter 9). Hereanumber ofaspects
relatingtothearchitectural principlesofparkdesignaredealtwith(theeffects and
meanings of the interplay between components) under the headings spatial illusion, order, unity, line patterns, literary figures, musical compositional figures.
InviewofLaVillette'sexemplaryfunction, bothwithregard tothe programme
and the design, weconclude by sketching avision ofwhat isjust asimportant for
the city's future: the 'ordinary' park. The openness of a grassy or scintillating
spaceisthemostimportant qualityfor theordinary park:longsightlinestodream
awayin,thetranquillity ofsimplespacesinwhichtoentertain one'sthoughts,and
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the enchanting rhythms of the regularity and repetition of interconnected trees
and hedges.Deserted and empty onarainymorning andanimated and shiningon
a sunny day. It is a field of sensual experiences that are complementary to work
and consumption; that is,the voluntary, primary and sensual,versusthe controlled, organized and useful. This requires a relaxed, reserved and natural design,
rather than one that is forced, insistent and affected. The design of the ordinary
park gives rise to careful observation, an observation in which the eye grows
restful and contemplative. Slow and serious perhaps for the rhythm of this age,
but because of the quality of intimacy and, at the same time, unemotionality, a
unique moment of beauty.
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J.Lodewijk Baljon werd geboren op 15 augustus 1956 te 's-Gravenhage. Aan het Stedelijk Gymnasium in Haarlem behaalde hij in 1975
het eindexamen 6. De opleiding werd vervolgd aan de Landbouw
Universiteit Wageningen in de richting tuin- en landschapsarchitectuur. In 1983 studeerde hij met lof af op een plan voor de landschappelijke en stedebouwkundige ontwikkeling van Almere-Oost en op een
kunsthistorisch onderzoek naar de invloed van de tuinkunst op het
landschap. Gedurende de studie werd stage doorlopen bij de Rijksdienst voor de IJsselmeerpolders en een studiereis ondernomen naar
de Verenigde Staten en Canada.
Daarna startte hij bij Bureau Bakker en Bleeker teAmsterdam, waar
zijn eerste project de prijsvraag voor het Pare de la Villette was. Twee
jaarlater werd het onderzoek bij devakgroep tuin-en landschapsarchitectuur in Wageningen aangevat, dat uiteindelijk resulteerde in dit
proefschrift.
Als zelfstandig landschapsarchitect zijn projecten gerealiseerd, zoals
terreininrichting bij kantoren eninstellingen, ontwerp van particuliere
tuinen en historische buitenplaatsen en supervisie van de stadsuitbreiding Tuinstad Sloten in Amsterdam. Sinds 1987is hij gastdocent aan
de Academie van Bouwkunst Amsterdam.
Regelmatig werd aan prijsvragen deelgenomen, meestal in samenwerking, waarbij de volgende prijzen werden behaald: Student competition International Federation of Landscape Architects 1981-tweede

prijs; Recreatiegebied Spaarnwoude/Houtrak prijsvraag BNT 1981eervolle vermelding; Pare de la Villette, Parijs 1982-eerste prijs exaequo; Parkprijsvraag BNT 1984—eerste prijs ex-aequo; Tuinenprijs
1986-eerste prijs.
Sinds 1983is hij gehuwd met Ineke Hellingman, kunsthandelaar te
Amsterdam.

Samenvatting

Parken zijn beplante plekken,waarvan begroeiing, grond, water en het
gebouwde zodanig zijn gecultiveerd door compositie, dat zij een zin
krijgen die de betekenis van de enkele plant te boven gaat. Zonder die
kunstzinnige verbeelding is een park slechts een droog decor voor
komende en gaande mensen; een zinloze facade. Het park is in aanleg
het meest kunstzinnige produkt van de landschapsarchitectuur. Omdat die abstracte betekenis wezenlijk is voor het park, wil deze studie
juist de muzische aspecten van het parkontwerp door analyse en beschouwing naar voren halen.
De landschapsarchitectuur is een uit ambacht, theorie en kunstzin
opgebouwd vak. Door wetenschappelijk onderzoek kunnen deze drie
pijlers van het vak worden verstevigd. Hoofddoel van dit onderzoek is
het bijdragen aan de theorievorming van het landschapsarchitectonisch ontwerpen. Dit geschiedt door middel van een vergelijkende
ontwerpanalyse: door het verstandelijk ontleden en het beschouwen
van parkontwerpen. Voor dit doel is het parkontwerp bij uitstek een
geschikt studieobject, omdat hierin de kern van het landschapsarchitectonisch vormgeven op geconcentreerde wijze aanwezig is.
Dit onderzoek istevens een beschouwing over hedendaagse parkarchitectuur en haar bronnen. Het beoogt dekwaliteiten en de mogelijkheden in de recente ontwikkelingen van het parkontwerpen op te sporen en te tonen.
De ontwerpanalyse geeft een overzicht van demiddelen die de ontwerper tot zijn beschikking heeft. De vaktraditie biedt daarom de
context voor de analyse. We kunnen van de tuinkunsthistorie leren,

maar alleen met een kritiek diedaar boven staat. Een rationele benadering vandevaktraditie isnoodzakelijk, omdat zinvollecreatieve activiteiten zijn gebaseerd op regels.
Het Concours International: Pare de la Villette, Paris, 1982-3 genoot
grote internationale belangstelling en leverde geschikt onderzoeksmateriaal. Juist een prijsvraag biedt gunstige voorwaarden voor de
ontwerpanalyse. Zeer verschillende uitgangspunten uit de landschapsarchitectonische planvorming worden door de bewerking van het zelfde programma en de toepassing op het zelfde terrein vergelijkbaar.
Deze competitieisbovenal voor dit onderzoek uitgezocht, omdat de
complexe opgave bijzonder uitdagend wasgesteld. Zo werden ontwerpers gedwongen hun ideeen aan te scherpen en moesten zealshet ware
destrijd aangaan met conventionele opvattingen overparken, mogelijk
zelfs met hun eigen vertrouwde uitgangspunten. De vergelijkende
plananalyse maakt duidelijk welke uitgangspunten en thema's in het
ontwerpvraagstuk een beslissende rolhebben gespeeld en hoediein de
verschillende ontwerpen zijn verwerkt.
De analyse doorloopt allestadia van het ontwerpen en raakt aan zoveel
mogelijk overwegingen diehet ontwerp bei'nvloedden. Vanuit het produkt redeneert deanalyse,viaeeninterpretatie vanhet ontwerpproces,
naar het idee toe. Veel van de analyse is uitgevoerd en vastgelegd in
tekeningen. Elke stap gaat gepaard met een serie analysetekeningen:
abstracties die de ideeen van het ontwerp aan het licht brengen. Door
de tekentaal te benutten kunnen ontwerpspecifieke zaken beter aan de
orde worden gesteld en ishet resultaat voorstelbaar en overdraagbaar.
De analyse verloopt in vier stappen, van grafische abstractie via
ruimtelijke werkelijkheid naar compositie concepten en thema's; van
reactie op de situatie en het programma tot vorm tradities. Bovendien
verschuift het standpunt in verhouding tot deplannen, zowel letterlijk
als figuurlijk: van, bijvoorbeeld, de compositie in het platte vlak naar
het ruimtelijke beeld, ofvan het praktisch functioneren van het terrein
naar hetkarakter en debetekenis vandetoegepaste vormenen materialen. De analyse stappen worden voorafgegaan door een beschrijving
van het programma en de situatie: de condities van de opgave (hoofdstuk 2).
De eerste stap verkent degrafische compositie vanhet plan en resulteert in een voorstelling van punten, lijnen en vlakken (hoofdstuk 3).
Deze ontleding toont een verscheidenheid aan patronen. De ontwer-

pers gingen of op de geometrie van het terrein en de omgeving door of
men zette zich juist aftegen de context.
De tweede stap stelt de vraag: Wat is de betekenis van de grafische
compositie voor het ruimtelijk functioneren van het park? Zo wordt
onderzocht door welke ordening en met welke middelen een samenhangende organisatie van het plan wordt bereikt. Deze praktische
parameters van het parkplan vormen 'de componenten van samenhang'. In dit onderzoek zijn dat de begrippen: Ontsluiting, Organisatie, Verankering, Openheid, Geleding en Karakter (hoofdstuk 4). Een
vergelijking vandeanalysetekeningen van deeersteentweede stap laat
een samenspel van richtingen zien, met het doel een samenhang te
componeren waarbinnen ruimte is voor spanning en dynamiek. Belangrijke kwaliteiten, die het resultaat zijn van samenhang, zijn orientatie en schaal.
De derde stap beziet welkeontwerpuitgangspunten men stelt tegenover potenties en betekenissen van zowel de plek als het programma.
De volgende ontwerpuitgangspunten zijn onderscheiden: ten eerste,
uitgangspunten ten aanzien van gebruik en tijd (historische continuiteit, functionele relaties, flexibiliteit); en, ten tweede, uitgangspunten
ten aanzien van vormgeving en inrichting (heelheid, fragmentatie,
hoofdstuk 5). In de ontwerpen is heelheid weinig als uitgangspunt
gekozen.Het isonzeker ofditeengevolgisvandedoor het programma
gevraagde verscheidenheid, of omdat de ontwerpers geen duidelijk
idee van het park in de toekomst hebben. In het algemeen combineert
men meerdere ontwerpuitgangspunten, hetgeen kan leiden tot meerwaarde, maar 00k tot een ingewikkelde samengesteldheid die voor de
bezoeker moeilijk is te vatten.
De vierde stap ontleedt welke vormconcepten in het ontwerp doorwerken; hoe wordt de ruimtelijke opbouw geconcretiseerd door stilering? Het is een verkenning van vormthema's en vormmiddelen. De
stilistische elementen zijn gegroepeerd in drie archetypische parkstijlen: Classicisme, Landschapsstijl en Modernisme (hoofdstuk 6).
Door middel van de typering proberen we de logica van ruimtelijke
vormen en patronen. De bewerking van de stilering kan inventief en
spiritueel zijn (vernieuwend), virtuoos en vernuftig (manieristisch),
plichtmatig en fantasieloos (clichematig), gemakzuchtig en effectbejagend (populistisch), gestreng en clean (formeel), of ongekunsteld en
pretentieloos (informeel ofpragmatisch). Zuivere stijlen zijn zowel uit
de mode, als uitdrukkelijk afgewezen door de prijsvraaguitschrijver.
Gemengde stijlen zijn bij deze opgave veelbeproefd, mede ten dienste
van het gevraagde pluralisme en meerduidigheid.

De hier gepresenteerde analysemethode kan in meerdere gevallen
worden toegepast, met name in complexe situaties. De stap voor stap
opbouw isdirect enuniverseel bruikbaar. De begrippen zullen in sommige gevallen aanpassing of uitbreiding behoeven; ze zijn immers gekozen en gedefinieerd op basis van hetgeen we voornamelijk in de
plannen voor La Villette tegen kwamen (hoofdstuk 7).
Het slotakkoord van deze studie brengt het resultaat van de La Villette-analyseinverband methetparkontwerpen inhetalgemeen. Het zijn
beschouwingen, van zowelzakelijk als persoonlijk aard, over het 'litteraire' in de plannen voor het Pare de la Villette, over tekens, verbeeldingen en verwijzingen; een werkelijkheid dieindeanalyse,als het
ware, tussen de stappen verloren gaat (hoofdstuk 8). Traditioneel is
symbolisering een belangrijk fenomeen intuin en park. Het gebruik en
de waardering zijn echter niet altijd vanzelfsprekend. De oppervlakkigheid van betekenissen in veelplannen iseen gevolg van het ontwerpen zonder aandacht voor betekenis. De symbolisering kan voortkomen uit het karakter van delandschapsarchitectuur: deomgangmet de
natuur. En desymbolen kunnen afgeleid worden uit het prijsvraagprogramma: de verbeelding van het pluralisme van de metropolitane cultuur en de vernieuwing van het parkontwerp voor de eenentwintigste
eeuw.
Een serie van reflecties op het componeren in de parkarchitectuur
sluit het verhaal af: over de vorm en inhoud van het stadspark in het
algemeen en het eigenaardige van het Pare de laVillette (hoofdstuk 9).
Een aantal aspecten van compositie in landschapsarchitectuur (effecten en betekenissen van het samenspel der componenten) zijn hier
beschreven onder de noties: ruimtelijke illusie, orde, eenheid, lijnenspel, litteraire en muzikale compositie figuren.
In verband met de voorbeeld functie van de La Villette-prijsvraag,
zowel met betrekking tot het uitvoerige programma als de uitbundige
ontwerpen, wordt ten slotte een zeker tegenwicht gegeven door een
beeld te schetsen van een voor de toekomst van de stad evenzeer belangrijke plek: het alledaagse park. De openheid van een grazige of
sprankelende ruimte is de voornaamste kwaliteit van het alledaagse
park: lange zichtlijnen om in weg te dromen, de rust van eenvoudige
ruimten om de eigen gedachte te koesteren en betoverende ritmen
opgewekt door de regelmaat en herhaling van in verband geplante
bomen en hagen. Verlaten en leeg op een regenachtige ochtend en
levendig en tintelend op een zonnige dag. Het is een veld van sensuele

ervaringen die complementair zijn aan werk en consumptie; dat wil
zeggen het onverplichte, primaire en zinnelijke versus het geleide,
georganiseerde en nuttige. Dat vraagt om een ontspannen, terughoudende envanzelfsprekende vormgeving integenstelling toteen krampachtige en gewilde. De vormgeving van het alledaagse park geeft aanleiding tot behoedzaam kijken; een kijken waarbij het oogrustig wordt
en bespiegelend. Langzaam en ernstig misschien voor het ritme van
dezetijd, maar door dekwaliteit van intiem en tegelijk onderkoeld, een
bijzonder moment van schoonheid.

